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In 1926, when a lawsuit filed in open court accused Addison Mizner of fraud and al-
leged his company was insolvent, angry depositors stormed the Mizner-affiliated
banks in Palm Beach County. Photograph courtesy of Historical Society of Palm Beach
County.
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Addison Mizner: Promoter in Paradise

by RAYMOND B. VICKERS

C ALIFORNIA’S gold rush of 1849 and the Klondike gold rush of
1898 pale when compared to the Florida land rush of 1925.

As tales of quick profits captured the attention of the nation, the
boom in paradise became the greatest speculative frenzy in his-
tory.1 Florida’s climate, new roads, and low taxes had appeal, but
the chance of easy money fueled the hysteria. Real estate promot-
ers littered the state with “the joyful and confident devastation of
development.” Anything could happen as subdivisions rose from
snake-infested mangrove swamps. Not since the days of the car-
petbaggers had so many opportunists and swindlers migrated
south.2

Addison Mizner was the most flamboyant promoter in par-
adise. Historian George Tindall described him as “one of the great
charlatan-geniuses of the Twenties.” Mizner, who had become the
leading architect for the leisure class of Palm Beach, designed
a grandiose plan to transform Boca Raton into the world’s premier
resort. Its centerpiece would be Castle Mizner, his own $1 million
house, to be built on an island in the middle of Lake Boca Raton.

Raymond B. Vickers is an attorney in Tallahassee and author of Panic in Para-
dise: Florida’s Banking Crash of 1926.

1. Pierre Berton, Klondike: The Last Great Gold Rush 1896-1899 (Toronto, 1990),
524; Paul S. George, “Brokers, Binders, Builders: Greater Miami’s Boom of the
Mid-1920s,” Florida Historical Quarterly 65 (July 1986), 27-51; George B. Tindall,
“Bubble in the Sun,” American Heritage 16 (August 1965), 76-83, 109-11; Regi-
nald T. Townsend, “Gold Rush to Florida,” The World’s Work (June 1925), 179;
Kenneth L. Roberts, “Florida Fever,” Saturday Evening Post (December 5, 1925),
6-7, 207, 209; Gertrude Matthews Shelby, “Florida Frenzy,” Harper’s Monthly Mag-
azine (January 1926), 177-86; “Florida Madness,” New Republic (January 27,
1926), 258-59; Theyre Hamilton Weigall, Boom in Paradise (New York, 1932), 30;
Miami Herald, January 16, April 17, July 1, 2,1925.

2. Ida M. Tarbell, Introduction to Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner (New York,
1928), l-2; George, “Brokers,” 31; Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday: An Infor-
mal History of the Nineteen-Twenties (New York, 1931), 227; John Kenneth Gal-
braith, The Great Crash, 1929, (Boston, 1972), 8-12; Charlton W. Tebeau, A
History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 268-69.
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Castle Mizner, with its medieval drawbridge, was to become Addison Mizner’s $1
million dream-house and the center of his Boca Raton extravaganza. Photograph
courtesy of Historical Society Palm Beach County.

He planned a grand entrance for his medieval castle, complete
with a functioning drawbridge.3

With a straight face, Mizner announced that his residence
would be “a Spanish fortress of the twelfth century captured from
its owner by a stronger enemy, who, after taking it, adds on one
wing and another, and then loses it in turn to another who builds
to suit his taste.” A brochure of the Mizner Development Corpora-
tion declared: “Addison Mizner has planned his home to endure
through the ages and house for the enjoyment of posterity, the art
and architectural treasures which he has brought from the old
world. No finer contribution to the architectural splendor of Boca
Raton could be made by its founder.“4

3. As a comparison, the state of Ohio announced, in June 1925, the construction
of the “first ‘skyscraper’ capitol building” at a cost of $1 million. See Daytona
Beach Journal, June 4, 1925; Boca Raton: Florida's Wholly New Entirely Beautiful
World Resort, Mizner Development Corporation Files, Boca Raton Historical
Society (cited hereinafter as MDC Files); Tindall, “Bubble,” 80; Donald W. Curl,
Mizner's Florida: American Resort Architecture (Cambridge, Mass., 1984), 145-47;
Theodore Pratt, The Story of Boca Raton (St. Petersburg, 1963), 25.

4. Boca Raton: Florida’s Wholly New Entirely Beautiful World Resort, MDC Files; Curl,
Mizner’s Florida, 145.
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The ego and imagination of Mizner epitomized the boomtime
promoters. He advertised Boca Raton as “undoubtedly the most tre-
mendous land development project ever launched in the state of
Florida.” Mizner’s company purchased two miles of oceanfront and
sixteen thousand undeveloped acres, an immense project even by
boom standards. In April 1925, Mizner announced that the develop-
ment would feature a $6 million oceanfront hotel named “Castillo
del Rey (Castle of the King).” It would be “the most beautiful hotel
in the world,” with 1,000 rooms and 250 private apartments. The
“social capital of the south” would include a polo field to “assure an
aristocracy of sport,” two world-class golf courses, tennis courts, pri-
vate beaches, an airport, and a marina to house the yachts that
would be cruising through the “lazy lagoons” and lakes of Boca Ra-
ton’s twenty miles of waterways. A cabaret run by Irving Berlin, the
famous composer, and a casino, even though casino gambling was il-
legal in Florida, would provide nighttime entertainment.5

A new generation of conquistadors would know when they
reached the enchanted land. They would leave behind the “con-
gested and tormented” Dixie Highway to enter the “palm-arcaded
and flower-bordered” El Camino Real. Mizner planned “a truly
royal highway 160 to 220 feet wide . . . inspired by Rio de Janeiro’s
famous Botafogo.” The King’s Highway would become “the world’s
most beautiful boulevard.” To capture the romance of the Old
World, “a bridge-arched Venetian Canal” would run through the
center of the road, and imported Italian gondolas would ferry pros-
pects and guests throughout the development.6

Mizner tried to emulate Henry Flagler, who, catering to the rich
and famous, built the Royal Poinciana and Breakers in Palm Beach
in the 1890s. Flagler’s hotels stayed full because he controlled the
transportation system on the east coast of Florida. He built the
grand hotels after buying the Florida East Coast Railway and ex-
panding it to West Palm Beach. With captive customers, Flagler
minimized risk by building superb resorts in strategic locations.7

5. Palm Beach Post, April 15, September 1, 1925, February 26, July 14, 1926; Boca
Raton: Florida’s Wholly New Entirely Beautiful World Resort, MDC Files; Pratt, The
Story of Boca Raton, 14, 20-25; Curl, Mizner's Florida, 138-45.

6. Boca Raton: Florida’s Wholly New Entirely Beautiful World Resort, MDC Files; Tarbell,
Florida, 1-2; Theodore Pratt, That Was Palm Beach (St. Petersburg, 1968), 44.

7. David Leon Chandler, Henry Flagler: The Astonishing Life and Times of the Visionary
Robber Baron Who Founded Florida (New York, 1986), 136, 138-40, 240-41, 243,
253; Edward N. Akin, Flagler: Rockefeller Partner & Florida Baron (Kent, Ohio,
1988), 145-46, 155, 157, 203, 234; Tebeau, Florida, 284; Pratt, Palm Beach, 19-38;
Stuart B. McIver, Yesterday’s Palm Beach (Miami, 1976), 35-50.
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A different kind of “snowbird” migrated to Florida in the
1920s. Instead of traveling in private railroad cars, high-spirited
members of the middle class headed south in their Fords. Mizner’s
isolated development had to compete with established subdivisions
in Miami and Miami Beach, so he aimed his marketing at high so-
ciety: “Get the big snobs and the little snobs will follow.“8

Unlike Flagler, Mizner depended on other people’s money. He
raised most of the equity for his project by seducing the elite of so-
ciety with his fantasy. Paris Singer, heir to the sewing machine for-
tune, had been Mizner’s closest friend and booster for years. Singer
gave Mizner his start in Palm Beach. He hired Mizner in 1918 to de-
sign a hospital for convalescent soldiers, which was converted to the
exclusive Everglades Club. The Everglades Club introduced
Mizner’s Spanish architectural style to the cream of society and gen-
erated an influential clientele for him. With Singer’s backing, in
1925 Mizner persuaded Senator T. Coleman du Pont of Delaware to
become chairman of the newly formed Mizner Development Cor-
poration, and convinced du Pont’s lawyer, Congressman George S.
Graham of Philadelphia, to join the board of directors.

Harold S. Vanderbilt, William K. Vanderbilt II, the Duchess of
Sutherland, and Elizabeth Arden eagerly bought stock in Mizner’s
company. Clarence H. Geist, who had been a partner of United
States vice-president Charles G. Dawes and who acquired the Mizner
properties in 1927, was also one of Mizner’s original stockholders.
Henry C. Phipps, of the Pittsburgh steel family, and Jesse L. Liver-
more, the Wall Street speculator, also supported Mizner’s dream.9

Tindall. “Bubble.” 79: Alva Johnston. The Legendary Mizners (New York, 1953),
212; Pratt, That Was Palm Beach, 19, 24; George McEvoy, “Wilson Mizner: Now
We See Him,” Orlando Sentinel Florida Magazine, January 14, 1973.
Palm Beach Post, April 15, 1925, February 6, 19, December 5, 1926; Palm Beach
Independent, December 4, 1925; Curl, Mizner's Florida, 1, 38-39, 41-44, 46-50, 52-
54, 83, 145-147; Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: The Man and His Family
(New York, 1990), 346, 348; James Marquis, Alfred I. du Pont: The Family Rebel
(New York, 1941), 288-92; Joseph J. Thorndike, Jr., “Addison Mizner— What He
Did for Palm Beach,” Smithsonian 16 (1985), 113-16, 118, 121, 122; Johnston,
Mizners, 278-99; “Mizner Came to Florida to Die,” Florida Trend 16 (1973), 94-96,
98, 99; Paris Singer, Foreword to Florida Architecture of Addison Mizner (New York,
1928); Donald H. Dyal, Addison Mizner: The Palm Beach Architect (Monticello, Ill.,
1985); Christina Orr, Addison Mizner: Architect of Dreams and Realities, 1872-1933
(1977); George H. Soule, Prosperity Decade: From War to Depession: 1917-1929
(New York, 1947), 311; John Burke, Rogue’s Progress: The Fabulous Adventures of
Wilson Mizner (New York, 1975), 111, 177, 219, 222, 265-67.
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Mizner leveraged his project by selling stock to local bankers

and then arranging large loans from their banks. After the boom
cooled and lot sales slowed, the promoter-bankers made their de-
positors unwitting participants in Mizner’s reckless venture.
Mizner put William A. White, who later became president of the
Palm Beach National Bank, on the board of Mizner Development
Corporation. Mizner also sold stock to D. Lester Williams and
Howard P. Smith, officers and controlling stockholders of the same
bank.10

Williams, whose name appeared in Mizner advertisements, and
Smith were important because they also controlled a state bank, the
Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company, which had a different set of
regulators. Its president, Benjamin R. Clayton, was another stock-
holder in the Boca Raton project. Both banks were affiliated with
the Commercial Bank and Trust Company, whose president,
Thomas M. Cook, and vice-president, Adrian E. Pearson, were stock-
holders of Mizner’s company. The three Palm Beach County banks
were affiliated with the Manley-Anthony system, a banking empire
of nearly two hundred banks in Florida, Georgia, New York and New
Jersey. Wesley D. Manley and James R. Anthony also had a personal
financial interest in the Mizner Development Corporation.11

Addison Mizner gladly took money, but not advice, from his
powerful partners. He relied primarily on his brother Wilson,
whom he appointed as the company’s treasurer. When lot sales
were generating millions of dollars, Addison entrusted the com-
pany’s checkbook to Wilson, a “slick con man” and professional
gambler with a criminal record. In complete control of the project,

10. Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 145; Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank,
June 17, 1925, and June 15, 1926, United States Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency, Record Group 101, Records of the Examining Division, 1863-
1935, Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Maryland (cited hereinaf-
ter as USOCC/WNRC).

11. Palm Beach Post, April 15, May 15, 1925; New York Times, September 23, 1926;
Final Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company, July 28, 1926, and Final
Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926, State Comp-
troller Records, Record Group 350, Series 64, Closed Bank Records, 1898-
1942, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida (cited hereinafter as SC/
FSA).
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Addison Mizner (left) and Wilson Mizner (right) at the gala opening of the Cloister
Inn on February 6, 1926. Photographs courtesy of Historical Society Palm Beach County.

Addison and Wilson did not take long to squander the deal of their
lifetimes.12

Addison’s clients gave him the credibility to set up what Wilson
called a “platinum sucker trap” in Boca Raton. Though little work

12. Palm Beach Post, April 15, November 30, 1925, February 19, July 14, August 23, 1926;
Jack “Doc” Kearns with Oscar Fraley, The Million Dollar Gate (New York, 1966), 27;
Burke, Rogue’s Progress, 52-67; William R. Hunt, North of 53: The Wild Days of the Alaska-
Yukon Mining Frontier 1870-1914 (New York, 1974), 82,102, 198-201; Johnston, Leg-
endary Mizners, 205, 253-54, 264-65, 286; Jean Matheson, “Wilson Mizner: ‘The First
Hundred Years Are the Hardest,“’ Palm Beach Today, June 14, 1991.
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had been completed on the “Golden City of the Gold Coast” dur-
ing the first six months of the project, the Palm Beach Post declared
that Mizner had really “put it over!” The newspaper could speak
with authority because its publisher, Donald Herbert Conkling, was
involved in the deal.13

Besides owning the influential newspaper, Conkling was a real
estate promoter and banker who played a key role in Mizner’s con-
fidence game. He was an organizing stockholder of the Mizner De-
velopment Corporation, owning fifteen hundred shares of the
company. Conkling’s Palm Beach Post proudly listed him as one of
the “noted personages” joining Mizner’s syndicate. His newspaper
fueled the real estate frenzy with its promotional articles about the
Mizner Development Corporation and other boom projects. The
articles may have helped temporarily to inflate the value of Con-
kling’s real estate holdings, but they were a disaster for the deposi-
tors of Palm Beach County.14

As a banker, Conkling knew how to play the insider’s game. He
bought stock in local banks and then borrowed many times more
from those banks. He owned stock in the same banks that were fi-
nancing Mizner: the Palm Beach National Bank, Commercial Bank
and Trust Company, and First American Bank and Trust Company
of West Palm Beach. After the banks failed, Conkling defaulted on
his obligations.15

Conkling’s banks generously loaned money to Mizner, and the
publisher’s involvement ensured favorable publicity for the devel-

13. Cur1, Mizner’s Florida, 235-38; Johnston, Legendary Mizners, 212; Pratt, Story of
Boca Raton, 20; Palm Beach Post, August 23, 1925.

14. Statement of All Property of Bankrupt, October 25, 1932, In the Matter of Donald
H. Conkling, Bankrupt, Docket No. 1284, United States District Courts Records,
Record Group 21, Southern District of Florida, 1847-1942, National Archives,
Atlanta, Georgia (cited hereinafter as USDC/SDF); Palm Beach Post, April 15,
1925; Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926,
Inventory and Liquidator’s Receipt, October 24, 1929, SC/FSA, Receiver’s
Quarterly Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 28, 1926, United States
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Record Group 101, Records of the
Division of Insolvent National Banks, 1865-1950, National Archives, Suitland,
Maryland (cited hereinafter as USOCC/NA); Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach
National Bank, June 17, 1925, USOCC/WNRC; Polk’s Banks Encyclopedia (Sep-
tember 1925), 291; Ibid., (March 1926), 311; Curl, Mizner's Florida, 139-40.

15. Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926; Inventory
and Liquidator’s Receipt of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, October 24,
1929; and Final Report of First American Bank and Trust Company, October 12,
1929, SC/FSA, Receiver’s Quarterly Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June
28, and September 30, 1926, USOCC/NA.
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oper. By hyping the boom, the Palm Beach Post advanced Conkling’s
economic interest. His newspaper derived most of its revenues
from the Mizner Development Corporation and other real estate
companies that ran full-page advertisements. Buyers then bought
lots at inflated prices, providing Conkling and the other promoters
with the cash to repay their bank loans. The pyramid scheme
worked as long as new buyers believed in paradise.16

Addison Mizner reached the pinnacle of promoters in large
part because of Conkling’s newspaper. The Palm Beach Post de-
picted Mizner as a “genius” who had a “keen, far-sighted” vision of
the future. Effusively, the paper proclaimed that he had done
“what no other man had been able to do in the world’s history, and
may never do again.” Mizner was “backed by the greatest of devel-
opment companies” and was turning his magnificent dream into a
reality. Boca Raton would become a “city old in romance, restful in
atmosphere, poised in buildings, orderly in plan and in every fea-
ture beautiful . . . a cornerstone to American architectural prestige
and a monument to American money.“17

Advertisements in the Palm Beach Post trumpeted the same mes-
sage. Mizner decreed that the Spanish conquistadors “had COUR-
AGE . . . IMAGINATION . . . the spirit of ADVENTURE. But they
lacked FORESIGHT. And so Spain lost what might have been the
greatest empire the world has ever seen.” Spain had squandered
the opportunity to develop “a new race of Spaniards” in the New
World and thus had forfeited the chance to be a “DICTATOR
among nations.” In contrast, Mizner and his partners would “win
empires of profit in Florida” because they were inspired prophets.18

The advertisements served the dual purpose of selling lots in
the development and stock in the company. The Mizner Develop-
ment Corporation invited the public “to Share in the Profits of an
Enormous Land Development.” The company sold a $500,000
public stock offering in one week. Anyone could participate by
sending a check “direct to Addison Mizner” in Palm Beach.19

16. Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926; and
Inventory and Liquidator’s Receipt, October 24, 1929, SC/FSA, Receiver’s
Quarterly Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 28, 1926, USOCC/NA;
Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 17, 1925, USOCC/
WNRC; Polk’s Bankers (September 1925), 291; Ibid., (March 1926), 311.

17. Palm Beach Post, April 15, August 23, 1925.
18. Palm Beach Post, June 30, 1925.
19. Palm Beach Post, April 15, 1925.
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In September, when Mizner finally hired a general contractor

for “actual work,” the Palm Beach Post made the event a front-page
story. Working in concert with the free publicity, advertisements
kept lot sales moving by describing Mizner and his partners as the
“magicians of art and commerce.” For hundreds of years Florida
had lain “barren, peopled only by a few breech-clouted savages.”
Now the wasteland was visited by “the men of genius and enterprise
at whose magic touch Florida awakened to fulfill her destiny.”
These great men were a natural resource, as vital as Florida’s sun-
shine. They had “the powers of brain, muscle and money. . . the vi-
sion that inspires and the energy that builds armies . . . the magic
touch that pulls cities from the earth and draws people from all
parts of the world to fill them.“20

When the cost of construction created a cash shortage, Mizner
crossed the line. The Mizner Development Corporation surpassed
its other promotional gimmicks by guaranteeing that the extrava-
gant improvements would be built: “Attach this advertisement to
your contract for deed. It becomes a part thereof.” Lot buyers were
also promised that they would “make quick and large profits.” The
advertisements pledged that the project could not possibly fail be-
cause the developers backing it owned “considerably over one-
third of the entire wealth of the United States.” Mizner’s advertis-
ing strategy exposed Senator du Pont and the other wealthy direc-
tors to tremendous personal liability.21

Recognizing his exposure and sensing an end to the boom,
Senator du Pont tried to salvage his investment by reorganizing the
Mizner Development Corporation. He demanded the resignations
of Wilson Mizner and Harry L. Reichenbach, the public relations
man who was issuing the false advertisements. Du Pont produced
evidence of Wilson’s 1919 gambling conviction as proof that the
company needed a new treasurer. When his demands were ig-
nored, du Pont resigned as chairman of the board. He accused the
Mizners of mismanaging the company, adding that Boca Raton had
“wonderful possibilities” if properly managed. Du Pont’s resigna-
tion sent shock waves through Florida. Addison Mizner blamed du
Pont’s departure on internal politics. He said the dispute was
merely a struggle for control of the company and that du Pont had

20. Palm Beach Post, September 5, 1925.
21. Curl, Mizner's Florida, 140, 147, 153; Palm Beach Post, October 10, 1925; Tampa

Morning Tribune, September 22, 1925.
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failed in his attempt to stack the board of directors with his cronies.
According to Mizner, his group’s efforts— not du Pont’s— had pro-
duced sales of $30 million in just six months. His arrogant response
prompted four more outside directors to resign within a week.
They denied losing a takeover fight and castigated Mizner for
falsely using their names in advertisements. With much fanfare, the
business leaders denounced the “exaggerated” promotional cam-
paign. The negative publicity crippled the company and raised se-
rious doubts about a boom based solely on consumer confidence.22

The fever at Boca Raton broke after the resignation of Senator
du Pont. Without a fresh supply of buyers, the pyramid scheme was
doomed to fail. Scrambling to maintain control of the Mizner De-
velopment Corporation, Addison Mizner participated in a bank
fraud conspiracy that financed his extravaganza with depositors’
money. His partners acquired control of the Palm Beach National
Bank and operated it as a criminal enterprise. Mizner looted the
bank by using worthless promissory notes to procure loans.23

Howard Smith and Lester Williams, stockholders of the Mizner
Development Corporation and partners of J. R. Anthony, who con-
trolled a Florida banking system of sixty-one banks, organized the
Palm Beach National Bank. Smith was president of the bank, Will-
iams the vice-president and chairman of the board. Comptroller of
the Currency Henry M. Dawes approved the bank’s charter in No-
vember 1924. Henry Dawes was the brother of Charles G. Dawes,

22. New York Times, November 25, 1925; Palm Beach Post, November 6, 1926; Palm
Beach Independent, December 4, 1925; Burke, Rogue’s Progress, 242-43; Curl,
Mizner's Florida, 153-54; Johnston, Legendary Mizners, 278-87.

23. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, and June 15,
1926, USOCC/WNRC, Charles W. Collins to Attorney General, July 22, Septem-
ber 1, 1926; O. R. Luhring to Comptroller of the Currency, July 27, August 3,
1926; V. H. Northcutt to J. W. Pole, August 3, 1926; E. W. Steams to Attorney
General, July 13, 1926; J. B. Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, Sep-
tember 17, 1926, February 6, 1928; Assistant Supervising Receiver to J. B. Cun-
ningham, February 18, 1928; Receiver’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank,
June 28, September 30, 1926, USOCC/NA; Final Report of Palm Beach Bank
and Trust Company, July 28, 1926; Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust
Company, June 26, 1926; Final Report of Farmers Bank and Trust Company,
June 15, 1927; Final Report of First American Bank and Trust Company, Octo-
ber 12, 1929, SC/FSA, Schedule A of Creditors, August 4, 1927; First Dividend
.001%, March 18, 1930, and other bankruptcy records, In the Matter of Mizner
Development Corporation, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF; Balance Sheet of
Mizner Development Corporation, March 31, 1926, and Addison Mizner to the
Stockholders of Mizner Development Corporation, April 30, 1926, MDC Files.
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the newly-elected vice-president and former comptroller of the cur-
rency under President William McKinley.24

After the Palm Beach National Bank opened, Smith used it to
subvert the regulation of his state bank, the Palm Beach Bank and
Trust Company. Smith arranged for the national bank to make what
appeared to be bribes disguised as loans to the state’s top regulators.
At a time when a new Ford could be purchased for $290, the Palm
Beach National Bank loaned $1,750 to Florida Comptroller Ernest
Amos. When both banks failed, Amos was in default on his 1oan.25

During a routine examination in February 1926, Victor H.
Northcutt of the comptroller of the currency’s office discovered
that the Palm Beach National Bank had loaned $2,000 to E. M. Por-
ter, the state’s chief bank examiner, who was in charge of the Palm
Beach Bank and Trust Company. Northcutt immediately called for
the collection of the Porter loan, which was more than 50 percent
of his yearly state salary. Criticizing the loan in his report, North-
cutt wrote: “E. M. Porter, State Bank Examiner. No statement or se-
curity. Put in bank by Mr. Smith. Need to collect.” Northcutt failed to
elaborate on the propriety of the loan, although he knew that
Smith was vice-president of the Palm Beach Bank and Trust Com-
pany, which was under the direct supervision of Porter.26

When Northcutt returned to the Palm Beach National Bank
on June 15, 1926, he found that Porter had defaulted on his “loan.”
Four days after the examiner left the bank and in an attempt to
avoid criticism, Smith paid off Porter’s loan. Nevertheless, North-
cutt classified the loan, listing it in the “slow and doubtful paper”
category of his confidential report: “$2,000, E. M. Porter, Tallahas-
see, Fla. State Bank Examiner. Paid 6/19/26 by H. P. Smith former
President of the Bank.“27

24. George Lewis, Florida Bank (Tallahassee, 1942), 20, in P. K. Yonge Library of
Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida; U.S. Comptroller of
the Currency, Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency (Washington, D. C.,
1930), 311; Palm Beach Post, January 1, 3, 1925.

25. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, and June 15,
1926, USOCC/WNRC; Final Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company,
July 28, 1926, SC/FSA, Receiver’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, June
28, September 30, 1926, USOCC/NA; James J. Flink, The Car Culture (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1975), 67; Palm Beach Post, September 23, 1926.

26. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; General Acts of Florida, Chapter 11808, 1927, 10; Affidavit of E. M. Porter,
August 9, 1926, Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company Records, SC/FSA.

27. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC.
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Smith made the loans after Comptroller Amos had placed the
Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company on the state’s troubled bank
list. Smith’s state bank had been criticized for “excessive” insider
abuses and other “irregularities.” Though the survival of the na-
tional bank depended on the affiliated state bank, federal regula-
tors did nothing to stop the brazen influence peddling. A grand
jury investigation should have resulted in bribery charges against
Smith and Porter. Instead, Porter did not even lose his position.28

A bribery investigation also would have exposed impropriety at
the affiliated Commercial Bank and Trust Company of West Palm
Beach. In furtherance of the multibank conspiracy, the Manley-
Anthony bank made an unsecured $500 loan to T. C. Hawkins.
Hawkins was the state bank examiner responsible for the Commercial
Bank and Trust Company. Despite clear and convincing evidence of
official corruption, federal regulators refused to take enforcement
action or even to report the wrongdoing to prosecutors.29

With corruption permeating the secret regulatory system,
Smith and Williams abused their fiduciary positions at the Palm
Beach National Bank with reckless abandon. They initially owned
25 percent of the bank, but they and their partners borrowed at
least 182 percent of the bank’s capital. Smith and Williams also used
about 200 percent of the national bank’s capital to purchase loans
from their Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company. Regulators knew
exactly what was happening. The comptroller of the currency’s of-
fice examined the bank four times in a one year period, much more
frequently than is done today. Yet federal officials merely watched
the insider deals and reported the abuses to each other.30

In February 1926, federal regulators discovered that Mizner’s
group had begun its raid on the bank. They also found a bank inun-
dated with deposits, which had increased by 248 percent since Sep-
tember 1925. The phenomenal growth in deposits was not an
isolated case. Bank deposits in Florida soared to spectacular levels

28. Joe L. Earman to J. B. Hodges, August 30, 1926, Box 58, James B. Hodges
Papers, P. K. Yonge Library; Ernest Amos to Palm Beach Bank and Trust Com-
pany, Januarv 23, 1926, Palm Beach Indendent, September 24, 1926; Annual
Report of the Comptroller of the State of Florida, Banking Department (Tallahassee,
1926); Ibid., (1927); Ibid., (1928).

29. Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926, SC/FSA;
T. C. Hawkins to J. B. Hodges, February 10, 1934, Box 137, Hodges Papers.

30. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, June 17, September 25, 1925,
February 10, June 15, 1926, USOCC/WNRC; Palm Beach Post, April 15, 1925.
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during the winter of 1925-26. The first quarter call reports of state
banks for 1926 showed that deposits totaled $440,708,004 as com-
pared to $294,373,906 a year earlier. Deposits increased by more
than $146.3 million or 50 percent in one year. If the banks had main-
tained adequate liquidity, they could have overcome the recession.
Instead, nearly fifty state banks were on the verge of collapse because
promoter-bankers had loaned millions of dollars to themselves.31

The flood of deposits at the Palm Beach National Bank oc-
curred after the public became suspicious of Addison Mizner and
other boom promoters. Local residents exercised restraint by de-
positing their money in the bank rather than speculating in real es-
tate. But Mizner and his partners followed the money into the
bank’s vault. By February they had borrowed nearly twice the capi-
tal of the Palm Beach National Bank.32

Victor Northcutt, the federal bank examiner, warned his super-
visors of the danger. He criticized the Mizner loans “as represent-
ing unwarranted extensions of credit to the same or affiliated
interests.” His report focused on the Mizner loans: “Mizner Devel-
opment Corporation are carrying on large development at Boca
Raton. The loans to Addison Mizner, Antiqua Shops, Inc. and
Mizner Industries, Inc. and secured by notes of parent company
are claimed to represent bonafide purchases. Parent organization
claimed to have large assets and to be in strong hands. Total accom-
modation viewed as concentration and material curtailment urged.”33

Northcutt chided Smith and Williams, who were undisclosed
stockholders of the Mizner Development Corporation, for excess
loans and violations of federal banking law. He advised his supervi-
sors that the national bank was now dependent on their state bank
for survival. Two more directors of the Palm Beach Bank and Trust
Company had been added to the board of the Palm Beach Na-
tional Bank, increasing the number of interlocking directors to
five. Smith, Williams and Mizner could now borrow from either
bank and sell those loans to the other without answering embar-
rassing questions from outside directors.34

31. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, 1926; “Florida
Banks in Healthy Condition,” n.d., clipping in Palm Beach National Bank
Records, USOCC/WNRC.

32. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, September 25, 1925, and
February 10, 1926, USOCC/WNRC.

33. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC.

34. Ibid.
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The examination exposed many other reckless banking prac-
tices. The report portrayed a grossly mismanaged bank: “Inadequate
credit data . . . Past due paper. . . in need of constant close attention
. . . illegal real estate loans . . . Irregular cash items. . . General detail
of the bank in poor shape. Bank statements had not been reconciled
for several months; both savings and individual ledgers . . . out of bal-
ance . . . The Cashier and Assistant Cashier are apparently very indif-
ferent and negligent.“ Yet Northcutt failed to demand an increase in
the loan loss reserve, and agreed to the distribution of dividends.35

Summarizing his findings, the examiner revealed the most
alarming development. Smith and Williams were in the process of
selling control of the bank to William White, the Mizner director,
who would now be its president. White had no banking experience
and had already borrowed 60 percent of the bank’s capital. His ob-
ligations to the bank were second only to those of Addison Mizner.36

After the examiner left town and his confidential report was
filed away, Mizner’s inner circle acquired more than 50 percent of
the Palm Beach National Bank, making it an affiliate of the Mizner
Development Corporation. In addition to White, the following asso-
ciates joined the bank’s board of directors: Congressman Graham,
who had become a legal advisor to Addison Mizner and director of
Mizner Development Corporation; H. Halpine Smith, business man-
ager of Mizner Industries; Ward A. Wickwire, an original stockholder
and director of Mizner Development Corporation; and Willey Lyon
Kingsley, a Mizner client and banker from Rome, New York, who be-
came chairman of the bank’s board. Majority control of the bank’s
stock was ensured when two influential newspaper executives partic-
ipated in the bank deal. Donald Conkling, publisher of the Palm
Beach Post and a major stockholder in the Mizner Development Cor-
poration, and Christopher J. Dunphy, assistant to the president of
the Washington Post, bought bank stock. Dunphy also became a vice-
president of the bank and then defaulted on his loans.37

35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.; Addison Mizner to the Stockholders of the Mizner Development Corpora-

tion, nd., MDC Files.
37. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, June 17, 1925, June 15, 1926,

USOCC/WNRC; Receiver’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 28,
1926, USOCC/NA; Statement of All Property of Bankrupt, October 25, 1932, In
the Matter of Donald H. Conkling, Bankrupt, Docket No. 1284, USDC/SDF; Addi-
son Mizner to Stockholders of Mizner Development Corporation, n.d.; and “Mr.
Christopher Dunphy,” newspaper clipping, December 14, 1948, MDC Files;
Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 71-76, 118, 145; Palm Beach Post, January 15, 1925.
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Addison Mizner and his partners, controlling the board of di-

rectors, increased their loans to more than 200 percent of the
bank’s capital. According to John B. Cunningham, a career federal
official who was appointed receiver of the bank when it failed,
Mizner used “worthless” promissory notes of the Mizner Develop-
ment Corporation as collateral for his loans. His personal interests,
including Mizner Industries, Antiqua Shops, and Clay Products
Company, were the largest borrowers with loans of $38,600, which
represented 77 percent of the bank’s capital.38

With the Palm Beach National Bank as an affiliate of the
Mizner Development Corporation, Addison Mizner tried to bail
out his failing development by manipulating his newly acquired
colleagues in the banking fraternity. Using bogus collateral, Mizner
procured large loans from friendly bankers, who in turn received
loans from the Palm Beach National Bank. After its insolvency, the
Mizner Development Corporation borrowed $57,982 from the
Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company and $47,500 from the Com-
mercial Bank and Trust Company; both were affiliates of the Palm
Beach National Bank. He also arranged loans of $101,689 from the
First American Bank and Trust Company of West Palm Beach, a
member of the Manley-Anthony banking system, $99,636 from the
Farmers Bank and Trust Company of West Palm Beach, and
$99,500 from the Chelsea Exchange Bank. The banks suffered a
complete loss of the principal of their Mizner Development Corpo-
ration loans.39

While Addison Mizner and his brother Wilson were procuring
large personal loans from the Palm Beach National Bank and its af-
filiated banks, other Mizner insiders were also joining in the plun-
der. They included his nephew Horace B. Chase, who worked for
Mizner Industries; Harry L. Reichenbach, his public relations
agent; C. R. Crandall, auditor for Mizner Industries; and Anderson

38. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; J. B. Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, February 6, 1928;
Assistant Supervising Receiver to Cunningham, February 18, 1928, USOCC/
NA.

39. Final Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company, July 28, 1926; Final
Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926; Final Report of
Farmers Bank and Trust Company, June 15, 1927; Final Report of First Ameri-
can Bank and Trust Company, October 12, 1929, SC/FSA: Schedule A of Credi-
tors, August 4, 1927; and First Dividend .001%, March 18, 1930, In the Matter of
Mizner Development Corporation, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF.
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T. Herd, vice-president and general manager of Mizner Develop-
ment Corporation.40

Operating the Palm Beach National Bank as a subsidiary, offi-
cials of the Mizner Development Corporation could make bank
loans to lot buyers at the real estate office. On behalf of Mizner’s
company, Anderson Herd made a $6,000 unsecured, interest-free
loan to former United States senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas. Af-
ter originating the loan, the Mizner Development Corporation
transferred it to the bank with Herd as the guarantor.41

When Senator Bailey and the other Mizner insiders defaulted
on their loans and the bank failed, Herd hid from his creditors and
process servers. John Cunningham, the bank’s receiver, told Comp-
troller of the Currency Joseph McIntosh: “Every endeavor to locate
the address and present whereabouts of Anderson T. Herd has not
been successful. He has a woman in Palm Beach call for his mail
and she then re-addresses same to wherever he may be. No for-
warding address or any information of any sort or character can be
obtained from her. Great secrecy seems to be the order of proce-
dure with her and she absolutely refuses to give any information di-
rectly or indirectly regarding Anderson T. Herd. There are many,
many summons awaiting personal service on Herd.“42

Mizner’s director, William White, was president of the bank un-
til it failed. Receiver Cunningham uncovered that White had ob-
tained a fraudulent loan from the bank by having his secretary sign
a $6,000 note. The deposit ticket and withdrawal records showed
that White had received the money, and his secretary confessed
that he “never received one penny” of the loan. With this and evi-
dence of other fraudulent loans, Cunningham recommended to
Comptroller McIntosh that the Justice Department immediately in-

40. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; Final Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company, July 28, 1926;
Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926; Final
Report of First American Bank and Trust Company, October 12, 1929, SC/FSA,
Curl, _ ’Mizner’s Florida, 53, 118, 140-41, 145.

41. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, 1926; John B.
Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, January 31, 1927; J. E. Fouts to
Cunningham, February 16, 1927; N. C. Bainum to Cunningham, December 21,
1928, Palm Beach National Bank Records, USOCC/NA; New York Times, April
15, 1929; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 140, 145.

42. J. B. Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, January 31, 1927, USOCC/
NA.
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vestigate the Palm Beach National Bank. In response, the comp-
troller’s office filed a routine criminal referral which was limited in
scope and only involved White’s fraudulent loan.43

Appalled by the widespread criminal activities at the bank,
Cunningham also urged the swift prosecution of Assistant Cashier
C. C. Gilbert, who was a relative of Howard Smith’s The receiver
had gathered solid evidence showing that Gilbert had stolen a
large amount of cash from customers. In July 1926, the comptrol-
ler of the currency’s office filed another routine criminal referral
regarding “willful irregularities in the bank’s accounts.” The trans-
actions consisted of “frequent shortages in his tellers cash, added
to extreme carelessness in his records, coupled with extravagant
methods in which he lived.” Before leaving town, Gilbert de-
faulted on his loans and was drinking heavily and engaging in fist-
fights.44

After receiving no response from the Justice Department, Cun-
ningham renewed his efforts to prosecute White and Gilbert. He
repeated to his superiors in Washington that Gilbert had “systemat-
ically embezzled the funds of the bank” and that he was a “fugitive
from justice, every effort to locate him has been nil.” He recom-
mended that a “special request be made on the Department of Jus-
tice to locate and apprehend” Gilbert. Indicting him for
embezzlement “would have a decided moral effect with the com-
munity and command respect and observance of the National
Bank Act.” After several more weeks of inaction, the frustrated re-
ceiver complained to professional staff of the comptroller’s office
that Comptroller McIntosh was not treating his repeated reports of
bank fraud as a priority matter. Cunningham said that “the general
public in this community cannot understand why action has not
been taken.” He stressed that an accountant from the Justice De-
partment could complete the investigation in “three or four days
inasmuch I have all the facts and evidence available.” In spite of

43. J. B. Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, July 15, 1926; Charles W.
Collins to Attorney General, July 22, 1926; O. R. Luhring to Comptroller of the
Currency, July 27, August 3, 1926; V. H. Northcutt to J. W. Pole, August 3, 1926,
USOCC/NA.

44. J. B. Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency, July 7, 1926; E. W. Stearns to
Attorney General, July 13, 1926, USOCC/NA.
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Cunningham’s efforts, no charges were filed against White, Gilbert
or anyone connected to the Palm Beach National Bank.45

A close look at the major participants explains the reluctance
of the Justice Department to investigate the Palm Beach National
Bank. A public trial of White would have disclosed the relationship
between the bank and the Mizner Development Corporation at a
time when Vice-President Charles Dawes and his brothers con-
trolled the company. It also would have exposed the involvement
of Senator Bailey and Congressman Graham.46

Because the Palm Beach National Bank was regulated by the
federal government, the Mizner group had turned to their partner
in Washington, Congressman Graham, for assistance with Comp-
troller McIntosh. Graham remained on the board of the Mizner De-
velopment Corporation after his client, Senator du Pont, resigned.
His influence with federal bank regulators was crucial to the survival
of Mizner’s company. Graham asserted his clout and gained conces-
sions from the regulators for the Palm Beach National Bank.47

Graham, who was chairman of the House Judiciary Committee
with jurisdiction over the Justice Department, personally benefitted
by gaining regulatory approval for the bank to sell its worthless stock
to the public. Soon after pulling the strings, the powerful congress-
man took a seat on the board of directors of the Palm Beach National
Bank, which had become part of the life support system for the
Mizner Development Corporation. Graham was now a stockholder
and director of both the bank and the land development company.48

By the time of the gala opening of Addison Mizner’s Cloister
Inn on February 6, 1926, the public had become wary of his cha-
rade. Nevertheless, he entertained five hundred socialites with an

45. Charles W. Collins to Attorney General, September 1, 1926; J. B. Cunningham
to J. W. Pole, September 3, 1926; Cunningham to Comptroller of the Currency,
August 27, September 17, 25, 1926, February 6, 1928; Assistant Supervising
Receiver to Cunningham, February 18, 1928, USOCC/NA; V. H. Northcutt to J.
W. Pole, August 3, 1926; Pole to Cunningham, September 9, 1926; J. W. Mcln-
tosh to Cunningham, October 11, 1926, USOCC/NA.

46. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; New York Times, September 23, 1926; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 163.

47. New York Times, November 25, 1925; William A. White to George S. Graham, Jan-
uary 27, 1926, and Graham to J. W. McIntosh, February 10, 1926, Palm Beach
National Bank Records, USOCC/WNRC.

48. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC.
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Addison Mizner’s Cloister Inn, Boca Raton, Florida. Photograph courtesy of Historical
Society Palm Beach County.

extraordinary gastronomic experience, presented on his person-
ally designed china. Uninvited depositors had no way of knowing
that they were paying for the dinner. Neither did the New York
manufacturer of the china who had rushed 906 dozen plates, tea-
cups, and other items to Boca Raton.”

Less than a week after the dinner party, regulators discovered
that the Palm Beach National Bank was hopelessly insolvent. They
immediately reported the urgent situation to Comptroller McIn-
tosh. Instead of the comptroller’s office seizing the bank, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta loaned it $43,550. The federal government
was now subsidizing Mizner’s extravagance. The federal bailout and

49. Today, the Boca Raton Resort & Club, which includes the original Cloister Inn,
proudly features one of Mizner’s unpaid dinner plates throughout its room ser-
vice menu, explaining in great detail what each symbol means. Petition of
Franklin L. Jones, August 24, 1927, In the Matter of Mizner Development Corpora-
tion, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 153-57; Palm
Beach Independent, March 19, 1926.
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regulatory secrecy kept the bank open until June 29, 1926. Mean-
while, the insider abuse and outright fraud continued.50

Federal regulators had front-row seats to the Mizner fiasco and
other bizarre land deals at the Palm Beach National Bank. North-
cutt, the bank examiner, repeatedly warned about the excessive
Mizner loans and that the survival of the bank depended on the sol-
vency of the Mizner Development Corporation. Although Comptrol-
ler McIntosh had full knowledge of the bank’s precarious condition
and its entanglement with Mizner, he failed to take enforcement ac-
tion. In four consecutive examinations, Northcutt reported its rap-
idly deteriorating condition to his supervisors, who shuffled the
reports, held meetings, and worried about newspaper leaks.51

Regulators kept a tight lid on the impending disaster; conse-
quently, unknowing depositors continued to fund Mizner’s project.
Regulatory secrecy and favorable publicity in Donald Conkling’s
Palm Beach Post deceived depositors. But when a lawsuit filed in
open court accused Mizner of fraud and alleged that his company
was insolvent, the pyramid scheme abruptly ended. Regulators in
Palm Beach, Tallahassee, Atlanta, and Washington watched while
angry depositors stormed the banks affiliated with Mizner. Word of
the controversy forced the closing of the Commercial Bank and
Trust Company of West Palm Beach and a panic spread to affiliated
banks in Palm Beach County.52

A “tornado” of humanity swirling around the Palm Beach Bank
and Trust Company forced its tellers to lock their cages. In an at-
tempt to stop the panic, the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta sent a
cash-laden armored car escorted by a motorcade of armed guards
through downtown West Palm Beach. The show of strength was
supposed to calm the “hysterical” depositors. One banker report-
edly told a depositor who made a withdrawal “to go to hell and

50. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; Ellis D. Robb to Comptroller of the Currency, June 12, 1926, Palm
Beach National Bank Records, USOCC/NA, Annual Report of the Comptroller of
Florida, June 30, 1930.

51. Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National Bank, February 10, June 15, 1926,
and Supplemental Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926,
USOCC/WNRC.

52. Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/
WNRC; New York Times, June 22, 29, 30,1926; Palm Beach Post, June 22, 23, 1926;
Palm Beach Independent, July 2, 1926; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 163.
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never set foot inside the bank again.” Despite insults and cajolery,
depositors continued to demand the return of their money. The
Palm Beach National Bank closed the next day, and panic spread
through the Manley-Anthony banking chain in south Florida.53

Two weeks later a lawsuit accused W. D. Manley, the Atlanta
banker whose banks had financed Boca Raton and many other de-
velopments in Florida, of operating a massive bank fraud conspiracy.
Depositors stampeded in Georgia, and the suit had a sensational im-
pact in both states. In a matter of days eighty-three Georgia state
banks, 20 percent of the state banking system, failed. The disastrous
news from Georgia caused a second wave of bank failures in Florida.
Regulators had attempted to prevent the panic by concealing the
magnitude of the problem. Instead of curbing the crisis, official de-
ception caused the banking debacle to grow beyond control. The
collapse of the Manley-Anthony banking system shattered Georgia’s
economy and drove Florida’s recession into a depression. Thou-
sands of depositors, who had believed government officials, lost
most of their life savings. By the end of 1926,150 banks had locked
their doors in the two states. More than $30 million was missing.54

Mizner’s dream had become a nightmare. No guests would be
royally entertained at Castle Mizner or the Castillo del Rey, the
original thousand-room, $6 million oceanfront hotel, because they
were never built. The Cloister Inn, a charming but small hotel with
only one hundred rooms, was constructed on the Intracoastal Wa-
terway. The company’s administration buildings and twenty-nine
small houses “of little architectural merit” in the Old Floresta dis-

53. Palm Beach Independent, July 2, 1926; “Asks Receiver for Mizner Corporation,”
clipping, n.d., and “Mizner Corporation To Oppose Receiver,” clipping, n.d.;
Chief Examiner Robb to U.S. Comptroller, June 29, 1926 (translated telegram);
and E. W. Stearns to Examining Division, June 29, 1926, Palm Beach National
Bank Records, USOCC/NA; Examiner’s Report of Palm Beach National Bank,
June 15, 1926, USOCC/WNRC; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 163; Anona Christina Orr-
Cahall, “An Identification and Discussion of the Architecture and Decorative
Arts of Addison Mizner, 1872-1933,” (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1979), 69;
Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926; and Final
Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company, July 28, 1926, SC/FSA.

54. Atlanta Constitution, July 13, 15, 1926; New York Times, June 22, 29, 30, July 3, 4,
13, 14, 15, 1926; Commercial & Financial Chronicle, July 17, 1926, 286; Annual
Report of the Comptroller of the Currency (1930), 311; Palm Beach Post, June 22, 23,
1926; Haynes McFadden, “Chain Bank Crash in Georgia,” 137; Jan Pogue, To
Wield A Mighty Influence: The Story of Banking in Georgia (Atlanta, 1992), 64-66.
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trict of Boca Raton were also completed. Construction crews had
finished only a half-mile of the proposed twenty-lane El Camino
Real, and its Venetian canal resembled a muddy ditch instead of a
grand European waterway.55

Although 3,750 lot buyers executed sales contracts of nearly
$21,900,000, the Mizner Development Corporation was insolvent.
After squandering millions of dollars, Mizner was confronted with
a liquidity crisis. As the volume of lot sales dropped dramatically, he
relied on the Manley-Anthony banking system for financing. Its of-
ficers and directors held personal stakes in the Mizner Develop-
ment Corporation, so the chain banks financed the development
until depositors forced them to lock their doors.56

In the aftermath, state and federal prosecutors quickly in-
dicted W. D. Manley for orchestrating an elaborate bank fraud con-
spiracy. After being convicted of mail fraud, Manley served five
years in prison. In Florida, a Palm Beach County grand jury in-
dicted five bankers affiliated with Manley, who were also Mizner’s
partners, for flagrant insider abuses and illegal banking practices at
the Commercial Bank and Trust Company and the Palm Beach
Bank and Trust Company. Indictments charged that they had made
illegal loans to the Mizner Development Corporation. But the most
significant player in the multibank conspiracy, Addison Mizner,
eluded the grand jury because of the complicity of Comptroller
Amos and the policy of bank secrecy in Tallahassee and Washing-
ton. Bank secrecy prevented prosecutors from understanding the
corrupt relationship between regulators and the promoter-bank-
ers. While Mizner and his companies were receiving illegal loans,
his partners were making bribes— disguised as loans— to regula-
tors. Tainted loans to the comptroller of Florida and his bank ex-

55. Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 140-41, 147, 149-50, 164; Pratt, Story of Boca Raton, 21-22,
27-28; Palm Beach Post, September 1, 1925, June 22, 1926, Orr-Cahall, “Identifi-
cation and Discussion,” 62, 64-65; Joan Bream, Addison Cairns Mizner, 1872-1933,
MDC Files.

56. Oath to Schedule B, In the Matter of Mizner Development Corporation, Bankrupt,
Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF; Addison Mizner to Investors at Boca Raton, Janu-
ary 14, 1926, MDC Files; New York Times, November 29, 1925, September 23,
1926; Palm Beach Post, May 15, 1925; Final Report of Palm Beach Bank and Trust
Company, July 28, 1926; and Final Report of Commercial Bank and Trust Com-
pany, June 26, 1926, SC/FSA; Examiner’s Reports of Palm Beach National
Bank, February 10, and June 15, 1926, USOCC/WNRC.
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aminers bought official silence and allowed the looting to continue
until violent bank runs paralyzed Florida and Georgia.57

After precipitating a banking crash of historic proportions,
Mizner enticed Vice-President Charles Dawes and his brothers to
become his partners. The Dawes brothers, through the Central Eq-
uities Corporation, kept the company floating for less than a year.
During the early part of 1927 lawsuits were filed by disgruntled
creditors to force the Mizner Development Corporation into bank-
ruptcy. Creditors charged that the company was insolvent and had
engaged in “false and fraudulent” sales tactics. They also accused
the company of committing illegal acts of bankruptcy by transfer-
ring valuable assets out of the company after becoming inso1vent.58

While litigating with creditors, the Dawes brothers stripped
Mizner’s company of its liquid assets and cash flow. The Dawes
brothers seized the purchase contracts of lot buyers with an unpaid
balance of $10,510,407. They also secured a priority position as a
creditor by filing mortgages on 87.5 acres and 67 lots owned free
and clear by the Mizner Development Corporation. In addition,
the Dawes company placed liens on the furniture, equipment, and
automobiles of the development company. The Dawes brothers
had secured for themselves the unencumbered assets of the Mizner

57. Order of Judge V. B. Moore; Order of Judge G. H. Howard; Motion For Contin-
uance; Order of Judge John D. Humphries; Indictment Numbers 26668, 26729,
26730, 26731, 26732, 26733, 26734, 26735, 26736, 26737, 26738, 26739, 26740,
26741, 26742, 26743, 26744, 26745, 27179, 27180, 27181, 27182, 27183, 27184,
27185, Criminal Division, Fulton County Superior Court, Atlanta, Georgia;
Atlanta Constitution, June 17, 1923, July 22, August 15, 20, 24, September 5,
November 12, 1926, October 25, 1929, October 16, 1934, March 14; 1935; New
York Times, July 22, August 15, September 23, 1926; Commercial & Financial
Chronicle (New York), July 24, 1926, 411, August 21, 1926, 936-38; Chicago Daily
Tribune, July 22, 1926, Palm Beach Post, September 23, May 15, 1925, November
9, 1926: Haynes McFadden, “Chain Bank Crash in Georgia.” American Bankers
Association Journal 19 (September 1926), 137-38; Examiner’s Report of Palm
Beach National Bank, June 15, 1926, USOCC/WNRC; Final Report of Commer-
cial Bank and Trust Company, June 26, 1926, SC/FSA.

58. Schedule of Creditors Holding Securities, August 4, 1927; Petition of Trustees
in Bankruptcy, September 23, 1927; Reply to Order to Show Cause of Central
Equities Corporation; Transcript of Hearing before Referee L. Earl Curry, Octo-
ber 10, 1927; Order Dismissing Petition, October 10, 1927; Petition of Jack
Lindy, H. F. Underwood, and Sidney Adler, March 7, 1927, In the Matter of Mizner
Development Corporation, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF; Palm Beach Post,
April 23, 1927; New York Times, March 10, 1927; J. B. Cunningham to J. W. Pole,
October 22, 1927, and Palm Beach Post, newspaper clipping, n.d., Palm Beach
National Bank Records, USOCC/NA.
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Using their influence to exploit the panic, U.S. Vice-President Charles G. Dawes
and his brothers gained control of the assets of the Mizner Development Corpora-
tion, leaving its debts for the bankruptcy court. Front: Rufus and Charles. Back: Be-
man and Henry. Photograph courtesy of the Evanston Historical Society, Evanston, Illinois.

Development Corporation, leaving its debts and other liabilities for
the bankruptcy court.59

The predatory practices of the Dawes brothers prompted the
bankruptcy trustees of the Mizner Development Corporation to pe-
tition the court to set aside the asset transfers to the Dawes com-
pany charging that they were based on “fraudulent” and “fictitious”
claims. A month later, on July 26, 1927, the Mizner Development
Corporation was adjudicated a bankrupt company.60

59. Schedule of Creditors Holding Securities, August 4, 1927; Petition of Trustees
in Bankruptcy, September 23, 1927, In the Matter of Mizner Development Corpora-
tion, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF.

60. Petition of Trustees in Bankruptcy, September 23, 1927; Reply to Order to Show
Cause of Central Equities Corporation; Transcript of Hearing before Referee L.
Earl Curry, October 10, 1927; Order Dismissing Petition, October 10, 1927; Peti-
tion of Riddle Engineering Company, Ahrens & Sons, Inc., and The Palm Beach
Mercantile Company, June 23, 1927; Adjudication in Bankruptcy of the Mizner
Development Corporation, July 26, 1927, In the Matter of Mizner Development Cor-
poration, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF.
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The bankruptcy of the Mizner Development Corporation left

173 creditors with $4,192,000 in unsecured claims. They waited
three more years to receive a dividend of .001 percent from the
bankruptcy court. Mizner Development Corporation paid $57.98
to the Palm Beach Bank and Trust Company on loans of $57,982
and $101.68 to the First American Bank and Trust Company on
loans of $101,689. The Chelsea Exchange Bank received only
$95.50 on its loans of $95,500. The remaining creditors also suf-
fered near total losses.61

In November 1927, Clarence Geist of Philadelphia, an original
Mizner stockholder and a former partner of Vice-President Charles
Dawes and his brothers in midwestern gas and electric companies,
purchased the real estate holdings of the Mizner Development
Corporation for $76,350 and the assumption of $7 million of mort-
gage loans. The Dawes brothers, in the name of Rufus and Henry
Dawes, then became stockholders of the Geist syndicate.62

Addison Mizner held worthless shares of the Mizner Develop-
ment Corporation but still hoped to secure a profit from his ill-
fated Boca Raton project. Under the guise of Mizner Industries,
Inc., he filed a lien for labor and materials on the Cloister Inn,
which was owned by the Mizner Development Corporation. By the
summer of 1926, his business affairs had become a tangled web of
intercompany transactions. Until his death on February 5, 1933, he
kept a running balance of credits and debits between Mizner In-
dustries, Inc., and Addison Mizner, Inc., his architectural business.
Between June 30, 1926 and December 16, 1932, Addison Mizner,
Inc., transferred $412,020 to Mizner Industries, which in turn
transferred $355,305 to Addison Mizner, Inc. Despite Mizner’s ma-

61. First Dividend of .001%, March 18, 1930, In the Matter of Mizner Development Cor-
poration, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF.

62. Hearing before Referee L. Earl Curry, October 27, 1927; Stipulation and Agree-
ment of Max Specktor, C. H. Geist, and J. D. Gedney, November 8, 1927, In the Mat-
ter of Mizner Development Corporation, Bankrupt, Docket No. 252, USDC/SDF; Palm
Beach Post, April 15, 1925, April 23, October 28, November 6, 9, 1927; Palm Beach
Independent, October 21, November 25, 1927; Palm Beach Times, October 19, 28,
November 1, 2, 20, 1927; New York Times, October 20, 1926, March 10, November 7,
1927, June 13, 1938; J. B. Cunningham to J. W. Pole, October 22, 1927, and Palm
Beach Post, newspaper clipping, n.d., Palm Beach National Bank Records, USOCC/
NA; Donald W. Curl and John P. Johnson, Boca Raton: A Pictorial History (Virginia
Beach, 1990), 79; Marjie Gates Giffin, Water Runs Downhill: A History of the Indianap-
olis Water Company and Other Centenarians (New York, 1981), 23-27; “Report of Syn-
dicate Manager,” April 1, 1928, in The Spanish River Papers, 16 (1987-88).
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nipulations, both companies were forced into federal bankruptcy
court.63

Mizner Industries had been in the business of manufacturing
floor and roof tiles, pottery, reproduction antique furniture, and
decorative items made of iron, stone, and wood. Less than four
months after Mizner’s death, it was adjudicated bankrupt. After
five years of proceedings, unsecured creditors received only $3,360
of $111,786 in debts. The Internal Revenue Service was a priority
creditor because after 1928 Mizner Industries stopped paying fed-
eral taxes, which totaled $10,855 by 1933. The company also owed
the tax collector of Palm Beach County, and it was delinquent for
four years on its taxes to the city of West Palm Beach.64

Moreover, Mizner Industries defaulted on an unsecured loan
at the West Palm Beach Atlantic National Bank, which had an out-
standing balance of $3,795. After the bankruptcy of the Mizner De-
velopment Corporation, why would any bank make an unsecured
loan to one of Addison Mizner’s companies? Because Mizner In-
dustries had issued a fraudulent financial statement showing a net
worth of $152,239. Relying on the false financial statement, the
bank loaned Mizner Industries $6,100 on December 15, 1932. But
appraisers hired by the trustee in bankruptcy reported that the
company was worth only $11,300.65

The prized asset of Addison Mizner, Inc., was the five-story Via
Mizner Building in Palm Beach. In February 1925, Mizner had per-
sonally borrowed $100,000 from the Atlantic National Bank of
Jacksonville and other mortgage bondholders to construct the

63. In Account with Addison Mizner, Incorporated; Creditors Whose Claims Are
Unsecured, July 24, 1933; Transcript of First Meeting of Creditors, August 23,
1933; Schedule of Creditors Holding Securities, August 4, 1927, In the Matter of
Mizner Industries, Inc., Bankrupt, Docket No. 1325, USDC/SDF.

64. Final Report of Referee L. Earl Curry, November 9, 1938; Statement of all cred-
itors who are to be paid in full, or to whom priority is secured by law, July 24,
1933; Income Tax Claim of Collector of Internal Revenue, August 16, 1933;
Petition of United States of America, December 22, 1933; Order of Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals, February 7, 1935; Petition of Paty, Warwick and Mooney,
August 27, 1935; Hearing of July 8, 1936, In the Matter of Mizner Industries, Inc.,
Bankrupt, Docket No. 1325, USDC/SDF; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 53-59.

65. Petition of West Palm Beach Atlantic National Bank, August 23, 1933; Promis-
sory Note of Mizner Industries, Inc., December 15, 1932; Creditors Whose
Claims Are Unsecured, July 24, 1933; Petition of Lainhart and Potter, Inc.,
Frank E. Martin, and Sinclair Refining Company, April 29, 1933; Balance Sheet
of Mizner Industries, Incorporated, July 30, 1932; Oath of Appraisers, October
23, 1933, In the Matter of Mizner Industries, Inc., Bankrupt, Docket No. 1325,
USDC/SDE
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complex. The following September, while in the throes of the Boca
Raton development and as a shield against his creditors, he trans-
ferred the building to Addison Mizner, Inc. The Via Mizner loan,
which ballooned in February 1935, forced the company to seek the
protection of the bankruptcy court.66

The Via Mizner Building, located on Worth Avenue, one of the
most exclusive shopping districts in the world, consisted of shops,
offices and apartments. It housed Mizner’s architectural office and
his private residence. Addison Mizner lived there in grand style
without paying rent to his company. Surrounded by antiques and
fine furnishings, he entertained like an Old World potentate. His
butler served drinks to the guests as they listened to a group per-
forming classical music, an artist explaining his work, or Mizner’s
anecdotes. After Mizner’s death in 1933, Frank Gair Macomber,
the curator of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, appraised his per-
sonal silver, china, rugs, works of art, chandeliers, antiques and
other furnishings. Seven years after the Boca Raton fiasco, Mizner’s
personal belongings were valued at $191,432 in Depression-era
dollars.67

66. Debtor’s Petition in Proceedings Under Section 77-B of the Bankruptcy Act,
May 11, 1935; Order of Halsted L. Ritter, May 13, 1935; Petition of Intervention
of Atlantic National Bank of Jacksonville, June 11, 1935; Affidavit of E. Harris
Drew, March 7, 1936; Decree Confirming Plan of Reorganization, March 9,
1936, In the Matter of Addison Mizner, Inc., Debtor, Docket No. 1495, USDC/SDF.

67. Debtor’s Petition in Proceedings Under Section 77-B of the Bankruptcy Act,
May 11, 1935, In the Matter of Addison Mizner, Inc., Debtor, Docket No. 1495,
USDC/SDF; Curl, Mizner’s Florida, 113-15, 201; Orr-Cahall, “Identification and
Discussion,” 56-57.



Raising Cane and Refining Sugar:
Florida Crystals and the Fame of Fellsmere

by GORDON PATTERSON

O N Friday, November 13, 1931, the Vero Beach Press-Journal re-
ported that “the possibilities of commercial sugar cane pro-

duction are to be thoroughly tested by the Ammoniate Products
Corporation, owners of large acreage within the Fellsmere Drain-
age District.“1 Four days later the editorial writer for the Fort Pierce
News-Tribune declared that the reports of positive economic devel-
opment in Indian River County were based on more than “syn-
thetic enthusiasm.” Real progress was taking place. Frank W.
Heiser, general manager of the soon-to-be-defunct Ammoniate
Products Corporation acknowledged that he planned to clear
1,000 acres of muck land “for the planting of sugar cane.“2 During
the next twelve years, Heiser’s Fellsmere Sugar Company and its
successor, the Fellsmere Sugar Producers Association, succeeded
in establishing sugar production in central Florida, and the small
town of Fellsmere prospered as commercial sugar cane production
became a reality. Today, Heiser’s work is forgotten. In the 1930s
however, Heiser’s efforts placed Fellsmere at the center of the de-
veloping sugar industry in Florida.

The story of Frank Heiser’s efforts to establish commercial
sugar cane production in Fellsmere during the 1930s reveals much
about the character of Florida’s agriculture and rural life in the
midst of the Great Depression. Heiser overcame hurricanes, unsea-
sonable freezes, reluctant investors, and the federal government to
establish the Fellsmere Sugar Company. Unpublished documents,
interviews with former employees, and company records tell the
story of an individual who fought to help his community survive
difficult times.

In 1910, E. Nelson Fell, a retired English mining engineer, ne-
gotiated the purchase of 118,000 acres of land seven miles west of

Gordon Patterson is professor of humanities at Florida Institute of Technology,
Melbourne.

1. “Commercial Cane Growing for the County,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November
13, 1931.

2. “Indian River County,” Fort Pierce News-Tribune, November 17, 1931.
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Sebastian. With the financial backing of wealthy Virginia engineer
and entrepreneur Oscar T. Crosby, Fell set his engineers to work
dredging the largest gravity-based drainage system in Florida.3 Fell
and Crosby founded Fellsmere Farms Company as east central
Florida’s response to Governor Napoleon Broward’s call to create
an “Empire in the Everglades.“4 Between 1911 and 1915, Fellsmere
Farms Company attracted large numbers of midwestern farmers
eager to try their luck at the headwaters of the St. Johns River.

Fellsmere was booming when twenty-one-year-old Frank
Heiser arrived in 1912. Land was being cleared and dredges were
working round-the-clock cutting canals and ditches through the
Florida muck land. Heiser, a native of Lafayette, Indiana, learned
of Fellsmere from a “local real estate operator.” Heiser and John
Pfrommer, a school friend, purchased twenty acres sight unseen.
Upon their arrival, they discovered that instead of purchasing
twenty acres of farmland they had bought an “overwhelming pro-
fusion of root growth.” Undaunted, they set to work clearing the
land. Years later Pfrommer recalled that when “they tired of grub-
bing, fishing in drainage canals helped pass the time.” The work
proved too much for Pfrommer, who abandoned the project after
only two weeks. Heiser, however, elected to stay. He built a “cot-
tage” on his property and decided to take a chance on “raising to-
matoes and peppers.” This proved a risky venture. The land
produced a good crop, but unfortunately, there was a market glut
at harvest time and Heiser’s profit vanished. Undaunted, he de-
cided to plant citrus.5

Heiser and the other investors’ success in Fellsmere Farms
hinged on the company’s drainage project. “The whole secret (if
there is any) for successful cultivation of muck land,” declared R.
A. Conkling, director of the company’s Demonstration Farm, “is
perfect drainage to remove acids and aerate (oxidize) the soil.“6

Drainage was big business in the opening decades of the twentieth
century. Speculators invested huge sums in enterprises reliant
upon dubious drainage projects. Fell’s plan, however, was based on

3. “Fellsmere Farms, Florida,” Sales Brochure, Fellsmere Sales Company, June
1913, 45, in Walter Siewert Collection, Special Collections, Evans Library, Flor-
ida Institute of Technology, Melbourne.

4. Marjorie Stoneman Douglas, The Everglades: River of Grass (St. Simons Island,
Ga., 1974), 242.

5. John Pfrommer to Stella Heiser, February 12, 1962, Siewert Collection.
6. “Sugar Cane in the Everglades,” Fellsmere Tribune, October 25, 1919.
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Frank Heiser, Fellsmere, Florida, 1941. Photograph courtesy of Siewert Collection, Evans
Library, Florida Institute of Technology.

careful study. H. C. “Bill” Watts, one of Fell’s early surveyors and en-
gineer for the drainage district, proposed to use gravity as the basis
for the entire project. Water would flow through a series of north
and south laterals into the main outlet canal, which would then
drain the water eastward into the Sebastian and Indian river basin.

Lamentably, Fell and Crosby had minimized the magnitude of
the drainage project, drastically underestimating the amount of
water that flowed into the system. Evidence of their miscalculation
could be seen throughout the city. Years later Walter Siewert,
Heiser’s timekeeper, recalled that “the town of Fellsmere suffered
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heavily from water in the streets. Its paved streets, some con-
structed with the new fangled (at the time) poured concrete
method complete with molded curbs and gutters, made miniature
Venetian Canals through town for small boats.“7 Prospective buyers
who asked for directions to Fellsmere as they traveled down the
Dixie Highway were often told that they would know they were in
Fellsmere “when they were knee deep in water.“8

Disaster struck on the night of Saturday, July 31, 1915. The sky
was gray and overcast throughout the day, and it began to drizzle in
the early evening. The rain continued throughout the night and
the following day. When it was all over, nearly nine inches had
fallen onto muck land already saturated with water. The drainage
system collapsed and flooded the city. Some residents left in boats
and never returned. The small town of Broadmoor, five miles west
of the city, was abandoned.9

The Board of Directors of the Fellsmere Farms Company
called a special meeting to address the crisis. In an effort to econo-
mize, the company closed the Chattanooga sales office and sus-
pended all further land sales. Nelson Fell arrived from Virginia to
direct the company’s day-to-day operations; however, there was lit-
tle he could do. In four years the company had sunk more than a
million dollars into the drainage system; millions more were
needed to complete the project. After the outbreak of World War I,
investors were unwilling to put their money into central Florida’s
muck lands. By 1917, Fellsmere Farms had defaulted on its bonds
and gone into receivership.10

Twenty-seven-year-old Frank Heiser assumed a leadership role
in the reorganization process. A year later Fellsmere Farms
emerged from receivership and was reconstituted as the Fellsmere
Company. Heiser was named the company’s secretary.11 Heiser’s in-
fluence had grown steadily in the community since his arrival in
1912. He proved himself an astute businessman and good citrus
farmer.12 By 1918 he was one of the town’s leading citizens. One

7. Walter Siewert, “A History of the Fellsmere Drainage District (Now) Fellsmere
Water Control District,” n.d., 4, Siewert Collection.

8. “Cane Fields of Fellsmere,” Fellsmere Tribune, January 1, 1921.
9. Siewert, “History,” 8.
10. “Company’s Affairs to be Adjusted,” Fellsmere Tribune, January 6, 1917.
11. “Fellsmere Corporation,” Fellsmere Tribune, April 6, 1918.
12. Lois Klabosh, “Reasons for Undertaking the Sugar Mill,” February 26, 1993, 1,

Siewert Collection.
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year later Heiser organized the Fellsmere Drainage District which
was responsible for keeping Fellsmere above water. During the
next decade he served as the district’s executive officer.13

Heiser shared Conkling’s conviction that sugar cane had tre-
mendous commercial potential in Fellsmere but that drainage was
essential for its success. Conkling declared his enthusiasm for sugar
production in Fellsmere at a state meeting of county agents in
Gainesville in 1919. “A few years ago,” Conkling told the assembled
agricultural agents, “I was agricultural advisor for the Fellsmere
Farms Company. A large part of their holdings was typical saw grass
land, on a portion of which I conducted a demonstration. My
method was exactly on the line of Captain Rose [state chemist and
sugar advocate], and resulted in a very satisfactory yield of sugar
cane.“14

East central Florida had long been considered a prime site for
producing sugar. The Spanish introduced sugar production in
Florida shortly after St. Augustine’s founding in 1565. Early pro-
duction was limited to personal consumption. Between 1767 and
1776 English colonists manufactured sugar on a commercial scale
in their New Smyrna colony. In 1790, during the second Spanish
period, Luis Fatio commented on English efforts to introduce com-
mercial sugar farming in east Florida. “In the time of the English,”
Fatio observed, “two or three mills had been begun at the Mosqui-
tos (Mosquito Inlet near New Smyrna) and on the Ais (Indian)
River which produced sugar that was very white and of the best
quality.“15 Nearly ninety years elapsed before Major Robert Gamble
reintroduced commercial sugar manufacturing in Manatee County
in the 1850s. Fire and the outbreak of the Civil War put an end to
Major Gamble’s venture. Thirty years later Hamilton Disston hired
Captain R. E. Rose to organize the St. Cloud Sugar Factory. The St.
Cloud Factory closed in 1896.16

After leaving St. Cloud, Rose continued to advocate commer-
cial sugar production in Florida. In January 1913, the Fort Pierce

13. Siewert, “History,” 15.
14. R. A. Conkling, “Sugar Cane in the Everglades,” Fellsmere Tribune, October 25,

1919.
15. Quoted in U.S. Department of Agriculture, Florida’s Sugar Bowl, rev. ed. (Talla-

hassee, 1959), 7.
16. Florida’s Sugar Bowl, 9.
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News-Tribune published a summary of Rose’s arguments for intro-
ducing commercial sugar production in Indian River County.17 A
year later the newspaper argued that sugar production would “be-
come a staple” for the region’s farmers.18 Nelson Fell agreed.
Twenty years earlier he had observed the development of the St.
Cloud Sugar Factory. He and Conkling were convinced that sugar
held tremendous promise for Fellsmere Farms.

The 1913 prospectus for Fellsmere Farms described in glowing
terms Conkling’s efforts to grow sugar cane.19 The next year Robert
Kann, a new settler from Illinois, announced his intention to plant
forty acres in cane. “A still more ambitious undertaking on the part
of Mr. Kann,” the Fellsmere Tribune reported, “will be the erection of
a large syrup mill two miles west of Broadmoor on the shores of
Lake Wilmington [Blue Cypress].” Kann’s attempt at cane produc-
tion failed.20

Four years later, in 1918, Frank Heiser and a handful of Fells-
mere farmers and businessmen formed an informal sugar cane
producers association and launched their own sugar experiments.21

Led by C. H. Piffard, president of the State Bank of Fellsmere and
an early investor in Fellsmere Farms, each of the farmers promised
to plant twelve acres in sugar cane. Nine months later, Heiser’s
Fellsmere Company committed $5,000 “in stock, or half the capital
necessary to put up a first class cane syrup mill.“22

The “first class cane syrup mill” never materialized. Instead,
the Fellsmere Sugar Association rented a pre-Civil War era “porta-
ble syrup mill” which had been used by Colonel Francis Dancy in
Putnam County. In 1920, the Dancy mill produced a total run of
“several thousand gallons” of syrup. Running at full capacity, the
mill produced seventy-five-and-a-half gallons of syrup a day. Unfor-
tunately, there was limited demand for the “splendid” syrup. For a
time Piffard’s State Bank of Fellsmere offered customers free syrup
samples.23

17. “Sugar Cane for Florida: Some Interesting Statistics on Sugar Production,” Fort
Pierce News-Tribune, January 31, 1913.

18. “Cane Production to be Revived,” Fort Pierce News-Tribune, January 23, 1914.
19. “Fellsmere Farms Florida,” Sales Brochure, Fellsmere Sales Company, June

1913, Siewert Collection.
20. “Big Cane Growing and Syrup Mill Project,” Fellsmere Tribune, December 11,

1914.
21. “Sugar Cane Greatly Enlarged,” Fellsmere Tribune, December 11, 1914.
22. “Sugar Mill,” Fellsmere Tribune, September 28, 1918.
23. “Fellsmere Syrup is About Ready to Sell,” Fellsmere Tribune, March 20, 1920.
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The ambitious commercial plan of Fellsmere’s sugar growers
stalled in 1920. The Fellsmere Tribune continued to agitate for cane
production. Optimistic reports regularly appeared in the town’s
paper. “I am in my opinion,” an anonymous booster declared, “that
in cane Fellsmere is destined to greatness.“24 Commercial sugar
cane production, however, remained a dream.

Misfortune continued to beset the Fellsmere enterprise. The
State Bank of Fellsmere collapsed in March 1922; six months later
the Fellsmere Supply Company went broke. In 1923, Frank Heiser
and the other leaders of the Fellsmere Company reorganized the
company as the Standard Agricultural Chemical Company; two
years later they renamed the company the Ammoniate Products
Company. Heiser served as the company’s general manager.25

Heiser’s faith in the success of the Ammoniate Products Com-
pany was based on his confidence in the potential of central Flor-
ida’s muck land. Instead of growing crops on the muck, the
investors in the Ammoniate Products Company hoped to make a
profit from the muck itself. Heiser constructed a large plant west of
the city to dry the muck; the dried muck would eventually be
shipped north by rail where it would be used as a stabilizer for fer-
tilizer. To accomplish this, he succeeded in winning an extension
of the Trans-Florida Railroad to the plant.26 Ultimately, the cost of
transporting the muck to northern mixing plants proved prohibi-
tive. The muck plant closed in 1925.27

Heiser was undaunted. He continued to direct the Fellsmere
Drainage District, and in 1927 planted a test crop of sugar cane.
The experiment went well. The cane was robust and had a high
sugar content. In 1929, Heiser planted a hundred acres in cane.
The earlier efforts at sugar cane production had failed because
they were too small. Moreover, they produced syrup which targeted
local consumption. Heiser knew he had to overcome substantial
obstacles if he was to succeed in developing a full-fledged sugar op-
eration. First, he had to demonstrate that commercial grade sugar
cane could be raised north of Lake Okeechobee. Second, the cane
produced needed to be of high enough sugar content to justify the

24. “Cane Fields of Fellsmere,” Fellsmere Tribune, January 1, 1921.
25. Siewert, “History,” 17.
26. Lois Klabosh, letter to author, June 7, 1995, Siewert Collection.
27. Walter Siewert, letter to author, September 8, 1992, Siewert Collection.
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construction of a sugar mill. Finally, he needed a million dollars to
finance the project.28

Lois Klabosh, Frank Heiser’s daughter, remembered this pe-
riod as one of constant activity. Klabosh recalled that in the wake of
Florida’s land boom crash her father decided “to go for broke.“29 It
was not enough that Heiser succeed in demonstrating that sugar
cane would grow on Fellsmere’s muck land. Heiser had to find a
way to attract large investors to the project. The friendship of Ed-
ward S. Hughes, a Texas and New York financier, proved invaluable
in Heiser’s hunt for capital. Hughes had been an early investor in
Fellsmere. After the collapse of the Fellsmere Farms Company,
Hughes stepped in and “provided cash” to the Drainage District
and the fertilizer plant. 30 Evidently, Hughes thought Heiser had
“the right stuff,” and he contacted his New York friends. Armed
with data from his experimental test plots, Heiser traveled back
and forth to New York. During this period Heiser liked to say that
he lived in three places: Fellsmere, New York, and a railway com-
partment.31

Heiser faced a tremendous challenge. The stock market crash
was not yet a year old, and there was little money available for new
projects. Moreover, Fellsmere’s investment record was poor.
Twenty years earlier the investors in the Fellsmere Farms Company
had lost their capital. Heiser countered these objections by point-
ing to the high profits that could be gained from sugar cane. His
test results indicated that forty to fifty tons of raw sugar could be
produced from each acre of Fellsmere’s muck land.32 The supervi-
sors of the Drainage District supported Heiser’s claims. Their 1931
report offered an optimistic assessment of the project: “The sugar
experiments continue . . . and those who know the sugar business
maintain their interest and confidence in Fellsmere inspite [sic] of
the difficulties that beset any effort to finance new enterprises.“33

28. “Commercial Cane Growing for this County,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November
13, 1931.

29. Klabosh, “Reasons for Undertaking the Sugar Mill,” 1.
30. Lois Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” February 26, 1993, 3, Siewert Collection.
31. Siewert, “History,” 23.
32. “Cane Planting at Fellsmere Completed,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, February 1,

1932.
33. Minute Book, Fellsmere Drainage District (MB-275), May 29, 1931, Fellsmere

Water Control District, Fellsmere, Fla., Siewert Collection.
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But potential investors required more than test results, and
they repeatedly demanded evidence that Heiser’s “experiments
[would] prove themselves on a commercial scale.“34 Heiser made it
clear that sugar cane production was not another real estate pro-
motion. Nevertheless, it took him several years to locate four men
willing to invest in the project.35 Two of the men had extensive ex-
perience in the sugar industry. Maurice Leonard, vice president of
the Punta Alegre Sugar Company in Havana, and William C. Dou-
glas, a member of the Pittsburgh Industrial Commission, believed
that central Florida had tremendous potential for growing com-
mercial sugar. J. O. Roberts, president of the Athey Truss Wheel
Company, and E. V. R. Thayer, president of Stutz Motor Company
and ex-president of Chase National Bank, brought substantial cap-
ital to the enterprise. None of the investors, however, was willing to
give Heiser a blank check. Heiser knew from the beginning that ev-
erything would have to be done on a shoestring budget.36

In 1931, Heiser set his plan in motion. He first improved the
drainage system to insure that it would protect the fields. Heiser
next contracted F. H. Conrad to clear 1,000 acres west of Fells-
mere.37 Conrad hired forty local men to clear and subdivide the
fields into 150-acre units. Men were paid ten cents an hour to clear
the fields; skilled laborers, like tractor drivers, earned twenty-five
cents an hour.38 The seed cane for the initial planting came from
Heiser’s l00-acre test site. While some men cleared the fields and
planted the cane, others constructed a network of roads linking the
fields with the proposed sugar mill.

T. B. Ford, a sugar engineer from Cuba, was responsible for
building the sugar mill. Heiser proposed building the mill several
miles south of the old muck plant. His standing order was to get
the job done as inexpensively as possible. Ford traveled to Louisi-
ana and Cuba in search of suitable material. He eventually found a
dilapidated sugar mill which he had broken down and shipped to
Fellsmere. “The mill proper was put together from a pile of rusty
old iron shipped from Cuba and Louisiana, plus everything that

34. “Commercial Cane Growing for this County,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November
13, 1931.

35. Lois Klabosh, letter to author, June 7, 1995, Siewert Collection.
36. Siewert, “History,” 23-24.
37. “Cane Planting at Fellsmere Underway,” Vero Beach Press-Journal , December 4,

1931.
38. Siewert, “History,” 24.
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John Fourmy, General Manager, Fellsmere Sugar Producers Association, in cane
field, circa 1937. Photograph courtesy of Siewert Collection, Evans Library, Florida Institute
of Technology.

could be recycled from the muck plant,” Lois Klabosh remem-
bered.39 The mill itself was powered by an ancient Whitney and

39. Lois Klabosh, letter to author, June 7, 1995, Siewert Collection.
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Corliss steam engine that turned an eighteen foot flywheel.40

“Nothing much was new,” Klabosh recalled. “It looked like a pile of
junk.“41

Workers hurried to finish construction of the two buildings de-
signed to house the machinery. J. L. Sanborn, who had come to
Fellsmere in 1924 to supervise the construction of the muck plant,
directed the building site. 42 Sanborn salvaged whatever he could
from the old plant. Workers carefully cleaned old bricks so that
they could be reused at the mill. The mill was something of a won-
der to local residents who regularly drove the four miles to observe
its progress.43

Thanks to Heiser’s efforts Fellsmere was in a unique position
in the summer of 1932. The Vero Beach Press-Journal declared that
“there is no unemployed labor in Fellsmere.“44 Field preparation
and mill construction generated a payroll of nearly $4,000 a
month.45 By year’s end, Heiser had accomplished a great deal. The
mill was completed and capital improvements had been made in
the drainage district. The initial seven hundred acres were no
longer bare. Cane rose more than ten feet above the muck land.
An additional seven hundred acres were cleared and readied for
planting.46

Nineteen thirty-three dawned full of promise for Fellsmere
and its sugar mill. The Vero Beach Press-Journal enthusiastically re-
ported on February 10 that “a splendid stand of cane promises a
run of the mill for about sixty days. Those in charge are optimistic
about the success of the undertaking.“47 The 1933 season estab-
lished the pattern for subsequent years. There were two separate
seasons for the fields and the mill. The growing season ran from
January to late October or early November when harvesting began.
The grinding season at the mill began with the harvest and ran to

40. Siewert, “History,” 24.
41. Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” 2.
42. “Construction of Fellsmere Mill to Begin Soon,” Vero Beach Press-Journal; May 6,

1932.
43. Siewert, “History,” 24.
44. “Fellsmere Mill Solves Unemployment,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, June 3, 1932.
45. “Sugar Industry in Fellsmere Makes Progress,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, July 22,

1932.
46. Review Fellsmere Sugar Industry Slows Progress,” Vero Beach Press-Journal,

December 16, 1932.
47. “Cane Grinding Starts at Fellsmere Mill,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, February 10,

1933.
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late February or early March. The cane was brought to the mill, cut,
ground, pressed, strained, and the juice boiled down to raw sugar.
During this period the mill ran twenty-four hours a day. Heiser’s
mill supervisor, Julius Lee, trucked the raw sugar to Fort Pierce
where it was loaded on ships and transported to a sugar refinery in
Philadelphia. The idle season for the mill began in April and ran
until the beginning of the harvest. This was the period in which re-
pairs were made on the mill.

The Fellsmere sugar mill ended its first season’s operation on
April 7, 1933. In two months, the mill had processed enough cane
to produce two million pounds of high grade raw sugar.48 Cultiva-
tion for next year’s crop continued for one month after grinding
season ended. Fifty of the approximately 225 employees were kept
on the payroll after the end of May.49

Fellsmere Sugar Company saved Fellsmere from economic
ruin. “As demand for sugar grew,” one resident remembered,
“Fellsmere seemed, once more, on the upswing. The Fellsmere Inn
was a hustling, bustling place.“50 Gail (Kinney) Griffin, a resident of
Fellsmere during the Depression, believed that “the Fellsmere
Sugar Company was the savior of Fellsmere. In my recollection ev-
eryone was grateful— black and white.“51 With national unemploy-
ment running at nearly twenty-five percent of the work force in
1933, any kind of work was welcomed, and the boom created by
Heiser’s sugar mill attracted jobseekers to Fellsmere. Walter Siew-
ert, the mill’s time-keeper in 1933, recalled that “as to manpower
[the rule was] to use local help to the utmost.“52 Concern grew that
the community would be inundated with hordes of jobless men
seeking work. Signs were put up on the roads leading into Fells-
mere warning that the mill was not hiring outsiders.53

Siewert’s time book and payroll ledger for the 1933 season doc-
uments the magnitude of the sugar mill’s operation. This slim vol-
ume records in two-week installments the name of each employee,
the number of hours worked each day, the total number of twelve-

48. “Fellsmere Mill’s Grinding Season Ended Last Friday,” Vero Beach Press-Journal,
April 21, 1933.

49. Melbourne Times, May 12, 1933.
50. “Sugar Mill Brings Life to Town,” Melbourne Times, July 18, 1979.
51. Gail Kinney Griffin, “Recollections,” Siewert Collection.
52. Walter Siewert, letter to author, January 5, 1993, Siewert Collection.
53. “Sugar Industry in Fellsmere Makes Progress,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, July 22,

1932.
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hour days worked, the rate of pay per day or hour, and the total
amount of wages paid. One hundred and eighty-six men and two
women were employed at the mill for the pay period ending Febru-
ary 17. The total payroll was approximately three thousand dollars.
The average pay per hour for a twelve-hour day was seventeen cents.
During the next two months the work force grew to 204. The aver-
age pay per hour dropped to sixteen cents and the total payroll was
approximately $3400 for the pay period ending on April 14. The
grinding season ended in April. The May and June payrolls showed
a considerable drop in both employees and total pay. Seventy-nine
men were listed in the time book for May 26, 1933. The average pay
per hour dropped to fifteen cents. During the idle season most of
the work involved preparing the fields for next season’s crop. Cane-
cutters and field workers received ten cents an hour. The total pay-
roll for May 26 was approximately one thousand dollars.54

In addition to providing crucial employment, the sugar opera-
tion also took over other vital town operations. In 1932, the Drain-
age District was on its last legs, and at the May 13, 1932, board
meeting the supervisors stopped all further maintenance of ditches
and canals.55 Heiser arranged for the Drainage District to receive
office space at the Sugar Company headquarters. Since the District
no longer had any money to pay employees, Heiser volunteered to
manage the drainage on company lands and directed sugar com-
pany personnel to take charge of drainage operations.56

Meanwhile, federal legislation posed a new threat. Franklin
Roosevelt’s inauguration in March 1933 initiated a period of dra-
matic change. Roosevelt intended the newly passed Agricultural
Adjustment Act (AAA) to empower the Secretary of Agriculture “to
raise farm prices and restore farmers’ purchasing power.“57 Specifi-
cally, the act gave the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to re-
strict production and limit sales.

These proposals touched off a storm of debate in the summer
of 1933. In June, Heiser and a delegation of Florida sugar produc-
ers, led by Clarence Bitting of U.S. Sugar, traveled to Washington to

54. “Fellsmere Sugar Company Timebook for Payrolls Ending February 17, April
14, May 26, June 23, 1933,” Siewert Collection.

55. Fellsmere Drainage District, Minute Book (MB-296), May 13, 1932, Siewert Col-
lection.

56. Siewert, “History,” 27.
57. U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Sugar Program Agriculture Information Bulle-

tin III (Washington, D. C., 1953), 7.
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meet with the Secretary of Agriculture, officials in the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, and members of Congress.58 Heiser
and Bitting’s objective was to win favorable concessions from the
AAA for Florida’s sugar growers. In September, the Secretary of Ag-
riculture turned down the Sugar Stabilization Agreement that had
emerged from the meetings because he believed “no effective con-
trol of production was contemplated.”59

The failure of the Sugar Stabilization Agreement led to the
passage in May 1934 of the Jones-Costigan Act. Reluctantly, sugar
industry officials agreed to the imposition of quotas. The Jones-
Costigan Act governed the sugar industry for the next decade. The
sugar production quotas were determined by “taking the average
continental consumption of sugar from the Philippines, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Cuba for the years 1931-1933, and of
Hawaiian sugar for the years of 1930-1932.“60 Heiser and Bitting op-
posed the legislation because the quotas would curtail the develop-
ment of Florida’s cane fields. From 1930 to 1933, Florida produced
little sugar. Consequently, a quota based on these years would ben-
efit Louisiana cane growers who produced the lion’s share of main-
land cane sugar in the late 1920s and early 1930s.61

Nature continued to threaten Fellsmere Sugar Company. On
the night of September 2, 1933, a hurricane tore through Indian
River County. Winds of eighty to one hundred miles an hour flat-
tened much of the cane fields. The roof of the sugar mill was blown
off, exposing the mill’s expensive equipment to wind and water
damage. The Vero Beach Press-Journal reported that approximately
“50 percent of the crop was ruined.“62 Fortunately, the damage was
not as great as was first feared; most of the cane had not been up-
rooted and could be righted. Nevertheless, the September storm
reduced the overall sugar content in the cane.63

58. For information on Bitting and U.S. Sugar, see Joseph McGovern, The First Fifty
Years: The United States Sugar Corporation (Clewiston, Fla., 1981), 45.

59. U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Sugar Progam Agriculture Information Bulle-
tin III, 7.

60. Joshua Bernhardt, The Sugar Industry and the Federal Government (Washington,
1948), 163.

61. J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar Country: The Cane Sugar Industry in the South, 1753-1950
(Lexington, 1953), 376.

62. “Fellsmere Sugar Mill Loss Not Determined,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, September
8, 1933.

63. “Season Concludes at Fellsmere Mill,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, April 6, 1934.
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Cut cane being unloaded on right into north end of Grinding House, circa 1936.
Photograph courtesy of Siewert Collection, Evans Library, Florida Institute of Technology.

The mill launched the 1934 grinding season during the first
week in January. Heiser hoped that improvements in the mill’s new
depot and new machinery would improve the company’s produc-
tivity. The mill hired two hundred and fifty men to harvest the cane
and operate the mill. The company’s payroll grew to $8,000 per pay
period.64 By February the mill was running at full capacity. A new
375 hp boiler increased the mill’s total horsepower by twenty-five
percent. This allowed the mill to process four hundred tons of cane
in a twenty-four-hour period. The mill shut down in early April af-
ter producing 1400 tons of raw sugar.65

Everything appeared to be coming together for Fellsmere
Sugar Company during the fall of 1934. The 1800 acres of cane
were doing well. J. L. Bustin, the company’s assistant treasurer, esti-
mated that the total cane production would be somewhere be-

64. “Fellsmere Mill Begins Grinding in January,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November
17, 1933.

65. “2200 Tons of Raw Sugar Produced for the Season,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, Feb-
ruary 22, 1935.
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tween forty and fifty thousand tons. The expanded acreage
necessitated the importation of outside field laborers. The com-
pany constructed accommodations for the approximately 400 West
Indian cane-cutters. The “little city” contained sleeping quarters, a
dining hall, and a commissary for the black workers.66

Harvesting had just gotten underway when disaster struck on
December 12, 1934. Record-breaking cold temperatures blanketed
the entire state of Florida. Tampa and Jacksonville reported snow
flurries. In Fellsmere the U.S. Weather Station reported that the
temperature had fallen to nineteen degrees.67 The damage seemed
overwhelming. Frank Heiser noted tersely in his record book for
December 12: “All cane frozen.”68

The investors called an emergency meeting. “If we’ve got a
bitch pup,” one declared, “we’d better know it now.“69 The meeting
ended without a clear resolution. Thayer backed out.70 Douglas, Le-
onard, and Roberts decided to continue. In Fellsmere, while the in-
vestors were considering their options, work proceeded at a furious
pace. The serious cold damage to the cane forced the sugar mill
into full operation. In order to meet the local payroll Heiser asked
for his managers’ support. Julius Lee, the mill’s superintendent,
borrowed against his insurance policy to help make the payroll.71

The cane-cutters worked furiously to save as much of the damaged
cane as possible. Two months later the grinding season ended. In-
creases in acreage from previous years allowed the company to post
record returns. Raw sugar production increased by eighty percent
over 1934.72 The December freeze had an unexpected benefit. Fed-
eral officials held off on imposing quotas on Florida sugar produc-
ers. Heiser learned that “no marketing allotments for Florida were
contemplated for 1935.“73

Heiser proposed a bold plan: construct a sugar refinery in
Fellsmere that would manufacture granulated sugar from the raw
product. His investors thought he was mad. Five years earlier he

66. “Cane Grinding Starts About December 10,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November
16, 1934.

67. Siewert, “History,” 27.
68. Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” 2.
69. Siewert, “History,” 27.
70. Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” 2.
71. Virginia Mallette, interview by author, April 3, 1993.
72. “2200 Tons of Raw Sugar Produced for the Season,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, Feb-

ruary 22, 1935.
73. Bernhardt, The Sugar Industry and the Federal Government, 171.
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had succeeded in convincing them to invest in a fledgling sugar
project in central Florida’s muck lands. After three years of produc-
tion he wanted them to invest more money into what appeared to
many as another Florida swamp.

First, however, he had to reorganize the Fellsmere Sugar Com-
pany, a project that took two years to complete. Heiser remained in
charge of the overall operation. The Fellsmere Sugar Company of-
ficially became a cooperative called the Fellsmere Sugar Producers
Association, and the mill operations were separated from the cane
fields. The key to the project was the construction of a sugar refin-
ery. To finance the project, Heiser secured a small start-up loan
from the federal government and managed to raise an additional
fifty thousand dollars.74 The three remaining New York investors
contributed the balance. Finally, Heiser sold his citrus grove to a
Wabasso grower, staking everything on the success of what he re-
ferred to simply as “the factory.“75

Construction on the refinery began in September 1935. One
hundred men were put on the project. Heiser’s objective was to fin-
ish the factory by December 1 when harvesting would begin. It was
an ambitious plan. Once completed, the sugar “factory” would be
capable of producing “approximately 100 tons of standard granu-
lated sugar per 24 hours.“76 The sugar was to be packaged in five-,
ten-, twenty-five-, and one-hundred-pound bags under the trade-
mark “Florida Crystals.“77

The refinery was a gamble. Since 1931, Heiser had staked ev-
erything on the canefield’s eventual success. He sold his citrus farm
to a Wabasso packing house. 78 Heiser and his supporters had in-
vested more than a million dollars in the mill and canefields. Five
hundred men depended on the company for employment.

In 1935, the threat posed by the Jones-Costigan Sugar Act ma-
terialized. Sugar acreage quotas were imposed on Florida’s sugar
growers. Heiser hoped that the quotas would be lifted, and he
promised to put more acres into cane as soon as the allotment was

74. Siewert, “History,” 27.
75. Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” 2.
76. “Florida’s First Sugar Refinery in this County,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, Decem-

ber 20, 1935.
77. “Sugar Plant Ends Season Thursday,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, May 2, 1937.
78. Klabosh, “Early Experiences,” 3-4.
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increased.79 In spite of the quotas, he plunged ahead with the
project. The initial reports for the 1936 harvest were favorable. By
late February, Heiser’s managers estimated that the factory would
produce 5.5 million pounds of raw sugar. This translated into a
daily output of between 125,000 and 150,000 pounds of refined
sugar.80

During this period Heiser lived at the “factory.” Lois Klabosh
was a senior at Fellsmere High School during the 1936 grinding
season. She remembered her father following a regular routine.
Mornings he would drop her off at the sugar company’s office
which was located at the old Fellsmere Estates Company Building
in Fellsmere. She would walk to the nearby high school while her
father sorted through the refinery’s paper work. Heiser then drove
the four miles out to the fields and “factory.” At the “factory” Heiser
worked out of a small office which also served as his “lab” for “mea-
suring and recording the ‘Brix’ yield of each mill run.“81

By the summer of 1936 sacks of “Florida Crystals” were being
shipped to stores up and down the eastern seaboard. The Savage
Brokerage Company in Jacksonville handled distribution. The
Winn-Lovett foodstore chain was one of the first retailers to market
“Florida Crystals.“82 The brokers discovered that there was a large
demand for Fellsmere sugar. To meet the growing demand Heiser
added 640 acres to the cane fields.83 He hoped that the new acreage
would raise the total raw sugar production to eight million pounds
for the 1937 season. The weather, however, did not cooperate. Two
years earlier a disastrous freeze had nearly destroyed the cane
fields. In November and December 1936, unseasonably warm
weather slowed the cane’s growth and lowered the plant’s sugar
content. The 1937 raw sugar production of six million pounds was
only a fraction better than the previous year’s output.

The company’s reorganization was completed in November
1937. The Fellsmere Sugar Producers Association purchased the

79. “Florida’s First Sugar Refinery in this County,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, Decem-
ber 20, 1935.

80. “Fellsmere Sugar Refinery Output,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, February 28, 1936.
81. Lois Klabosh, “Feelings About the Work,” February 26, 1993, 5, Siewert Collec-

tion. “Brix” is percentage of sugar content.
82. Walter Siewert, letter to author, February 23, 1993.
83. “Acreage Boosted to 2400,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, July 10, 1936.
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Final stage of the refining process. Workers weigh sugar and load into sacks, circa
1936. Photograph courtesy of Siewert Collection, Evans Library, Florida Institute of Technol-
ogy.

“plant and entire holdings of the old Sugar Company.“84 The coop-
erative arrangement allowed Heiser to expand the number of in-
vestors in the sugar operation. The Department of Agriculture,

84. “Cooperative Buys Sugar Plant,” Vero Beach Press-Journal, November 26, 1937.
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however, blocked Heiser’s efforts to increase his allotment. In Feb-
ruary and March 1938, Heiser was forced to plow nine hundred
acres of cane back into the ground. Despite this setback the fac-
tory’s production of refined sugar grew by ten percent to 6.6 mil-
lion pounds.85 The increase in production, however, was offset by a
glut of sugar on the world market. Sugar prices fell in 1938 to be-
tween $4.25 and $4.30 per hundred pounds. The editors of the Vero
Beach Press-Journal remained optimistic about the sugar coopera-
tives’ future. In their year-end “Progress Report” they declared:

The industry [Fellsmere Sugar Producers Association] is
one of the most important in the county and is the only re-
finery in the state. Other companies produce sugar on
Florida soil for refining into finished product at other
points in the country, but the Fellsmere organization car-
ries the operation through to the consumable refined
sugar on the premises. It is one of the most efficient and
highly important of such organizations in the United
States, and once the sugar price difficulties are ironed out
it is expected that it will develop to proportions that may
make the Indian River section as famous for sugar as it now
is for citrus.86

The outbreak of war in Europe increased the already consider-
  able uncertainty confronting Fellsmere’s sugar growers, First, the

AAA abandoned its sugar quotas in September 1939 only to reverse
itself and reinstitute them in 1940. Lois Klabosh recalled that
“World War II brought changes in the way the farm was operated
and [created] a lot of uncertainty about the future. Restrictions on
acreage and [the] imposition of quotas made life more difficult,
and the outlook for labor was not good.“87 Labor shortages and
wildly fluctuating sugar prices plagued the operation. Panic on the
commodities exchanges had initially forced sugar prices upward;
when shortages did not materialize the price of sugar plummeted.

    85. “Fellsmere Sugar Plant Output is 6,600,000 Pounds,” Vero Beach Press-Journal,
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These factors contributed to Heiser and the other Association
members’ decision to sell the cooperative.

In 1943, a group of Puerto Rican sugar producers purchased
the Association and all of its properties. The final liquidation of the
Association took place in July. Lois Klabosh recalled that “the sale
was fairly profitable to all,” Heiser was asked to continue as man-
ager of the Fellsmere operations. He declined. In fact, none of the
founders remained in Fellsmere.88

Frank Heiser left Fellsmere for Jacksonville in 1943. He sold
his house to the new company’s general manager. He continued to
visit Fellsmere periodically as a consultant for the new owners.
Sugar production in Fellsmere continued for twenty years. In 1959
Okeelanta Sugar purchased the Fellsmere Sugar Producers Associ-
ation. Four years later Okeelanta was purchased by the South Pu-
erto Rico Sugar Company (SPRS). In 1965, the SPRS transferred
Fellsmere’s sugar quota to its Okeelanta operations. In 1967, the
Gulf and Western Company purchased the SPRS’s properties in
Fellsmere.89

Frank Heiser died in December 1961. He did not live to see the
end of the sugar fields or Gulf and Western’s introduction of large
scale citrus production. Still, he succeeded in his dream. As a
young man he believed that sugar could be produced commer-
cially in central Florida, and he deserves credit for establishing the
state’s first sugar refinery in the twentieth century. Perhaps most
important, Heiser generated jobs for the local people of Fellsmere
that sustained the community for more than thirty-five years.

88. Klabosh, “Reasons for Leaving,” 1, 9.
89. Siewert, “History,” 34.
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The House of Percy: Honor, Melancholy, and Imagination in a Southern
Family. By Bertram Wyatt-Brown. (New York: Oxford University
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I N 1777 there drifted into British West Florida one Charles Percy,
late of His Majesty’s army and an ambitious man. Born of dubi-

ous lineage in England or perhaps Ireland but claiming kin with
the Northumberland Percys (“Harry Hotspur” of Shakespeare’s
histories) Charles Percy had acquired a few hundred acres as
bounty for his military service, and he used that, his hard work, and
his family tree to settle in as a planter. He married, acquired yet
more land, sided with the Loyalists, and became an alcalde, a mag-
istrate, when the Spanish took over in 1781. Thus did Charles Percy
become Don Carlos, and he prospered.

He was not happy, however. A proud man, he was also dread-
fully insecure, perhaps with good reason. Don Carlos, it turned
out, had more than one wife, and in 1790 the past caught up with
him in the form of Robert, his son by a marriage (never dissolved)
in London. Was it also possible that he was not one of the
Northumberland Percys? Though no one at the time seriously
questioned his lineage, at least openly, Charles Percy was touchy
about his honor. Beyond that, he was given to moodiness, insom-
nia, and mysterious illnesses. He fought needlessly with neighbors,

John Mayfield is professor of history and chair of the Department of History/
Political Science at Samford University in Birmingham.
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and he seemed to hear voices. In 1794 the voices caught up with
him. Don Carlos went down to the river, tied a large iron pot
around his neck, and threw himself in.

Don Carlos’ fortunes and miseries compress much of what has
contributed to the unique (but elusive) nature of the Southern
gentry. He was, first of all, adventurous and ambitious to a self-de-
structive degree, and for those who romanticize the South into a
land of gentlemen and chivalry his chicanery and unscrupulous-
ness are healthy reminders that the reality was different. Even be-
fore the Gulf Coast became the Deep South, the Cotton Kingdom,
Dixie, or whatever, it was Eden for those who possessed the drive to
acquire land and slaves under extremely hazardous and constantly
changing circumstances. Charles Percy had that drive, but he in-
stinctively recognized that mere possession of land in itself was not
enough. He had to have lineage, family, and style. His acquisition
of a wife and heirs and his title were no less important than his field
hands and acreage. All were elements in an elaborate code of
honor, a Southern way of esteeming oneself and others that went
beyond possessions even if it never entirely escaped them. Don
Carlos’ family tree may or may not have been all that he claimed,
but no one could dispute that he knew what mattered or how to ob-
tain it.

In any event Don Carlos’ heirs accomplished his dream. They
turned the Percy name into a Southern dynasty similar in certain
ways to the Adamses of Massachusetts or the Byrds of Virginia. On
the political side, prominent Percys include Confederate soldier
Colonel William Alexander Percy, Senator LeRoy Percy of Missis-
sippi (best remembered for his forthright condemnation of the Ku
Klux Klan), and a wide-ranging group of namesakes who turn up as
influential lawyers and such throughout Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Alabama. They have been emblematic of the professional class in
the New South. More remarkable were the literary Percys. These
include the novelist Catherine Ann Warfield and her niece Sarah
Ellis Dorsey, plus William Alexander Percy, a hero of the first World
War and author of the excellent, Henry Adams-style autobiography
Lanterns on the Levee. And of course there was Walker Percy, author
of Love Among the Ruins, Lancelot, and much, much more.

These heirs also perpetuated Don Carlos’ self-destructiveness.
While the British branch of the Percy tree has been reasonably for-
tunate over the years, melancholy, major depression, and suicide
have plagued the “American” limb well into the twentieth century.
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Between Don Carlos’ death in 1794 and 1929, at least one Percy in
every generation committed suicide. Others died young of natural
causes, and it is no surprise that, as Will Percy explained, the best
code for a Percy was stoicism. How else could one bear up under so
deadly a heritage?

That’s a question for Southerners in general. The Percys, it
may be argued, condense into one family story two strains of South-
ern identity: the courageous, rash, eccentric, almost theatrical
Southern aristocrat and his/her alter ego, the moody, introspective,
pessimistic fatalist. Almost forty years ago William R. Taylor catego-
rized these antithetic selves into Shakespearean archetypes, the
Southern “Hotspur” and the Southern “Hamlet.“1 It is no small
irony that Don Carlos picked the model for the former as his family
root; it may be an even larger statement that, at the other end of
time, Walker Percy’s antiheroes rationalize, brood, fret over sexual
conducts and misconducts, and lay waste their lovers and enemies.
At the same time there is no question that a certain creativity can
emerge from all this tension, whether on the battlefield or in the
courtroom or at the pen, and for someone interested in the links
among heredity, social conditioning, madness, and imagination
the Percys are an inviting lot.

But writing this kind of family biography, or any kind, for that
matter, is particularly demanding. It is, at one essential level, gene-
alogy, and most family histories follow exactly this path. On a
broader base, the “family” appears as a social organism— shaped by
tradition and evolving in response to change. For readers inter-
ested in Southern history Jane Turner Censer and Joan Cashin,
among others, have written superb studies of the dynamics and
stresses in family development, particularly as Southerners moved
west, and one gets from these works a sense that family for the
Southerner was every bit as important and as conflicting as William
Faulkner said it was.2 But to examine one family over time adds sev-
eral dimensions. The biographer must be an historian, of course,
but also a psychological analyst at least passably familiar with the
kinds of things to which his or her subjects devoted themselves. In

1. William R. Taylor, Cavalier and Yankee: The Old South and the American National
Character (New York, 1961)

2. Jane Turner Censer, North Carolina Planters and Their Children, 1800-1860 (Baton
Rouge, 1984); Joan E. Cashin, A Family Venture: Men and Women on the Southern
Frontier (New York, 1991).
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the case of the Percys, these include the literature and politics of a
particularly complicated region. For psychologists, their legacy is
yet another chapter in an ongoing inquiry into the causes of mad-
ness— genetic or environmental? Natured or nurtured? For the his-
torian, the issues are cultural, for the Percy obsession with honor,
family, and name is so Southern as to be archetypal.

Fortunately, Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Richard Milbauer Professor
of History at the University of Florida, has skills adequate to the task.
Wyatt-Brown’s Southern Honor (1982) was a crucial step toward de-
mystifying the Southern code of honor and its patriarchal founda-
tions.3 In that book he surveyed an astonishing range of topics, from
law and literature to violence and sexual conduct to baby-naming
and sport, and his central thesis— that Southerners constructed a
whole ethos around patriarchal expressions of honor and violence
not far removed from their Celtic antecedents— has prompted
other historians to reexamine the code of chivalry a bit less dismiss-
ively. The House of Percy: Honor, Melancholy, and Imagination in a South-
ern Family transfers some of these themes to the study of one family.
Wyatt-Brown is not hemmed in by his own previous work, however,
and this collective chronicle never attempts to fit its subject to a pre-
conceived conclusion. The House of Percy and its offshoot The Literary
Percys: Family History, Gender, and the Southern Imagination are compli-
cated, sensitive, and in many ways disturbing books.

It is notable that the creative streak first appeared among the
Percy women. Thomas George Percy, Don Carlos’ “American” son,
made money, collected books, and lived cheerfully despite the go-
ings-on around him. His sister Sarah, however, was so moody and
depressed after the birth of her children that the family had her
committed— for eleven years— before she died. (Her eldest daugh-
ter also fell victim to postpartum depression.) Two surviving daugh-
ters by a second marriage, Catherine Ann and Eleanor Ware, took
up writing to give, in Wyatt-Brown’s analysis, “a sense of control over
an undependable world” (HoP, 111). That’s a common enough in-
centive for writers, and the sisters, in true Southern fashion, ex-
pressed their anger in works that idealized the chivalric and genteel
while simultaneously dwelling on the hopelessness of life. It was a
bitter pronouncement on the vicissitudes of the Southern gentry.

3. Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (New
York, 1982).
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After Eleanor’s untimely death (of yellow fever) Catherine

gave herself to married life and domestic duties for most of a de-
cade, but in 1860 she startled everyone with the publication of The
House of Bouverie; or, the Elixir of Gold—  a surprise bestseller in the
gothic mold patterned much after Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre.
The very act of publishing seemed to liberate her, and it is here that
Wyatt-Brown begins to make the connection between honor, mel-
ancholy, and imagination. Catherine Warfield feared madness in
herself, resented it in her family, and might have swooned and
given in. Instead, “she drove toward the power that came with pub-
lishing novels. . . . That compensatory exercise of will would help to
explain the creative energies of so many in the Percy line, but most
of all its literary members” (HoP, 114). Provocatively, the structure
of The House of Bouverie bears a strong resemblance to Walker
Percy’s best novel, Lancelot.

What is remarkable about her fiction is not its literary merit
but the rage it expresses at the patriarchal society of the South.
Other female writers of the mid-nineteenth-century South— Caro-
line Lee Hentz, for example— usually lost themselves in gooey cel-
ebrations of feminine virtue and masculine honor. There were
elements of that in Catherine Warfield’s novels— how else could
they sell?— but there was more. She chose the gothic over the sen-
timental, and Wyatt-Brown’s excellent textual analysis reveals the
book as a sustained critique of the Percy line and particularly its er-
rant and unpredictable males. Catherine’s grandfather was a sui-
cide, her uncle Thomas George a disconnected collector of books
and finery, her father Nathaniel Ware a remote pseudo-intellectual
embarrassed at his wife’s madness, and her husband a gambler and
a debtor. The House of Bouverie rewrote the family history in gothic
form, subverting the patriarchal authority on which such men
leaned by portraying them at their absolute worst— manipulative,
domineering, sexually obsessed. Catherine became a minor liter-
ary icon of her time, and that in itself suggests she struck a respon-
sive chord among her largely female readers. It also suggests that
Southern writers were less distanced from their Northern counter-
parts than has often been assumed. After all, the next major influ-
ences on women’s literature in the South were Kate Chopin and
Ellen Glasgow. Like these better authors Catherine Warfield found
release, and sanity, in the act of writing. She wrote, as one inter-
viewer noted, because she had to. The same interviewer noted an
aloofness, a reserve, in her manner.
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Her niece Sarah Ellis, on the other hand, was anything but re-
served. The darling child of a doting father (who died when she
was nine) Sarah Ellis came about as close to outright raciness as a
respectable Southern woman of the mid-nineteenth century could.
Certainly she was gifted, as her stepfather Charles Dahlgren recog-
nized. “When I took charge of the family,” he noted, “I discovered
she had a wonderful intellect, which I determined to develop. I
spent a fortune doing it, but I never regretted the result” (HoP,
123). Dahlgren sent her to a private academy in Philadelphia;
there Sarah acquired not only music and French but a taste for the
world of the intellectual. It was hard, then, for her to return to
Natchez (where she married Samuel Dorsey), but she maintained
her interests in books and the arts and even attempted a “salon”—
a kind of regular drop-in stop for poets and artists. During the Civil
War the Dorseys were burned out; nonetheless they hung on to
their money. Sarah helped tend a Confederate field hospital. After
the war she travelled with her husband and on one memorable trip
actually endured an attack by a camel-driver in the Arabian desert,
a burglar in Paris, and a shipwreck off the coast of England.

In the midst of all this she wrote and fantasized. Her novels
(e.g., Agnes Graham, Lucia Dare, Panola) were popular and even
achieved a reputation for “realism,” although her biography of her
friend Henry Watkins Allen, Confederate war governor of Louisi-
ana, was better. It showed a fine command of context and place,
and, as Wyatt-Brown argues, it homed in on the one attribute that
Southerners were most likely to revere— a sense of honor. When
Allen challenged a Union officer to a duel, she wrote, the bewil-
dered “Federal did not understand Sir Lancelot, redivivus” (HoP,
134). Yet the South had lost, honor notwithstanding, and it was be-
coming increasingly clear that the Hotspur streak in the Southern
ethos was something that needed serious rethinking. Gloom, de-
fensiveness, and a restless yearning to explain it all away began to
set in, not only in Sarah Dorsey but among other Southern writers.
For Sarah, the response was a constant physical and psychic mo-
tion— she spent time in England flirting with Eastern mystic philos-
ophies. Perhaps more suggestively, at this time one of her favorite
reads was the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius and its code of stoic
endurance. By translating chivalry into forbearance, she was one of
the first to anticipate and articulate a favorite Southern reaction to
the catastrophe of war. She thus helped accentuate the Hamlet as-
pect of the Southern personae. Yet in a final act of unstoic defiance,
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she brought Jefferson Davis to her home, Beauvoir, to write his
memoirs. Davis’s wife Varina was understandably outraged, yet Sa-
rah Dorsey pressed on, urging Davis to explain and defend himself.
When she died, Beauvoir went to the Davises.

Sarah Ellis’s journeys were not the Percy norm, however. After
the Civil War, the Percy families joined in the creation of the New
South. This took two paths. Some migrated to the cities and at-
tained the sort of quiet, lawyerly respectability that railroads, iron,
and timber offered. These included the Birmingham family from
whom Walker Percy was born. Others stayed in the small towns,
and the most prominent of these were Colonel William Alexander
Percy and his son LeRoy of Greenville, Mississippi. These were po-
litical men, and for a time the literary streak disappeared— al-
though not the errant behavior. LeRoy Percy, for example, worked
hard to affirm his sort of “unabashed corporate conservatism”
(HoP, 174) over local politics, despite the fact that Mississippi was so
poor even the rich were deeply in debt. He fought the likes of
James K. Vardaman and Theodore Bilbo— race-baiters and oppor-
tunists— with a savagery that only a true conservative and an ideal-
ist can visit on the parvenu. For a short time he was a senator (by
appointment after an incumbent’s death), but in the regular elec-
tion in 1911 his own snobbishness and Bilbo‘s machinations
brought him down. Defeat was a self-inflicted wound, yet in 1922
LeRoy Percy redeemed himself— more exactly, his honor— with as
blistering and courageous a denunciation of the Ku Klux Klan any
Mississippian could give and stay alive. It was a direct, calculated,
and nationally famous attack on Vardaman and company and one
perfectly in line with a Southern male’s quixotic blend of impetu-
osity, honor, and despair. As Wyatt-Brown argues, LeRoy Percy was
“a gambler by instinct” who often overplayed his cards; he was aloof
yet “had a vitality that few men possess”; and he was often in despair
(HoP, 178). There was in him an almost perfect union of the
Hotspur and Hamlet personae. Who could bear up to such a dizzy-
ing image?

His son certainly tried. William Alexander Percy of Greenville
was a small, delicate boy who frankly puzzled and infuriated his im-
posing father. For one thing, he was overly religious— at least overly
so for the son of a respectable Southern family. He inherited his
mother’s Catholic faith and at one point offered to become a priest.
She stopped him flat, yet he prayed on. “One can guess,” writes
Wyatt-Brown, that Will Percy’s inner strife may have been less a
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theological problem than “the issue of sexuality— so often upper-
most in teenage boys’ thoughts” (HoP, 196). Therein lay a dilemma,
for Will Percy never paid romantic attention to women, although
he certainly loved and idealized them. His autobiography, Lanterns
on the Levee, makes little mention of any female friends other than a
black nanny and a Jewish English teacher, Carrie Stern, who shared
his love of poetry. The book does, however, include a rather sugges-
tive encounter with a boy on a Greek hillside.4

LeRoy Percy was never comfortable with his son, but then the
son was uncomfortable with his father. “He wanted no legal, civic,
political, or financial fame or power,” writes Wyatt-Brown. “But to
be an intellectual in the South— particularly one so sexually se-
questered and vulnerable— was no career at all” (HoP, 205). Fe-
male Percys had discharged their ambitions through writing, and
so could Will had he made a deliberate decision to escape, physi-
cally, to New York or Paris. In one sense he tried, taking a long tour
of Europe and opting for Harvard over Virginia for law school, but
in another sense Will Percy dug in, searched his possibilities, and
came up with a wholly Southern and wholly eccentric response.

He discovered Stoicism, or at least a Southern version of it. Will
Percy came to embrace loneliness and dissatisfaction in his private
moments, self-abnegation and sacrifice in his public ones. Going to
law school and practicing law (which he hated) was one way to ap-
pease his father; so was staying in Greenville— of all places on earth
the farthest removed from Paris and New York. There he stayed un-
til his death in 1942, the tender of his grandfather’s mansion and
his own flower gardens (so good they were featured in National Geo-
graphic). He obtained a hard-earned reputation for kindness and
benevolence, and the big house became a salon to the likes of Carl
Sandburg and Stephen Vincent Benet. Sarah Ellis would have en-
vied him.

But that was kindness. There was also in Will Percy a fierce,
possibly even self-destructive (although Wyatt-Brown does not bela-
bor the possibility) streak of motion and engagement. In 1911, at
the worst moment of his father’s failing senatorial campaign, his
uncle summoned him and his cousin Leroy Pratt Percy (father of
Walker Percy) to a hotel room and declared that their nemesis,
Theodore Bilbo, had to be shot. Will Percy spent the night practic-

4. William Alexander Percy, Lanterns on the Levee: Recollections of a Planter's Son (New
York, 1940).
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ing quick-draws in front of the mirror, “trying to remember to re-
lease the safety” (HoP, 189). When his uncle tried to draw Bilbo out
the next morning, Bilbo turned conveniently deaf, and nothing
happened. But that, and his father’s overwhelming defeat, was the
first of many times in which Will Percy discovered the importance
of honor.

To such a man and countless others, World War I offered re-
demption. Southerners, argues historian Charles Reagan Wilson,
threw themselves into the conflict in disproportionate numbers as
a means of honoring their fathers and grandfathers and expung-
ing their defeat.5 The same, on a much more intensely personal
scale, may be said of Will Percy. Turning frailty into wiriness, and
sensitivity into cockiness, Will jumped into the war even before the
United States became formally involved. He joined Herbert
Hoover’s Belgian Relief Agency, barely escaped imprisonment in
Germany itself, and soon after became a soldier. After grueling,
horrendous engagements in the Argonne and elsewhere, he re-
turned home with a chestful of decorations, including the Croix de
Guerre. More than that, he came back with something else: He had
been through actual war with other human beings, not make-be-
lieve war with ducks and deer, and that was something his father
had missed. Back in Greenville, Will Percy took on two more chal-
lenges during the 1920s— the threat against his father after LeRoy
had denounced the KKK and the devastating flood of 1927.

In 1929 he took on other challenges. His father and mother
died, and in one sense he was finally free to do as he chose. He
could have moved, but before he had time to ponder the option
his cousin LeRoy Pratt Percy, who also had been part of the chal-
lenge to Bilbo in 1911, turned a gun on himself. His father had
done the same thing in 1917. These were the Birmingham Percys,
lawyers who had gotten rich off Tennessee Coal & Iron yet who, for
whatever reason, could not live comfortably with themselves. Le-
Roy Pratt left a widow— who died in an automobile accident not
long after— and three boys, one of whom was Walker Percy. Will
Percy— at the very moment he could have run free— stuck to the
Stoic code. He took the boys in, raised them, and when they were
gone he died at the age of fifty-seven.

5. Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of the Lost Cause (Athens,
1980).
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In a sense Will Percy left two legacies. One was a memoir, Lan-
terns on the Levee. It is a marvelous book, and Wyatt-Brown’s analysis
of it is first-rate. Will Percy was a poet, and his prose has a lyric qual-
ity that implies more than it actually states. Unlike The Education of
Henry Adams, wherein the author adopted the third-person style
and distanced himself from himself, so to speak, Percy’s book is all
capital “I.” On the other hand, it has no sustained theme. Adams
saw his life as a metaphor for the ironies of the nineteenth century;
Percy viewed his as a series of engagements that could be borne or
enjoyed depending on the attitude of the observer. These attitudes
run from the fanciful to the self-deprecating as Will Percy runs
through his experiences, but through it all a sense of reality is cer-
tainly missing. From Don Carlos on through Will’s own father the
Percy clan had had its share of rogue dealings and soiled hands,
not to mention the suicides and breakdowns. Lanterns, however,
chronicles it all through a lens of honor and romanticism that is al-
most a parody of the Southerner’s talent for mythologizing. Some
chapters on race relations, argues Wyatt-Brown, were at once re-
flective of Southern attitudes and hopelessly paternalistic. He
quotes a contemporary Southern critic’s acid review that Southern-
ers “feverishly continue to blow ourselves up from miniature di-
mensions to the magnificent proportions of a super race and a
super class” (HoP, 281). “In both his writing and his self-under-
standing, Will Percy closed his eyes to the cultural maze in which
he lived,” writes Wyatt-Brown. The maze was a complex combina-
tion of race and class, obviously, but more to the point it was a maze
of family honor. For Will to have viewed his heritage critically
would have been to indict the very father he never pleased and the
family he had chosen to protect. “Legend-making would suffice,”
writes Wyatt-Brown, and legend-making became a Percy tradition
that Will “codified . . . in Lanterns on the Levee and passed . . . to his
ward Walker, who then wove it into his fiction.” That became Will’s
second legacy.

Wyatt-Brown’s two chapters on Walker Percy are integrative
rather than innovative— a wise move given Jay Tolson’s excellent
and recent biography.6 Still, Wyatt-Brown’s analysis, coming at the
end of a collective biography, illuminates the novelist’s often
gloomy creations in interesting ways. For Walker Percy, family and

6. Jay Tolson, Pilgrim in the Ruins: A Life of Walker Percy (New York, 1992)
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gender were more complicated than usual. His father and grandfa-
ther were both suicides; his mother died when he was sixteen; his
adoptive father was a bachelor whose sexuality was a matter best
kept quiet, given the place and time. Thus as a young man Walker
had the doubly unpleasant task of establishing his identity (a mat-
ter that involves some measure of rebellion against parents) in the
midst of understandable grief and confusion. Will taught him the
code of the gentleman and legitimized writing for him; in rebellion
Walker turned to science, medicine, and psychoanalysis. He gave
up medicine after a bout with tuberculosis, and he gave up psycho-
analysis after Will died. He married and lived apparently happily.
Yet he turned to writing after all, and his novels are full of young
men who drift through life in fits and starts— obsessed with death,
which is easy to find, and happiness, which is not.

These cannot be heroes, so Percy made them mock-heroes— a
point better explored in Wyatt-Brown’s companion volume, The Lit-
erary Percys: Family History, Gender, and the Southern Imagination. Bor-
rowing heavily from literary critic Robert Salomon, Wyatt-Brown
stresses that the mock-heroic takes two powerful myths, both dear
to the Southern imagination, and subverts them. One is that of the
great hero, who formed the basis for almost everyone from King
Arthur to Robert E. Lee. Such heroes are “no longer possible in a
secular and industrial society” and are “doomed to fail” (LP, 65). A
second and closely allied myth is the romantic, passionate assertion
of the self. That too is doomed to fail in an impersonal age. “The
mock hero does not reject society outright but rather senses an iso-
lating discrepancy between contemporary conventions and the
striving for personal uniqueness, a cleavage that reduces the hero
to moments of emptiness and despair” (LP, 67). And so, we have
Binx Bolling of The Moviegoer at silent war with the code of the gen-
tleman foisted upon him; or Dr. Thomas More in mock war with his
neighbors in Love in the Ruins; or Lance Lamar— the modern
knight-errant in quest for an unholy grail in Lancelot—  who reduces
his family mansion and his wife to ashes. These are not happy men,
yet there is a comic quality to them, a sense of the absurdity of try-
ing to find happiness where perhaps a grittier sense of values would
be more useful. Notably, Percy became a Catholic as an adult,
marching proudly to his confirmation surrounded by children.

In the end, Walker Percy’s darkly humorous refusal to give in
to the stereotypes sustained him. “What do I know about coon
hunts and tale-telling and all those Southern things?” Percy asked
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in 1978. “I was born in Birmingham, next door to a brand-new golf
course.“7 The fact is that he knew quite a bit more, since Southern
history is itself so much more. By the arithmetic of inheritance,
Walker Percy should have lived briefly and died violently. Instead,
he came of age as a writer in his forties, challenged us to find some-
thing beyond mere happiness to give meaning to our lives, and
died with grace. In both life and fiction he took the Southern myth
of family and honor, mocked it, and in doing so transcended it.

Wyatt-Brown’s masterful books also go beyond their subjects.
There is no readily apparent connection between melancholy and
creativity; still less between dead ancestors and modern imagina-
tions. But we suspect the connections are there, and that for South-
erners they are especially compelling. Wyatt-Brown has helped
define the writing of Southern history over the past dozen years,
and he has done so with a fine sense both for the power of myth
and of the absurdity of clinging too hard to the past. For the liter-
ary Percys, he writes, “memory of the past was a source of ambiva-
lence, presenting itself both as a duty and as a threat” (HoP, 341).
One can sense some of this ambivalence in these two books, but ex-
pressed differently. His sympathy and respect for the Percy family is
evident; so is his determination to confront, through them, some
of the more disturbing, implications of growing up Southern—
among them ancestor-worship, honor, and madness. “Better to tell
a good tale than to keep the record straight,” is Wyatt-Brown’s char-
acterization of Will Percy’s memoir. But Wyatt-Brown’s way may be
more compelling: Better to get the record straight, and let the tale
tell itself.

7. Quoted in Birmingham News, January 18, 1994.
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“As to the People”: Thomas and Laura Randall’s
Observations on Life and Labor in Early Middle

Florida

by WILLIAM WARREN ROGERS, JR.

M OVING from Baltimore to the wilds of Florida in 1827 held
for Thomas and Laura Wirt Randall both promise and un-

certainty. He had practiced law in Maryland and would preside as a
superior court judge in Florida. Laura, the daughter of United
States Attorney General William Wirt, came from a similarly clois-
tered background and was ill-prepared for life on the frontier. The
recently married couple settled in Jefferson County, in the heart of
Middle Florida, a region bounded on the east and west by the Su-
wanee and Appalachicola rivers and containing some of the
South’s more fertile soil.1 It was here, in what Randall refers to as
the “woods country,” that they built a home and named the new
residence Belmont.2

Judge Randall divided his attention between court duties and
plantation affairs. It was the opportunity to raise cotton, other
crops, and stock that had partly lured him to Middle Florida. Ran-
dall learned quickly. His wife confronted their new situation with
uneasy resolve. “I cannot deny that I am . . . disappointed in the
country,” she wrote in her journal in 1827. Yet, she recorded a de-
termination “to stay here and make the best of it since I have gone
so far.” Laura was anything but idle. She oversaw the domestic man-
agement of Belmont and read voraciously. By 1833, she was the
mother of three small girls.3

William Warren Rogers, Jr., teaches history at Gainesville College, Gainesville,
Georgia. He wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Lucia Patrick and Anne
Gometz of the Robert M. Strozier Library at Florida State University for their
assistance in deciphering the manuscripts for this article.

1. For Jefferson County and the Randalls’ move there see Jerrell H. Shofner, His-
tory of Jefferson County (Tallahassee, 1976), 16, 21, 28, 94.

2. Belmont was Portia’s home in William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. See
Margaret Drabble, The Oxford Companion to English Literature (New York, 1985),
85; Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 27.

3.  Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 28-30, 39, 41, 89, 94-95.
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Both Randalls maintained a steady correspondence with Will-
iam Wirt in Baltimore. The following are excerpts from five letters
written between 1828 and 1832. Randall wrote four of the letters,
and in them discussed various topics. He and his father-in-law
shared a common interest in legal concerns. They also claimed a
keen interest in Florida. Wirt planned to move to the territory and
was eager to hear about prospects and conditions.

Randall’s letters reveal him to be a well-versed planter who had
deep affection for his wife. What distinguish the correspondence, how-
ever, are his observations about his slaves. He had bought slaves in
Maryland (where they were cheaper), and the first arrived in early
1828. Initially, there were fewer than a dozen. Randall’s correspon-
dence demonstrates that he was a benevolent master who treated his
chattel with consideration. Both he and Laura referred to the slaves as
“the people.” The slaves’ deportment, religious inclinations, and even
their singing habits are the subject of comment, approval, and some-
times, amazement. Financial success was important to the Middle Flor-
ida planter and slaves were instrumental in that prospect; however,
Randall did not consider profits and humane treatment incompatible.

Randall acted on the axiom that a contented slave was a more
efficient laborer. The bonds of slave families were strong, and Bel-
mont’s master understood as much. Each of the letters contains ref-
erences to efforts to unite David, a slave, with his wife Sophy. She
and their children were in Maryland, and David, at Belmont,
missed his family. The dilemma, apparent by the spring of 1828, was
solved by the fall of the next year, when Randall purchased Sophy
and their children. Yet, problems with the work force remained.
Sally, one of David and Sophy’s children, was apparently part of a
conspiracy to poison the overseer in 1831. Originally a house ser-
vant, Sally was exiled from Belmont to the slave quarters. That solu-
tion did not resolve matters, and Laura’s relationship with Sally
became untenable. In the final letter, written in 1832, Laura out-
lined the situation to her father. Thomas Randall probably never
regretted reuniting David and Sophy. Even so, their daughter com-
promised the best intentions of a man who contradicted the
planter stereotype that abolitionists would later describe.4

4. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 21,  89,  94-95, 123-24, 136; for slavery in Flor-
ida see Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum Florida,
1821-1860 (Gainesville, 1973). For correspondence of Randalls and Wirts see
William Wirt Papers, microfilm copy on file at Robert M. Strozier Library, Flor-
ida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
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Tallahassee5 April 13 1828
My dear Sir,

443

Here I have been for a week most assiduously engaged in
the business of my Court. But at once let me satisfy you as
to the object nearest and dearest to each of us, Laura is
quite well. I yesterday received from her a most charming
delightful letter bringing down her diary to Thursday
night, and apprising me of her perfect health. . . . As to the
people, they turn out remarkably well. They are orderly
quiet (no they are not quiet for they are the most intermi-
nable singers that ever chanted a_______ they equal the
grasshoppers &when not eating or sleeping are ever sing-
ing) but they are very well behaved good people, and with
one exception appear to be quite happy & contented with
their condition. That exception is David whose separation
from his family seems to prey upon his spirits. This he ad-
vises is the cause, and it may be so far he is a very intelligent
& good man. His wife is the woman belonging to a Mr.
Thomas whom (I believe) an effort has been made to pur-
chase. They have nearly all been sick . . . since their arrival,
and all in turn recovered “sans medicine” under my judi-
cious treatment. Would you believe it that I have become
“medicine malgre moi”6 without ever having before pre-
scribed a dose even for myself. Our poor woman was very
seriously sick— so much so that I wd cheerfully if I could
have procured her medical advice, but could not in time
and so had to “doctor her” myself which I did most success-
fully. Laura when she got well laughed a great deal at the
dose I gave her. Their sickness arose from exposure &
colds contracted on the road & being all similarly affected,
the same application cured them all. Some of the men are
very religious people. . .  . And as I was leaving my house on
the way to Town, I discovered that in a beautiful little grove
of hickories north of the house . . . they had formed a rude
enclosure with logs for seats & something like a pulpit for

5. Tallahassee had been established as the territorial capital in 1823. The village
that Randall visited on business was the home of about a thousand people, and
claimed a church, school, several hotels, and various businesses. Mary Louise
Ellis and William Warren Rogers, Favored, Land Tallahassee: A History of Tallahas-
see and Leon County (Norfolk/Virginia Beach, 1988), 33-36.

6. “doctor in spite of myself”
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their religious exercises. This was the first I had seen of it,
and it augers a commendable zeal in the good faith for
folks to erect such an establishment even before they had
finished their own dwellings. . . . Please make my dutiful &
affectionate respects to my dear Mrs. Wirt & remember me
to the rest of the family, with entire respect & regard. Yrs
most truly, Thomas Randall

Sunday morning June 15, 1828

David had just got a letter from his wife stating her readi-
ness now to join her husband— with a note from her Master
Nicholas Thomas containing his consent to sell her & three
of her youngest children. But the purchase yet is out of the
question unless I can sell my carriage & get the $500 for the

. I however flatter David with some faint hopes of
doing it, and at all events as soon as I am able. He has be-
come so unhappy, so impatient as even to beg to be sold to
Georgia to N. Orleans or any where, any change seemed
desirable & . . . I thought seriously of doing so fearing he
would infest the whole body of the black community with
his despondency. The rest seem all contented & even David
has written favorably of his treatment to his home. . . . Now
I have not I believe left unnoticed a single part of your let-
ter. If this is not sent this evening, I will add still later advice
about the health of your Dear Daughter & grand Daughter
. . . Yrs most sincerely. Heaven keep you & yrs. T. Randall

Belmont December 20, 1828

I shall write my Brother to ascertain the price of David’s
wife, with a view to her purchase. I wish as well to gratify
him & put him at ease, as to have her services. He is a good,
well disposed man & one of my best hands & has been in
better spirits in the expectation of a union with his family.

Belmont November 20, 1829

I regret I was not at home to witness the union of David &
his wife to give you the interesting particulars. They are
very happy, I am sure.
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Belmont 31 [sic] June 1832
My dear Father,

The object of the present letter is to consult you about sell-
ing Sally, the eldest child of our Cook, Sophy— or rather
the eldest with her. Mr. R[andall] says she is your property,
as the money you advanced for the purchase of the family
has never been repaid to you, & is a debt which Mr. R. is
most anxious to liquidate. This girl has never been em-
ployed about the house since the attempt to poison our
overseer last year, in which she appeared to have been con-
cerned-if not actively, (as was first apprised by the woman
who actually administered the dose/at least by connivance
& previous consultation. She was immediately banished
from the house & as Mr. R. wd not (through regard to her
parents) sell her with the others, she remained at the old
woman’s house in the negro quarters, where she assisted
for some time in making up peoples clothing. But that
business being got through there was nothing more for
her to do, without putting her in the field, which her mas-
ter was unwilling to do as she wd be the only woman there,
& too young to be left to her own discretion, She was,
therefore, at my request instance, sent to Town to be hired,
that I might not see her loitering about the yard and
kitchen-indeed besides the horrid crime in which she ap-
peared to have participated, she has long been disagree-
able to me— so devoted to dress, vanity, & visiting, that I
could never keep her in the house, and moreover had be-
gun to show a vile temper, & was frequently overheard
cursing & swearing. I have so extreme a dislike to her, be-
sides the horror with which I regard her since the crime al-
ready mentioned, & the distrust in which I cannot fail to
hold her, consequence of it-that I am resolved never to
give my consent to her coming here again. Her mother &
father being employed about the house, as well as the
other children, it wd be impossible to keep her from com-
ing up even if she worked in the field, & I had as lief see a
toad or scorpion about the house, or yard. In short, so
strong & disagreeable is my antipathy to her, that I am re-
solved, if it be possible, to have her sold, that I may no
longer have any connection with her, or any property in
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her. Mr. R. has shown a strange backwardness to take any
steps toward it. It was only through the greatest importu-
nity that I got her sent off to town. Her father who drove
the carriage, also looked for a place for her the day that he
remained in town, but not finding one, or preferring the
comparative freedom of the situation, she was placed with
a black woman the wife of the Barber at the Tavern, to as-
sist her in her business of washing. There she has re-
mained ever since, & is likely to do so, as Mr. R. refuses to
advertise her either for sale or for hire. His motives may be
partly regard to her parents, to one of whom, the mother,
I have no partiality, & no reason to think well of, or make
any great sacrifice to oblige. And as I am resolved that Sally
shall never darken my sight again, at home. . . . When I
press Mr. R. to sell her & get rid of her at once, he says she
is your property & he has no right to sell her. But I last night
obtained his consent to ask your permission and I entreat
you to command her sale as soon as it can be effected & to
receive whatever price she may bring as so much towards
the discharge of the debt we owe you for the purchase of
the family. Mamma can better enter into my feelings on
this subject than perhaps either you or Mr. Randall-and
when she is told that it has been my most anxious wish to
get rid of this girl ever since the event alluded to in the first
part of this letter-and my unceasing endeavour for nearly
two years she will not wonder that I have lost all expecta-
tion of doing so except by assistance . . . I entreat you, my
dear father to give me a speedy and favorable answer. I
wrote a letter to by this mail which will give you all our fam-
ily matters & supply the entire omission of them in this let-
ter. I therefore only add to this letter that I am, my dearest
father, your affectionate daughter, L. W. Randall



“Was I a Member of Congress . . .”
Zachary Taylor’s Letter to John J. Crittenden,

January 12, 1838,
Concerning the Second Seminole War

by HARRY A. KERSEY, JR. AND MICHAEL PETERSEN

O N January 12, 1838, Colonel Zachary Taylor penned a letter to
his close friend and confidant Senator John J. Crittenden of

Kentucky. Eighteen days earlier, on Christmas Day, 1837, Taylor’s
command fought the largest and bloodiest pitched battle of the
Second Seminole War at Lake Okeechobee. As he wrote from Fort
Gardiner on the Kissimmee River, the army was preparing to ex-
tend its campaign even further inland.

The long and vituperative dispatch to Crittenden is highly crit-
ical of the army’s command structure, its shortages of manpower,
and its two primary caretakers, Secretary of War Joel R. Poinsett
and Commanding General Alexander Macomb. An analysis of the
letter reveals several anomalies between it and the official report
that Taylor filed after the Battle of Okeechobee, a copy of which
he included for Crittenden’s information. In addition, it is quite
possible that Taylor was attempting to head off potential political
fallout from his negative report on the Missouri volunteers’ service
at Okeechobee by pointing out perceived faults in the army. Given
the relationship between these men— Crittenden was married to
Taylor’s cousin and would engineer “Old Rough and Ready’s” as-
cension to the presidency in 1848— Taylor could feel confident
that his fellow Kentuckian would offer unequivocal support.1 The
letter can also be viewed as an important document in that it offers
insight into the often highly volatile relationships between upper
echelon officers in the antebellum army of the United States. The
Taylor-Crittenden letter and an inscribed copy of Taylor’s official
report which accompanied it are part of the Historical Society of
Palm Beach County collection. They were placed on public display

Harry A. Kersey, Jr. is professor of history at Florida Atlantic University and
Michael Petersen is a graduate student at the same institution.

1. Albert D. Kirwan, John J. Crittenden: The Struggle for Union (Lexington, 1962), 16,
205-15.
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for the first time during the Florida Sesquicentennial Celebration
in 1995. The text of the letter, edited for readability, follows:

Fort Gardiner on the Kissimmee River, East Florida
70 Miles South East of Tampa Bay

January 12th, 1838
My Dear Sir,

Believing that you take some interest in the operations
of the Florida War, as well as in its successful termination,
also for the welfare and success of an old and sincere friend
embarked in the same, I have taken the liberty of transmit-
ting herewith for your information, as well as that of any
other of my friends in Congress from this, a copy of a de-
tailed report to the Adjutant General of the battle which
took place on the 25th of December, between the hostile In-
dians and that portion of the Southern Army under my com-
mand on the border of Lake Okeechobee, East Florida as
well as my movements connected with it from the 26th to
31st of the same month, with a report of the killed and
wounded and a rough sketch of the country from Tampa
Bay, the point from which we set out, to when we found the
enemy, designating our route, and laying down the rivers
and lakes we crossed, navigated, and passed by, thinking that
it might be a matter of some interest to you as the greater
portion of that part of Florida we passed through and oper-
ated in was never before to our knowledge penetrated by a
white man, as well as adding some remarks not embraced in
my official report in relation to the management of the war
in question, also hazarding some suggestions which may not
have occurred to those in power, as to the best mode of ter-
minating the same, should the campaign now going on fail
to bring it to a close. In doing which, I trust you will not con-
sider me obtrusive or presuming.

I reached Tampa Bay on the 8th of November, where I
found much more important and responsible duties had
been assigned me than I had expected, which was the com-
mand of all troops destined to carry on the campaign south
of the Withlacoochee [a river in west-central Florida, ap-
proximately 90 miles north of Tampa], West of the Kissim-
mee River, and north of Charlotte Harbor, which embraced
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nearly the whole of the disposable force of the West side of
the peninsula, and which was to move against the enemy in
two columns, one from Tampa under my immediate or-
ders, the other from Charlotte Harbor under the com-
mand of General Smith of Louisiana, acting as a Colonel,
who was in a great measure to regulate his movements by
my directions; I was also instructed to open good wagon
roads in the directions I was to operate, establish depots of
provisions and forage in advance, and construct suitable
defenses for their protection, after which to move in the di-
rection of the Kissimmee River, or in any other, and I might
hear of the hostiles being in force, and take the most
prompt and decisive measures to capture or destroy them.

I, Sir, entered on the duties assigned me if not with
ability at least with good faith toward all concerned, having
nothing in view save the good of the service in bringing the
war to a close, as well as with zeal, industry, and persever-
ance connected with my duties, and after having dis-
patched General Smith with the larger portion of his
command, to Charlotte Harbor, completing the depots of
provisions and forage ordered to be sent to Forts Dade and
Foster on the road by Fort King to Garey’s Ferry on the
eastern side of the peninsula, opening a good road to
Pease Creek forty miles in advance of Tampa, where I es-
tablished a depot and erected the necessary works for its
safety. I left Tampa on the 27th and joined my advance at
Pease Creek, and proceeded with my principal force to
this place, with my train loaded with supplies, opening a
road and making bridges, one 400 feet of solid timber for
my trains as I advanced, reaching here the 4th of Decem-
ber, with one company of artillery, nine of the 1st Infantry,
eight of the 4th and seven of the 6th making 800 regulars,
with 100 Florida Militia, who were discharged a few days af-
ter, their term of service having expired, with a few pio-
neers and 150 Shawnee and Delaware Indians brought
from Missouri River, and when I was joined a few days after
getting here by 250 mounted Missouri volunteers, making
a force of about 1350 men.

Many of the hostiles had settled the last summer at this
place and vicinity, also on the lakes connected by the Kiss-
immee where they had cultivated corn and beans. They,
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however, retired southeast as we advanced, without firing a
hostile gun until the battle of the 25th. I remained here
until the 26th engaged in erecting a picket work with block
houses for the bulk of my suppliers, also in transporting
thru from Pease Creek, furnishing escorts for the same,
throwing a bridge across the Kissimmee, and trying to get
the Seminoles in this part of the territory to come in, they
having made proposals to that effect before I left Tampa,
and to leave the country in conformity to the treaties they
had entered into, provided short time was allowed them to
do so. I also received a few days after my arrival here a dis-
patch from Major General Jesup stating that some of the
principal chiefs of the Seminoles had come in to Fort Mel-
lon where he then was, giving themselves up, and he had
no doubt from their statements that the greater portion of
the nation would do so, likewise, that he had assurances
that Abi-a-ka Sam Jones, the principal man among the Mi-
kasukis with many of his people, would also come in and
surrender. Most of us therefore looked upon the war as be-
ing near its close, but on the 19th I received another com-
munication from the General saying that all hopes of
terminating the war by negotiation was at an end, Sam
Jones and others having determined to fight it out to the
last, see my official report for further particulars.

This good intention on the part of the hostiles was
frustrated in consequence of a number of the prisoners
taken with Osceola Powel, having made their escape about
that time from St. Augustine, was confined, and who I
learn from good authority not only changed the intentions
of the Indians as to surrendering, but their pacific disposi-
tions to that of the most deadly hostility, representing to
them that they had been most cruelly treated by the whites
during their captivity, and which would be their fate if they
put themselves in our hands. As to the policy or propriety
of capturing the Indians referred to in the way it was done,
I have nothing to do, or at present to say on the subject,
but I am free to say that after the act was committed it was
certainly bad policy as well as great negligence on the part
of their keepers permitting them to make their escape.

It is here proper for me to state that the day after I left
Tampa Bay I received an order from Brigadier General
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Armistead, brevetted for ten year service in one grade, por-
tion of which time was passed on his farm near Uppersville,
Virginia, who had reached that place this day after I left,
taking command of the department and troops to which I
had been assigned three weeks before. At the same time, I
received a communication from the General, Command-
ing the Southern Army, stating that he (Armistead) was to
remain at Tampa in command of the department, but was
not to interfere with my arrangements or operations in the
field. This arrangement was a most unfortunate one, and
should be attributed to the individual who sent the Briga-
dier General to Florida, to whom all out disasters as re-
gards to our military operations in this field may be
attributed for several years past— the General-in-Chief of
the Army. The officer commanding in the field should con-
trol the depots and transportation on which his operations
depended as connected with the same, which has not been
my case, and notwithstanding such arrangements bore
heavy on me, yet I determined not be discouraged or to
shrink from my duty, but to press forward with all the
means at my disposal in the heart of the enemy’s country,
to find and fight them which has been done, which course
I hope to pursue again in a few days or as soon as I can rest
my horses a little, and get up the necessary supplies, the lat-
ter being in a great state of forwardness.

What will be the ultimate result of the battle of the
25th time alone must determine, but should the war end in
one of extermination which they had determined should
be the case previous to that affair, was I a member of Con-
gress, I would never vote to appropriate a dollar to carry it
on under present circumstances, or in fact to carry on any
other active military operations, until the army was reorga-
nized, and a different individual placed at its head other
than the one now there, who does not possess the confi-
dence, I venture to say, of ten officers now in the Field. It is
therefore evident he or they should be gotten clear of.

The Indians in Florida have been very much reduced
as to number since the commencement of the war, and it
appears to me only necessary to keep up a few posts, judi-
cially selected, to separate those still unarmed from the
whites as well as for the protection of the latter which
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could be effectually done with proper arrangements with
one company of infantry or artillery and one of dragoons.
At same time I would pass a law making it a capital offence
for anyone, citizen or alien, to have intercourse with those
people, which law should be rigidly enforced. A course of
this kind would in my humble opinion bring the war to a
close nearly if not quite as soon as it could be done in any
other way, with but a little expenditure of life or money, as
they cannot exist in the country any length of time inde-
pendent of other things, without clothing, mosquito bars,
etc. For if they are determined to hold out to the last, al-
though few in number, yet their numerous rivers, lakes,
swamps, and hammocks afford them such facilities of elud-
ing pursuit, with the abundant means found in the country
which they can subsist on without labor, and where there is
perpetual summer, you could capture or destroy with as
great, if not greater facility, a like number of wolves or pan-
thers. I believe too if they were permitted to occupy with-
out molestation the lakes, rivers, swamps, hammocks they
are now in possession of in addition to the sandy pine bar-
rens contiguous to them, which would not be settled by the
whites during the next century, if ever, that no danger
need be apprehended for them, and long before the coun-
try would be wanted for agricultural purposes or any other,
they would become extinct, or would follow such of their
people as had preceded them west of the Mississippi. Be-
sides which let this war be carried on as it now is, and has
been for some time past, and in less than two years Con-
gress must resort to direct taxes, or heavy loans to defray its
expenses, as the revenue arising from duties on imports,
and the sale of public lands will not be sufficient to do so.

I have had great difficulties to contend with since I
have been here, other than the country I had to operate in
and such as I expected to meet with from the enemy, not
the least of which has been the placing Brevet Brigadier
General Armistead in my war authority to control all my
supplies of every description as well as to interfere with my
arrangements, effects of which are such that I shall imme-
diately request to be relieved from this or any other com-
mand under similar circumstances. Beside which there has
been a great deficiency of officers among the regulars, as
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well as the rank and file of the companies, particularly in
the first infantry, which were not half full, averaging 23
men per company and taking the whole company together
not a platoon officer per company in the field, which has
been the cause of my leaving much undone which might
and ought to have been accomplished, and which would
have been under a proper state of the service. My means of
transportation has been deficient, I found many of the
mules on my arrival at Tampa, intended for the wagons,
had not been broke to the harness, bridle, or even halter,
a large portion too young and of course unfit for the se-
vere labor required for them to perform, and those in-
tended for packing, mostly purchased in Missouri, where a
portion of the money for carrying on this war must be ex-
pended, were in many instances not worth the cost of their
transportation to the country, in addition to which horses
of my mounted force, nearly all from Missouri, were for
the most part broken down before they took the field, hav-
ing been near a month at sea between the mouth of the
Mississippi and Tampa Bay.

We have received the President’s message as well as the
report of the Secretary of War. I have not read the first, and
barely glanced over the latter which strikes me to be in
many respects deficient in one great essential, viz., matters
of fact, which I am willing to believe is attributable to oth-
ers whose interest it was to mislead him. On the whole, it’s
pretty much on a par with reports of that description
which have come from the same department, for the last
six or seven years, the object of which as now besides being
intended to deceive the public, to increase the patronage
of the minister and chief magistrate by new appointments
with the view to securing the reelection of the former, as
well as to enable him to appoint his successor, which is to
be Mr. Benton. Mr. Poinsett says among others, “It will be
seen by the statement of the Commander General that the
principle part of the regular forces has been drawn from
the posts on the frontiers and concentrated in Florida”;
but he did not or his Commander General, go on to tell
the whole truth in regard to the same, which was that not-
withstanding the principle part of the regular troops had
been drawn to Florida, two thirds of the officers, particu-
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larly company officers, had been left behind, and that nei-
ther he nor his General in Chief possessed sufficient
energy nor independence to compel them to accompany
their units and companies and participate with them in
the dangers and privations which have to be encountered
in carrying on said war. Neither did he state that out of
thirteen colonels of infantry, artillery, and dragoons, only
four were in Florida, two of which had to be bribed with
the command pay and emoluments of brigadier generals
to get them here, one being a near relative by marriage to
the honorable Secretary and they had better given the
other ten times the amount of his government allowances
to have stayed away. In speaking of the difficulties in pene-
trating an unexplored country, in relation to the employ-
ment of Indians he says, “It is under such circumstances
that our Indian allies have proved so useful, their peculiar
sagacity in detecting the strategies of their race and their
untiring vigilance and activity in the field, are the best pro-
tection against the ambuscades, night assaults, and sur-
prises which constitute the warfare of these tribes and
which are so harassing and to our troops.” The whole of
the foregoing is founded in error, the Indians referred to
have been of no service to us as a body, nor have they in a
single instance to my knowledge or that of any intelligent
officer with whom I have conversed on the subject, de-
tected any stratagem of the hostilities or been at all re-
markable for either vigilance, activity, or courage in the
field, or any protection against the ambuscades, night as-
saults, and surprises of the enemy. A portion of those who
accompanied me from here on the 20th deserted on the
evening of the 23rd, after I crossed the Kissimmee, and the
balance with three or four exceptions fled at or soon after
the commencement of the action of the 25th, and before
a single one had been killed or wounded.

The Secretary recommends the training of three units
of infantry and increasing the rank and file of those al-
ready in service, infantry and artillery but he does not tell
Congress the companies small as they were or are not kept
anything full like the First Infantry. In making out what I
have written, I trust you will be able to comprehend my
views as regards the principle subject under consideration.
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Please remember me most kindly to your good lady,

Mr. Thomas, and every member of your family and accept
my sincere wishes for the continued health and prosperity
of you and yours through a long life.

With respect and esteem,
Your friend truly and sincerely,
Z. Taylor

Zachary Taylor’s actions before and during the battle deserve
attention in order to place his letter in its proper context. The war
in Florida had been raging since 1835 and was rapidly becoming a
major military and financial burden on the United States. By 1837,
the commanding general of the Southern Army, Thomas S. Jesup,
and many members of the political establishment were pinning
their hopes for ending the war on a massive winter campaign
against the Seminoles throughout the peninsula. Taylor arrived in
Tampa on November 8, 1837, and was ordered by Jesup to take
over the area between the Kissimmee River and Pease Creek in
southwest Florida. The new commander was responsible for open-
ing wagon roads, establishing supply depots, and surveying the pre-
viously unexplored territory that he was about the enter.2 He left
Tampa on December 19 at the head of approximately 1350 men (at
least 35 were officers). All of them were members of the regular
army except for a small band of Indians and the Missouri volun-
teers. On December 21, Taylor stopped to build a stockade for his
supplies that eventually became Fort Bassinger. He left a small
force to garrison the post and proceeded on with the balance of his
men. The army captured a Seminole warrior who showed them
where the hostile forces had gathered and were awaiting a fight.3

The Indians had taken great care in choosing their position.
They occupied a sheltered hammock separated from the nearest
dry ground by three quarters of a mile of swamp which was in many
places filled waist deep with water. Behind them was Lake
Okeechobee. Directly in front of the hammock, grass and scrub

2. John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842, (Gainesville, 1967),
219; Zachary Taylor to J. J. Crittenden, January 12, 1838, 2, Historical society of
Palm Beach Collection.

3. Zachary Taylor to Roger Jones, January 4, 1838, Sen. Doc. 227, 25 Cong., 2nd
Sess., 3-4; Mahon, Seminole War, 226-27.
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had been cut down to create a clear field of fire. In addition, the In-
dians had notched the cypress trees to steady their guns. Finally,
the rise of the hammock provided escape routes both to the east
and west.4 Taylor’s plan for assaulting this position called for a van-
guard made up of the Missouri volunteers to act as a skirmish line
to draw the initial fire of the Seminoles. The volunteers were sup-
ported by the Sixth and Fourth Infantry Regiments with Taylor’s
own First Infantry in reserve. The volunteers entered the swamp
and deployed themselves in a skirmish line as they approached the
hammock. When they came within 100 yards of the hammock, they
received a withering fire from the Indians. The volunteers contin-
ued their advance through the water and mire of the swamp, but
were eventually pinned down as they closed in on the hammock.
The infantry regiments behind then began to advance and ex-
change fire with the Indians, subjecting the volunteers to a mur-
derous crossfire. Taylor later reported that the Missourians,
sustaining heavy losses and their commander down, broke under
fire. Eventually, the regulars reached the hammock and drove the
Indians off to the west. The final cost of the battle was 26 soldiers
dead and 112 wounded, compared to 11 dead for the Seminoles
and 14 wounded.5

Taylor’s letter to Crittenden is sternly critical, in fact nearly in-
subordinate, toward his superiors in Washington and derides their
ability to bring the war to a close. He vilified Secretary of War Joel
R. Poinsett for intentionally attempting to deceive Congress and
the public as to the course of the Florida campaign and bitterly at-
tacked General in Chief Alexander Macomb, “to whom all our di-
sasters in this field may be attributed for several years past.“6 Taylor
also angrily assailed the command structure of the military estab-
lishment as well as those within it. This disparagement of both Ma-
comb and Poinsett was consistent not only with Taylor’s personality,
but with the state of the military hierarchy of that era. Taylor had a
history of bristling at many of his superiors and convincing himself
that there was a conspiracy to hinder his personal and military suc-
cess. His animosity toward Macomb dated to 1815 when he re-

4. Willard Steele, The Battle of Okeechobee, (Miami, 1987), 10; Mahon, Seminole War,
227.

5. Steele, Okeechobee, 11-13; Mahon, Seminole War, 228. Zachary Taylor to Roger
Jones, January 4, 1838, 5-6.

6. Zachary Taylor to J. J. Crittenden, January 12, 1838, 5.
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signed after learning that he was to receive a demotion because of
the demobilization of many military units after the War of 1812.
When he was reinstated in 1816, Taylor’s hostility was for various
reasons extended to other officers including Colonels John McNeil
and Matthew Arbuckle.7 In addition, many officers on the frontier
such as Taylor harbored grudges against colleagues whose assign-
ments kept them on the east coast and close to the politics of Wash-
ington, D.C. In his letter, Taylor took particular issue with Macomb.
Taylor viewed Macomb as an unqualified armchair general who
had no knowledge of frontier warfare or Indian relations. This is
clear in his statement to Crittenden: “Was I a member of Congress,
I would never vote to appropriate a dollar to carry it on under
present circumstance, or in fact to carry on any other active mili-
tary operations, until the army was reorganized, and different indi-
vidual placed at its head other than the one now there, who does
not possess the confidence, I venture to say, of ten officers now in
the field.” As one biographer has noted, Taylor felt that Macomb
“personified the pettifogging and unrealistic negativism, which
verged on jobbery, into which the army’s command had lapsed.“8

Taylor’s continuous and aggressive involvement in such unseemly
feuds clearly indicates how deeply divided the antebellum army
was, and his letter to Crittenden bears this out.

Equally important, there are many anomalies between Taylor’s
official report of the battle, written on January 4, 1838, and his let-
ter to Crittenden, which can be considered an unofficial account of
the proceedings in Florida. One of the most noteworthy concerns
was Brigadier General Armistead’s placement over Taylor in com-
mand of the western theater of Florida. Earlier in the war,
Armistead had been removed from his position because of ill
health, but was reassigned to command in Florida on July 25, 1837.
Jesup had no choice but to place Armistead second in command of
the entire Army of the South and grant him command of the west-
ern half of the peninsula. However, he was specifically ordered not
to interfere with Taylor’s campaign on the Kissimmee River.9 Nev-
ertheless, Taylor clearly felt slighted by this appointment and

7. See K. Jack Bauer’s Zachary Taylor: Soldier, Planter, Statesman of the Old Southwest
(Baton Rouge, 1985), 26-28, 33-42 for Taylor’s involvement in several bitter
internecine feuds.

8. Ibid, 43.
9. Mahon, Seminole War, 220.
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blamed Macomb for all the problems incumbent upon such an ar-
rangement. Interestingly, this was never mentioned in Taylor’s offi-
cial report to Congress. The difficulties caused by Armistead’s
purported interference with the supply and transportation of Tay-
lor’s force do not emerge in that document. If the official report is
taken at face value, it is clear that the march from Tampa down the
Kissimmee River occurred without major incident or delay due to
the interference of a superior officer. It must be noted that Taylor
did not detail precisely how Armistead interfered with his progress,
only that he was able to “control all my supplies as well as interfere
with my arrangements.”

In recounting the physical difficulties of supply and transporta-
tion, Taylor graphically described the problems that hampered his
advance from Tampa. The mules that he was to employ were either
too young or too untamed. He therefore could not employ as many
of them for the wagon train as he wished. Many of the horses of the
Missouri volunteers were either washed overboard or rendered un-
fit for use because of a major storm on their passage from New Or-
leans to Tampa. This, he claimed, nearly prostrated his entire
mounted force. Nonetheless, in Taylor’s official report, he only
vaguely mentioned the logistical problems associated with the cam-
paign. This was done in a very brief manner and in the context of
awarding citations to the quartermaster’s department in Tampa.
Taylor wrote that “The quartermaster’s department, under the di-
rection of that efficient officer, Major Brant, and his assistant, Lieu-
tenant Babbitt, have done everything that could be accomplished
to throw forward from Tampa Bay and keep up supplies of provi-
sions, forage, etc., with the limited means at their disposal.“10 It is
curious that Taylor delineated the exact nature of logistical prob-
lems in personal correspondence but only vaguely implied any
such difficulties in his official report.

Furthermore, in his letter to Crittenden, Taylor took Secretary
of War Poinsett to task for endorsing the efforts of the army’s In-
dian allies. He clearly indicated that the Indian allies, mostly Dela-
ware and Shawnee, were an unimportant and nonessential adjunct
to the army in Florida. Taylor denounced them for being unable to
counter the Seminoles’ guerrilla warfare strategy and for fleeing in
the face of battle. He stated that the Indians who did not desert his

10. Zachary Taylor to Roger Jones, January 4, 1838, 8-9.
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force fled soon after the engagement at Okeechobee began. Taylor
made it perfectly clear that the Indians were of very little use to the
army either as scouts, translators, or foot soldiers. However, Tay-
lor’s official report cites numerous instances where the Indians
were in fact very useful. Admittedly, he did note that the Shawnees
would not join him in the march from Fort Gardiner, the Indians
claiming that they were either sick or had no moccasins in which to
make the march. On December 21, three scouts that he had sent
out to determine the position of the hostiles returned with infor-
mation that Alligator, an important Seminole chief, had separated
from the hostiles and was expressing a wish to surrender with sev-
eral other families. As a consequence of this intelligence, Taylor re-
routed his enter force on December 22 in order to find these
Indians. He came across an old Seminole man whom he recruited
into his force and sent him to find Alligator. The man returned
with information as to the whereabouts of a major portion of the
Seminole forces and an unequivocal message from Alligator that
he had determined to fight instead of surrender. In addition, Cap-
tain Parks, whom Taylor characterized as “an active, intelligent,
half-breed,” captured two Seminole warriors who indicated the ex-
act spot that the hostile Seminoles had chosen for their defense. To
Crittenden, Taylor said the Indian allies did not comprise an ade-
quate fighting force, but judging from his official report on the
campaign, their scouting and intelligence reports were vital in dis-
covering the location of the Seminoles and their Negro allies and
precipitating the major battle of the war.11

Finally, an issue upon which Taylor expounded most vehe-
mently in his letter, but which received no mention in the official re-
port of the battle, was the deficit of officers in the South. He was
particularly critical of Poinsett for disregarding the fact that two-
thirds of the officers of the frontier army were left behind at their
posts while the men under their command were transferred to Flor-
ida. This vitriolic tirade was spurred even further by his claim that
some of the officers in the field (including Poinsett’s brother-in-law)
had to be bribed to enter Florida by Poinsett and Macomb, who, in
Taylor’s opinion, lacked all qualities necessary for leadership. Curi-
ously enough, the dearth of officers, which did in fact exist through-
out the army, was never referred to in the official report. There is

11. Ibid., 2-4.
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evidence to suggest that Taylor did not suffer under the shortage as
much as other units did at the time. To be sure, a lack of officers af-
fected his campaign, but Taylor’s suggestion that the entire course
of the war in Florida had been a disaster because of a shortage of
trained officers appears to be a grave distortion of the truth.

It is difficult to comprehend why so many inconsistencies
would exist between Taylor’s official report of his campaign and his
letter to Crittenden. One possible solution lies in his treatment of
the Missouri volunteers in the official report. Taylor may have real-
ized that he had infuriated the surviving members of that unit as
well as many other citizens of that state by writing that the volun-
teers broke and could not be reformed despite the best efforts of
his officers.12 As historian John Mahon has noted, “While the gen-
eral’s version of events was supported by others present and by his
superiors, controversy flared over the allegations. Taylor, in turn,
was accused of misrepresentation and opportunism.“13 Seen in this
light, it becomes distinctly possible that Taylor was attempting to
seek political cover through Crittenden and “any other of my
friends in Congress.” Taylor’s assumption that he could rely on
Senator Crittenden for political support proved correct. Crit-
tenden rose in Taylor’s defense when Senator Thomas Hart Ben-
ton of Missouri requested authority from the Senate to conduct a
congressional inquiry into the controversial events at the Battle of
Okeechobee.14

Thus it is conceivable that Taylor was providing information to
deflect the attention of Congress onto other issues. The poor state
of the army as a symptom of its lack of officers was an issue which
could easily distract the attention of the Senate from an investiga-
tion of his actions at Okeechobee. Taylor was undoubtedly aware
that he was not the only one to complain of the scarcity of officers.
In 1837 Quartermaster General Truman Cross wrote to Congress,
“The various objects of improvements which were in a state of sus-
pense at the date of the last annual report, from the want of officers
to superintend their execution, have remained so during the
present year, nor can they be resumed or prosecuted, under exist-
ing circumstances, without some augmentation of the force of the

12. Ibid., 58.
13. John K. Mahon, “Missouri Volunteers at the Battle of Okeechobee: Christmas

Day 1837,” Florida Historical Quarterly 70 (October 1991), 166.
14. Congressional Globe, Vol. VI, No. 11, 183.
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department,” and Poinsett wrote to Congress in his Annual Report
of December 2, 1837, “As the army is now constituted, officers are
drawn off for staff duties, to the great injury of the service of the
line.“15 Clearly, the size of the officer corps in the army had become
an issue which Congress needed to address. In noting a lamentable
lack of trained officers, it is distinctly possible that Taylor was trying
to occupy Congress’ attention with larger issues.

This effort to get Congress involved in some of these more
pressing issues of the war was a tactic pursued on several fronts.
The poor state of transportation and supply in Florida demanded
immediate redressing. The use of Indian allies against the Semi-
noles was yet another issue which could be used to distract Con-
gress, and he may have been attempting to stimulate Congress into
taking action against the military hierarchy by reigniting his bitter
feud with Macomb and citing difficulties with Armistead. By pre-
senting such crucial issues to the legislature, Taylor may have felt
that he could avoid any serious Congressional investigation into his
command decisions at Okeechobee.

As Taylor rested at Fort Gardiner, he could look back with
pride on his accomplishments. He had just won the largest pitched
battle of the war and was soon to receive a brevet promotion to
brigadier general. Despite the disparity of his losses compared to
the Seminoles, Taylor had managed to drive the majority of the na-
tives into the Loxahatchee Swamp where they would soon be en-
gaged by Jesup’s forces. Although the war would drag on for four
more years, these two battles essentially ended the major Indian re-
sistance in Florida. Nevertheless, Taylor’s treatment of the Missouri
volunteers, both in the field and in his official report, was an issue
which he sensed could imperil his career. This letter to Senator
Crittenden may represent a preemptive move on his part to avoid
any major charges being brought against him. Without question,
Zachary Taylor knew where to turn for assistance, and the support
of Crittenden was to lead him past the problems of the Seminole
War all the way into the White House.

15. Secretary of War to Congress, December 3, 1837, Sen. Doc. No. 1, 25 Cong., 2
Sess., 237, 147.
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Catholic Parish Life on Florida’s West Coast, 1860-1968. By Michael J.
McNally. (St. Petersburg, Fla.: Catholic Media Ministries, Inc.,
1996. xix, 503 pp. Preface, photographs, maps, notes, bibliogra-
phy, index. $16.95 paperback, plus $2.00 S&H.)

One of the most fertile fields of Florida historiography is the
documentation of this state’s mainstream Christian churches in the
period from Reconstruction to the present. One thinks of what
Joseph D. Cushman, Jr., has done for the Episcopal Church;
William Erle Brooks for Methodism; Edward Early Joiner for
Baptists; and Michael J. McNally for Roman Catholicism in his 1982
volume Catholicism in South Florida, 1868-1968. Now Father McNally
has given us a history of his church’s parish life in Florida’s lower
Gulf coast counties from the eve of the Civil War to the closing date
of his previous work, 1968. It is a book of such extensive research
into original records, such wide-ranging use of secondary sources,
and such penetrating insights that are sociological as well as
historical that it must be considered a benchmark for all future
scholarship and writing in the subject area.

In 1858, Tampa became the first west coast settlement to be
constituted a parish with a resident pastor. Named St. Louis, the
first wood-frame church building on Florida Avenue and Twiggs
Street served forty-one Catholic households. The immigrant char-
acter of the parish was reflected not only in the ethnic make-up of
the households— Hispanic, French, Italian, Irish, Portuguese, Pol-
ish, and Syrian— but also in the fact that only three of the first
eleven pastors spoke English as their native language. This multi-
ethnic appearance would continue through the first quarter of the
present century when Tampa presented a Catholic population
composed largely of Cuban, Spanish, and Sicilian immigrants, con-
centrated in West Tampa and Ybor City, and the original parish
church was served by French and Irish-born Jesuits from New Or-
leans (who in 1905 changed the parish name to Sacred Heart). In
1891 not only Tampa but the whole of South Florida, including the
Atlantic counties and the parish at Key West, was handed over to
the jurisdiction of the New Orleans Jesuits. Earlier, in 1887, by a
similar arrangement, Citrus, Hernando, and Pasco counties, with
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numerous German Catholics, were placed under the pastoral
charge of the Benedictine Order. Though both grants were made
“in perpetuity” by the priest-poor secular Diocese of St. Augustine,
the counties reverted, amicably, to diocesan jurisdiction in 1921.
Meanwhile, Jesuit circuit riders, notably Philippe de Carriere and
Alfred Latiolais, planted mission stations throughout the vast
southern region where Catholicism is such a strong presence today.

In their book The Immigrant World of Ybor City (1987) Gary
Mormino and George Pozzetta minimize the role of institutional
Catholicism in the lives of Tampa’s Latins, who only infrequently
attended Mass or received the sacraments. McNally argues that
Latin religious practice, while not formally Tridentine, was a very
deep, family-oriented, medieval Catholicism that he calls a “domes-
tic church.” To Mormino and Pozzetta’s assertion that the clergy
ministering to the Latins were ineffective because they were unilin-
gual Irish-Americans McNally points out that before 1922 most Je-
suits were multilingual and that none was an Irish-American.
Where the two historians state that only Latin mothers took their
children to be baptized, McNally shows from the sacramental regis-
ters that mothers were accompanied by fathers, siblings, grandpar-
ents, uncles and aunts, godparents, and friends.

The general population growth that Florida experienced dur-
ing and after the 1920s boom led to steady expansion of the church
on the west coast where, by 1940, there were twenty-one diocesan
priests serving twenty parishes. In that same year the Diocese of St.
Augustine received a new bishop in the person of Joseph P. Hurley.
This former Vatican diplomat, a native of Cleveland, who would
govern the fortunes of the west coast church for the next twenty-
seven years (excluding after 1958 nine southwestern counties
taken away to form part of the new Archdiocese of Miami) would
leave a lasting imprint on the parishes under study. McNally cites
the achievements of Hurley’s “manager-shepherd” style, praises his
pastoral leadership, his business acumen, real estate genius, and
love for the church. “Despite this toughness and the constant de-
mands he made on his priests,” the author writes, “Hurley was ad-
mired and respected by most of them. . . . What no one denied was
that Hurley was a winner. . . .” Well, probably Monsignor Thomas
Colreavy would have denied it. The story of the lengthy squabble
between Hurley and the flinty, independent Colreavy, pastor of St.
Cecelia (sic) Church in Clearwater, is told entertainingly in these
pages.
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One wishes that the author had not published Apostolic Dele-
gate Egidio Vagnozzi’s gratuitous slur on Hurley with no source
given in the text or endnotes. One wishes also that the author had
read more closely Stephen R. Prescott’s article “White Robes and
Crosses: Father John Conoley, the Ku Klux Klan, and the University
of Florida” (FHQ 71, July 1992), so that he would know that to say
that Conoley “left the Diocese under a cloud of suspicion” is untrue
and unfair. A problem not at all of the author’s making, and one
that must grieve him, is the publisher’s failure to match the 326
endnotes with any of the numbers in the text that follows the Pref-
ace. Maddening. McNally’s splendid book deserved a better copy-
editor and a better publisher.

University of Florida MICHAEL GANNON

Cesar Chavez: A Triumph of Spirit. By Richard Griswold del Castillo
and Richard A. Garcia. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1995. xvii, 206 pp. Series editor’s preface, preface, photographs,
bibliographical essay, index. $19.95 hardcover.)

Cesar Chavez: A Triumph of Spirit is a moving biography of the la-
bor leader, reformer, spiritual teacher, and Chicano activist from
his birth in 1927 to his death in 1993. The authors focus more on
the man than on the union he founded— the United Farm Workers
(UFW)— and so make no mention of the UFW’s activities in Flor-
ida. Despite this omission, the book is concise, readable, and emi-
nently assignable to undergraduates in labor, immigration, and
ethnic history classes.

The authors used oral interviews and archival sources, and re-
lied heavily on secondary works to tell the story of Chavez’s life as a
child, young activist, and world renowned labor leader. Griswold
del Castillo and Garcia are at their best in these fast-paced narrative
chapters that vividly paint scenes of Chavez’s life against a changing
backdrop of depression, world war, anti-communist hysteria, stu-
dent rebellion, and, in the decade before his death, resurgent
right-wing activism.

With the notable exception of the very useful chapter on
Chavez’s controversial policies toward undocumented Mexican im-
migrants, the thematic chapters scattered throughout the book are
less satisfying. One particularly distracting section concerns the
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“liberal” authors of the 1960s and 1970s who remade Chavez as a
sort of Jeffersonian hero and the last hope for morality, simple val-
ues, and republican self-sacrifice in a nation torn by civil strife,
greed, and war. This chapter falls flat, not so much because it is his-
toriographical in nature, but because the authors seem just as in-
clined a quarter century later to paint Chavez as an infallible and
completely selfless hero. For example, when they tell of the vio-
lence that broke out between UFW supporters and immigrant
strikebreakers from Mexico during a strike of citrus pickers in
Yuma, Arizona, in 1974, the authors conclude that Chavez must not
have been kept informed of events in Yuma or that he placed too
much trust in his cousin’s ability to handle the strike. Chavez, him-
self, could not have been personally at fault.

The chapter on Dolores Huerta, the “hidden leader” who
co-founded the union in 1962, is also frustrating. Besides noting
how female characters looked— Helen Chavez is a “beautiful
woman,” Huerta merely “attractive’‘— the authors also devote a lot
of unnecessary space to defending Huerta against contemporary
critics who found her too aggressive and too untraditional a Mexi-
can woman. What we never learn in the chapter is what Huerta ac-
tually did, and how the participation of women, which she
championed, shaped the movement. The authors quote Huerta
herself as saying that women’s activism “helped keep the move-
ment nonviolent,” but they provide no evidence for this view and
seem not to have investigated the issue.

The lack of footnotes is also a significant concern here. This
editorial strategy helped keep the book short, but the authors of-
ten provide few clues about the nature and origins of their infor-
mation. Our skeptical and often anti-labor students might not be
convinced that growers were so recalcitrant or law enforcement of-
ficials so brutal without some sort of indication— other than that
which is provided in the bibliographical essay— of the authors’
sources. We are also left wondering whether undated quotations
come from contemporary or retrospective interviews. If they can
put their skepticism aside, students will find this an exciting, infor-
mative, and moving introduction to Chavez’s life, achievements
and our own failure to live up to Chavez’s dictum: Si Se Puede—  Yes,
it can be done.

The College of William & Mary CINDY HAHAMOVITCH
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An Assumption of Sovereignty: Social and Political Transformation Among
the Florida Seminoles, 1953-1979. By Harry A. Kersey, Jr. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1996. xviii, 268 pp. Preface, series
editors’ forward, illustrations, maps, notes, bibliographical essay,
index. $42.50 cloth.)

In nine chapters and an epilogue, Harry Kersey chronicles and
analyzes the history of the Seminoles and Miccosukees from 1953
to 1979, although he includes events before 1953 and after 1979.
Chapter 2 recounts the Seminoles’ narrow escape from termina-
tion in the 1950s. They were totally unprepared to be cast loose
from federal support and guidance. Lack of central organization
made them vulnerable because the populations of the three reser-
vations had little in common. The first phase of centralization be-
gan with formal tribal organization under federal direction in
1957. The Seminoles took this step without enthusiasm; only about
one-third of the members (246) troubled to vote. The problems
leading to federal recognition, and the resulting Constitution, by-
laws and charter appear in chapter 3.

Kersey includes a chapter on what he calls the “lean years,”
1957 to 1971. The tribe was poor, the people impoverished, virtu-
ally dependent on such programs as the federal government had
for Indians after World War II. Change for the better began with
the election of Chairman Howard Tommie in 1971. By this time the
government had abandoned the policy of termination, switching
instead toward tribal self-determination. Funds became available
and Tommie took full advantage of them. Also the Seminoles be-
gan to sell cigarettes without the state tax, which brought in mil-
lions of dollars. Additional millions flowed in when the tribe
offered mega-bingo, free of limitations imposed by the state. Tribal
income rose from $600,000 a year in 1968 to $4,500,000 in 1977.
The United States Supreme Court sustained the right of the Semi-
noles to conduct these enterprises because, the justices said, the
reservations were sovereign land. Not since the treaties of Paynes
Landing and Fort Gibson in the 1830s had the government dealt
with the Seminoles as sovereign. Hence the title of the book, An As-
sumption of Sovereignty.

Kersey devotes chapter 6 to the detailed history of the Semi-
noles’ claim before the Indian Claims Commission. Filed in 1950 it
was finally settled forty years later by dividing about $50,000,000 be-
tween the Florida and Oklahoma Seminoles. Chapter 7 covers the
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East Big Cypress Case, a thirty-nine-year legal conflict involving the
Seminoles, the Miccosukees, the State of Florida and the United
States. The settlement of this case, Kersey says, tested and reaf-
firmed the principle of Seminole tribal sovereignty.

Chapter 8 tells the history of the determination of the Micco-
sukees to be recognized as a separate polity. Foiled at first, they
sought help from outside the United States, even persuading Fidel
Castro to recognize them as a separate nation. Finally in 1962 they
won federal recognition as The Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of
Florida.

Special interest groups within the tribes developed to influ-
ence the issues of termination, central organization, the fight
against poverty and the status of the Miccosukees. After the com-
munal cattle herds were dispersed among individuals in 1954, the
cattle owners steadily gathered power. Also by 1957 a group of
young Baptists with high school educations challenged the tradi-
tional leadership. Clan affiliation, however, remained important
but invisible. Seminole women gained power through moderniza-
tion. Although the culture had always been matriarchal, women
were confined to the background. Now they had moved into the

 foreground. In 1967 Betty Mae Jumper was elected the first— but
so far, the only— female chief.

Dr. Kersey drew material from essential primary sources to
write this definitive book. Every person in any way interested in the
modern Florida Indians needs to study it and will enjoy doing so.

University of Florida, Emeritus JOHN K. MAHON

Choctaw Genesis, 1500-1700. By Patricia Galloway. (Lincoln and Lon-
don: University of Nebraska Press, 1996. xv, 412 pp. Foreword,
note to readers, acknowledgments, illustrations, tables, appen-
dix, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth.)

Patricia Galloway has taken on a monumental task in trying to
pinpoint when and why the Choctaw came to exist as a people. In
her search she has used a multitude of sources including archaeo-
logical and cartographic evidence, contemporary European docu-
ments, oral histories and myth, and anthropological studies.

In the first section of the book the author spends much time
and effort discussing her source materials and methodologies. She
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then traces the prehistory (1100-1500) of the region the Choc-
taw— after they come to exist as a people— will call their homeland.
Galloway then turns to the period of contact between Europeans
(Spanish, French, and English) and the peoples of the Southeast
during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and the “evi-
dence” they have left us in the form of official reports, documents,
and maps.

Although the author searched these records thoroughly, she
found little specifically about the Choctaw until the French came
face to face with them during the years 1699 to 1702. Thus, much
of what the Europeans left as “evidence” concerns non-Choctaw
peoples.

The author questions the validity of much of the information
available about the region. Official reports were, at times, written
to reflect personal and political biases and interests. Maps were
drawn by cartographers from information taken from the reports
of the various explorers and were redrawn as new information
came forth. The mythology of the creation and migration of the
Choctaw was found to be similar to other peoples of the Southeast.

There is also a discussion of the importance of material evi-
dence, specifically pottery remains and burial practices, in trying to
pinpoint Choctaw origins. Most of this discussion concerns not the
Choctaw but the other peoples of the region.

In her concluding chapter the author admits that, in the final
analysis, the mystery remains unsolved. It is unclear when and
where the Choctaw emerged as a people. However, history and ar-
chaeological research suggest that the Choctaw developed in an
unpopulated refuge area in Mississippi. Galloway, in her conclu-
sion, does a hypothetical reconstruction as to why this “probably”
took place.

The author is to be congratulated for seemingly leaving no
stone unturned in her search for the true beginnings of the Choc-
taw people, and the extent of her research is truly impressive. Her
hypothesis as to how and when they “probably” came to be is in-
triguing and seems logical. It is unfortunate that most of the “evi-
dence” is not there for definite conclusions to be drawn.

An intense book, this is not for light reading. The author uses
a variety of disciplines in her search for the beginnings of a reclu-
sive people. The material covered is much more than the title
would suggest as the author begins her search well before. 1500.
Perhaps because of the lack of specific data available on the Choc-
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taw it was necessary to include accounts of numerous other peoples
in the region bordering the Choctaw homeland.

Brevard Community College F. MICHAEL WILLIAMS

The Transforming Hand of Revolution: Reconsidering the American Revo-
lution as a Social Movement. Edited by Ronald Hoffman and Peter

J. Albert. (Charlottesville and London: The University Press of
Virginia, 1996. xii, 517 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, contribu-
tors, index. $47.50 cloth.)

In 1926, a small book by J. Franklin Jameson appeared. It
quickly became one of the seminal works about the American Rev-
olution. Seventy years later a group of scholars under the auspices
of the United States Capitol Historical Society has produced a
much larger tome that discusses Jameson and his central idea that
the American Revolution was a social movement.

Eleven essays make up this volume. The introductory one by
Morey Rothberg discusses Jameson and the background of his fa-
mous publication. The remaining ten include a philosophical trea-
tise by Alan Kulikoff on whether the revolution was bourgeois in
nature, seven topical essays, and two long historiographical pieces.

The seven topical essays touch upon a variety of subjects— the
non-importation and nonconsumption movements of the 1760s
and 1770s and their social effects (Barbara Smith), the vicissitudes
encountered by the elite of Charles County, Maryland (Jean Lee),
the changing position of Chesapeake artisans (Jean Russo), the
role of slaves and sailors in the making of the revolution (Marcus
Rediker), runaway slaves in the Mid-Atlantic region (Billy Smith),
the relationship between squatters and land speculators on the
frontier (Alan Taylor), and the political careers of Sam Adams and
John Hancock (Gregory Nobles).

As the foregoing summaries suggest, the seven authors concen-
trate on certain regions and themes. Readers will find much about
Massachusetts, Maryland, and the Mid-Atlantic colonies but almost
nothing about any state south of Maryland. Similarly, there is a
good deal about elites, workers, and blacks but little about many
other subjects such as women and religion. On the whole, the au-
thors are clear in their exposition and judicious in their judgments.
Only in Marcus Rediker’s essay is there a sense of an author over-
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reaching as one reads of soldiers who “may have learned,” veterans
who “may have led,” and observers who “believed” (p. 197).

The two historiographical essays are much more contentious.
Robert Gross surveys historical writing about Shay’s Rebellion to
show how it reflects an ongoing ideological debate about the
meaning of the American Revolution.

The final piece by Alfred Young, longer than Jameson’s origi-
nal book, is a rambling discussion of the historical literature about
the meaning of the Revolution over the past seventy years. Young
offers some interesting insights and formulations but is disappoint-
ingly partisan in his approach. He reviles the “grim” 1950s and its
conservative temperament, gushes over New Left history, and nit-
picks at the preeminent achievement of Gordon Wood. Represen-
tative of Young’s approach is the way in which he passes over
Forrest McDonald in a scornful two pages while devoting three
times the attention to a far less accomplished historian, Staughton
Lynd.

In spite of these defects, the Young essay offers an important
insight into the great contemporary dilemma for historians who
would understand the American Revolution. The ideals of limited
government, republican virtue, and evangelical Protestantism per-
meated American society during the revolutionary era. These re-
mained central to the United States for almost two centuries
including the time at which Jameson wrote. In the late twentieth
century, however, these values have been eclipsed in the therapeu-
tic welfare state and its academic counterpart. Today many acade-
micians worship the gods of class, race, and gender while tens of
millions of their fellow citizens grovel before Washington and the
“helping” professions in an abject search for sustenance and salva-
tion. We have indeed come a long way from Lexington and Con-
cord.

Given the yawning philosophical chasm between 1776 and
1997, the great challenge is how to grasp and convey the alien prin-
ciples of the early nation. What Young and others of his persuasion
suggest, however unintentionally, is that this goal is most likely to
be achieved not by indulging in the various fads afflicting contem-
porary historical writing but rather by a renewed immersion in the
now reactionary world of the Founding Fathers.

University of Central Florida EDMUND F. KALLINA, JR.
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Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Vol. 23, November 7, 1785-

November 5, 1786, edited by Paul Smith and Ronald M. Gephart.
(Washington, DC: Library of Congress, 1995. Chronology of
Congress, List of Delegates to Congress, illustrations, index.
xxxii, 691 pp. $39.00.)

As this monumental documentary publication nears comple-
tion, it throws important new light on the origins of the federal
Constitution. Wrestling with problems beyond their competence
or will to resolve, delegates revealed their fears and frustrations to
their correspondents. A case in point was the two-week debate, in
early August 1786, about relations with Spain. In May 1785, the
Spanish envoy, Dom Diego de Gardoqui, had dangled a tantalizing
offer of most favored nation treatment to United States ships enter-
ing Spanish ports in return for American acknowledgment that the
mouth of the Mississippi at New Orleans was a vital (and non-nego-
tiable) Spanish sphere of influence.

Desperately needing the economic stimulus from Spanish com-
merce, Massachusetts and six other northern states pushed through
a resolution in August 1785 directing John Jay to negotiate an
agreement along those lines. Virginia leaders considered the Massa-
chusetts initiative a direct attack on their own vast investments in
Ohio valley real estate. In 1974, H. James Henderson argued that
Virginia’s alarm over the Jay-Gardoqui negotiations pushed the
drive for a new constitution into high gear. More recently, Peter
Onuf and Cathy Matson have found evidence that mercantile elites
in the middle Atlantic states were maneuvering in 1786 to break the
union into three homogeneous republics which would each adopt a
political economy suited to its needs and interests.

In addition to notes taken by Secretary of Congress Charles
Thompson, the editors have found notes on this debate in the pa-
pers of Arthur St. Clair, William Samuel Johnson, and Melancton
Smith— published here along with delegates’ letters. The leading
protagonists where William Grayson of Virginia and Rufus King of
Massachusetts.

“Grayson: Spain a contemptible friend or foe and therefore a
treaty unimportant,” Smith’s notes on the August 16 debates
tersely recorded; “the family compact does not extend to a
guarenty [sic.] of the dominions claimed by Spain in America.” Th-
ompson’s notes recorded King’s response: “the distressed state of
the Eastern States, . . . ungrateful soil and no staple but what they
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drew from the sea. . . . The best market [for fish] was Sp[ain] and
this could not be secured but by treaty.” Pushing Spain to give up
the geo-political advantage of controlling traffic on the Mississippi,
King warned, amounted to nothing less than war fever. He implied
that Grayson and other Virginians were manipulating the emotions
of western settlers by creating inflated hopes of access to world
markets— something too valuable for Spain to give away cheaply. If
push came to shove, “would there be found a man east. . . of Dela-
ware who would . . . vote for war?” King asked incredulously.

“Nothing could have been more unfortunate than . . . the agi-
tation of this subject,” James Monroe wrote to Thomas Jefferson in
Paris; “it hath . . . given Spain hopes she had no reason to calculate
on.” Moreover, Monroe feared, King’s hard line on Spanish trade
was the cutting edge of a conspiracy to separate the middle Atlantic
and New England states from those in the South.

Monroe realized that repayment of America’s international
debt was the thread running through the entire dispute. He noted
that Pennsylvania and New York had not met their debt payment
requisitions and accused them of seeking the stimulus of Spanish
trade to swell state import duties enough to tide them through the
next debt payment crisis. Little wonder that Monroe wrote the po-
litically charged passages in this letter in cipher, successfully de-
coded by the editors.

The editorial endnotes are usually spare and utilitarian, but in
instances like the debate discussed here, some of the notes are rich
and detailed— a satisfying solution to the thorny, and much de-
bated, problem of annotation in historical editing.

University of North Carolina at Greensboro ROBERT M. CALHOON

Honor and Slavery: Lies, Duels, Noses, Masks, Dressing as a Woman,
Gifts, Strangers, Humanitarianism, Death, Slave Rebellions, The Pro-
slavery Argument, Baseball, Hunting and Gambling in the Old South.
By Kenneth S. Greenberg. (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1996. xvi, 176 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations,
notes, index. $24.95 cloth.)

“Overall my goal has been the goal of a translator: to under-
stand the language of Southern men of honor . . . to know them as
deeply as it is possible to know other humans. It is to comprehend
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a world rather than its pieces” (xiii-xiv). This brief essay’s goal is as
ambitious as its title is long. The extended list in the title offers a
summary of the topics discussed, each being either a positive or
negative illustration of the honor of southern gentlemen.

As Kenneth S. Greenberg himself says, southern honor is not a
new topic. Citing the works of Franklin, Ayers, and Stowe, he sin-
gles out Bertram Wyatt-Brown’s Southern Honor as both the seminal
work in the field and his inspiration. Confining himself to the ante-
bellum period and the southern aristocracy, Greenberg builds on
these earlier discussions and goes off in unique and quirky direc-
tions in search of new insights into the topic. To a great extent, and
in surprising ways, he succeeds in his goal.

Greenberg may offer more than anyone ever wanted to know
about the Clay-Randolph duel, or the dispute over the Feejee Mer-
maid, but along the way he provides interesting pointers on the art
of understanding the duel, such as this gem: “When the man of
honor is told that he smells, he does not draw a bath— he draws his
pistol. The man of honor does not care if he stinks, but he does
care that someone has accused him of stinking” (14).

It is a commonplace to say that slavery is a power relationship.
Greenberg offers numerous and unusual manifestations of power
in the lives of gentlemen and in their relationships with slaves.
From “dressing as a woman” to “gift giving,” to the interesting
claim that the duel is a form of gift giving, Greenberg’s essay ex-
plores numerous areas of daily life easily overlooked. His colloquy
on why hunting rather than baseball is the sport of choice for
southern gentlemen is both amusing and convincing. One indica-
tion of how good he is at unveiling new meanings within the com-
monplace is how many time you say “of course” or “obviously” as
you read Greenberg’s interpretations and analysis.

Perhaps the best and certainly the most interesting section of
the book deals with death. Greenberg discusses death as an expres-
sion of honor, death as a form of power and control, power from
beyond the grave, as well as suicide and honor. The latter gives
some pause as to the place that Dr. Jack Kevorkian might occupy in
the Old South, but that aside, this is an interesting and provocative
piece.

More troubling is Greenberg’s treatment of gambling as an ex-
pression of southern honor. On the one hand it is easy to see the
logic employed with its emphasis on risk. On the other hand one
cannot totally ignore the psychology of addictive gambling in
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which losing is the whole point of the activity, and the bigger the
loss the better. Such an analysis might have taken Greenberg off
into whole new areas of speculation on the meaning of the south-
ern gentleman’s biggest gamble of all, which resulted in what the
southern gentleman could only regard as a major loss.

One wonders also why in dealing with gambling and horse-rac-
ing Greenberg did not examine the North-South thoroughbred
match-races of the 1840’s which attracted so much attention in
both regions. One is also struck by the juvenile behavior and the
pathological insecurity displayed in some activities which Green-
berg chooses to discuss as signs of southern honor.

To raise these points is only to admit what Kenneth S. Green-
berg has achieved in this eclectic and highly stylized essay is what
he set out to do: to extend the discussion of southern honor into
new directions while seeking the meaning of its language and its
world. He has done both with great style.

University of Central Florida RICHARD C. CREPEAU

Robert Stafford of Cumberland Island: Growth of a Planter. By Mary R.
Bullard. (Athens and London: University of Georgia Press, 1995,
reprint edition. xiv, 357 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustra-
tions, tables, photographs, appendices, selected bibliography,
index. $19.95 paper.)

Mary R. Bullard’s well-researched biography of Cumberland Is-
land planter Robert Stafford is her third book on the history of
Georgia’s southernmost barrier island, and it gives a fascinating
look at the people and institutions of the island and its environs in
the nineteenth century. Unlike many of Georgia’s prominent
coastal planters, Stafford never sought political office or a public
career, electing instead to devote his considerable energy entirely
to his business interest and his personal life, a most extraordinary
personal life.

Born on Cumberland in 1790, Robert Stafford rose from mod-
est origins to become one of the wealthiest men in coastal Georgia
by the time of his death in 1877. Stafford’s father was a British sub-
ject and resident of East Florida who emigrated to Camden County,
Georgia, shortly after the American Revolution when Florida was
returned to Spain. The younger Stafford began his business career
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before he was yet twenty and by 1813 had acquired a valuable tract
of island property especially well suited for the growing of Sea Is-
land cotton, the crop that would fuel his growth as a planter until
at one point he owned over eight thousand acres of land and four
hundred slaves. Stafford found many ways to make money; he
owned a store, originally located in St. Mary’s and later relocated to
Cumberland, to take advantage of the coastwise trade. Never bor-
rowing himself, he became a private banker, making profitable and
collectible loans to other planters. Facing falling cotton prices in
the 1840s he leased many of his slaves to canal and railroad con-
struction projects. Money earned from these enterprises was rein-
vested in banks, railroads, and various forms of real estate. By the
time of the Civil War, many of Stafford’s financial dealings centered
in the North, primarily Connecticut, because of the direction his
personal life had taken.

Never married, Stafford began an affair sometime around 1836
with a mulatto slave nurse named Elizabeth Bernardey who between
1839 and 1854 bore him six children. Elizabeth, thirty years
Stafford’s junior, had come to Stafford’s home on loan from a Cum-
berland neighbor in 1836 to care for his sick mother and sister.
Stafford’s investments in Connecticut began in the early 1840s in
preparation for moving Elizabeth and the children out of the South.
The move, actually made in 1852, removed Elizabeth from the dan-
gers posed by Georgia’s complicated manumission laws and offered
the children freedom and great educational opportunities. Stafford
took great interest in the schooling of his children and provided for
them generously after his death. Elizabeth returned to Cumberland
near the end of the Civil War where she lived with Robert until his
death in 1877. She then moved to another part of the island where
she remained until her death in the 1890s. Bullard describes in the
afterword to this reprint edition that since the book’s original publi-
cation in 1986, evidence has been discovered that Stafford had yet
another family consisting of two daughters, Cornelia and Nanette,
by his slave housekeeper Catherine who had assumed that post
about the same time Elizabeth relocated to Connecticut.

To spin the complicated details of Stafford’s business and per-
sonal life, Bullard draws bits and pieces of historical evidence from
a great variety of sources and weaves them together in an impres-
sive narrative. Every stage in the evolution of Stafford’s business ca-
reer and his personal life is carefully documented even though
Stafford’s papers and letters are widely scattered. The author
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makes extensive use of the public records of Camden County. In
short, this book on the life of an atypical Georgia planter offers
rich and varied insights into coastal Georgia during the nineteenth
century and into the mixed-race unions that were sometimes part
of that world.

Georgia Southern University FRED W. BROGDON

In the Master’s Eye: Representations of Women, Blacks, and Poor Whites in
Antebellum Southern Literature. By Susan J. Tracy. (Amherst: The
University of Massachusetts Press, 1995. ix, 397 pp, Preface, ac-
knowledgments, introduction, appendix, notes, bibliography,
index. $42.50.)

Susan Tracy argues that she is taking a new path through well-
travelled territory, asserting that her study of antebellum southern
literature treats “an elite group who express the worldview of the
planter class at the moment when it took the offensive against anti-
slavery Southerners and Northerners” (1). Her thesis, she main-
tains, “is simply that the proslavery argument concerns gender and
class relations as well as race relations” (1). While Tracy’s argument
is forceful, it is clear from the outset that she has already drawn her
conclusions and that the fiction will be subjected more to sociolog-
ical investigation than literary analysis.

In her introduction Tracy remarks that in the antebellum
southern fiction she surveys, “there is not a single novel that does
justice to the complexity of the human spirit” (5). She concludes,
“Every line and every scene in this literature was written to assure
the reader of the natural superiority of men to women, of whites to
blacks and Native Americans, and of the planter class to all other
classes. These novels are more valuable then as the cultural arti-
facts of a defeated planter class than as works of art” (5).

Tracy’s study focuses on six antebellum Southern writers. She
examines the shift in focus from the works of George Tucker and
James Ewell Heath in the 1820s which, she argues, take a reformist
attitude toward slavery, to what she terms “a militantly conservative
defense of slavery in the proslavery fiction of William Alexander
Caruthers, John Pendleton Kennedy, Nathaniel Beverley Tucker,
and William Gilmore Simms” (10). Tracy describes Heath’s novel
Edge Hill: Or, The Family of the FitzRoyals (1828) as “an example of
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Southern liberal thinking that was extinguished before it ignited.
Its significance lies neither in its form nor in its art, but in its liberal
attitudes toward gender, race, and class relations” (65).

Arguing that the works of these men are all markedly paternal-
istic, Tracy concludes that, “In the antebellum historical romance .
. . we always come back to the same triptych: the helpless planter-
class heroine flanked on one side by her would-be poor-white or
middle-class seducer, and on the other side by the planter hero,
who, assisted by his faithful black servant, is about to free her from
her abductor and claim her as his wife” (19).

Tracy further argues that these writers had a special relation-
ship with the society they depicted in their works. “As affluent men
who were born into or married into the planter class, they were al-
lied with the ruling planter elite. However,” Tracy contends, “as in-
tellectuals in a profoundly anti-intellectual nation and section, they
were deeply alienated from those they sought to serve. It is clear
that they were valued by the planter class chiefly as articulate
spokesmen for slavery. This same planter class, however, was com-
pletely indifferent to their cherished project of establishing and
fostering the development of a Southern Literature” (22).

In contrast to the North, where many writers were embracing a
more democratic vision, the southern antebellum writers, accord-
ing to Tracy, continued to posit the patriarchal family order as a
“metaphor for all social relations.” Thus, southern writing re-
mained innately conservative, in contrast to the middle-class models
apparent in non-southern writing: “Rather than being a visionary
who challenged prevailing standards and turning his sights to the
future, the Southern hero is a backward-looking conservative who
seeks to preserve the traditional society and his place in it” (40).

Tracy uses three focal points— the portrayals of women, blacks,
and poor whites— to support her claim for the arch-conservative
position of these writers. In each area she examines how the pater-
nalistic structure of these writers’ works affects character depiction.

Tracy states unequivocally that, “The images of women that
emerge in the fiction under review bear almost no resemblance to
the realities of the lives of white and black women on the antebel-
lum plantation” (70). She contends that Southern writers took no
notice of “women’s hopes, dreams, fears. . . [or] their speculations
on politics and philosophy,” and that their writing “refuses to grant
them any sense of worth and value except as they nurture men and
children” (73). The belle, Tracy argues, receives the most flattering
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treatment while the spinster is the butt of humor. Interestingly, “In
spite of their condemnation of the fallen woman’s errant sexuality,
these authors display far more compassion for her than the spin-
ster, whom they ridicule” (91). Tucker notes that the spinster is
viewed as a threat to the patriarchal structure.

Blacks in antebellum southern literature, Tracy argues, are not
depicted as “family members” as the writers attempt to suggest. Ac-
cording to the author, “the cash nexus always stood between the
planter and his slaves in a way that it never did among his wife, his
children, and himself” (141). Like women, blacks are not devel-
oped as three-dimensional characters; they “have no important re-
lationships apart from those with the master and his family, and no
consciousness of themselves as more than servile inferiors” (143).

Tracy also describes as negative antebellum southern literary
depiction of poor whites. She asserts that the men of this class are
depicted as “loathsome and vicious not because they are economi-
cally stifled in Southern society, but because they are intemperate
and lack self-discipline, which leads them to give in to their alleg-
edly vicious passions” (185).

Tracy concludes her study with a comparison of antebellum lit-
erature in the North with that of the South, arguing that Northern
literature, as a whole, allowed for more complexity, a literature
“more psychologically and symbolically layered than the Southern
novel” (215). Of Southern writing, she concludes that it attempts
to convey Southern society as far more “stratified, harmonious, and
orderly than it really was” (214). It is a literature, she concludes,
that “neither speaks to the complexities of Southern society nor de-
picts adequately the lives of women, blacks, and poor whites”
(217). Tracy’s study is a valuable look at antebellum southern writ-
ing, but one wishes that she had taken further note of the breadth
and complexity of the works treated here.

Florida State University ANNE E. ROWE

Lee the Soldier. Edited by Gary W. Gallagher. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1996. xxxv, 620 pp. Introduction, acknowledg-
ments, maps, illustrations, photographs, list of contributors, in-
dex. $45.00 cloth.)

Almost twenty years ago, historian Thomas Connelly referred
to Robert E. Lee as “the marble man.” The Confederacy’s greatest
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general has enjoyed the status of icon for over a century, his name
symbolizing all that was great and good in “the Lost Cause.” His
chivalric demeanor, Christian compassion, and unswerving loyalty
created the consummate Virginia gentlemen in war and peace who
commanded the respect of Americans on both sides of the Mason-
Dixon line. While few contemporaries or academics of later gener-
ations have assailed Lee’s character, scholars have more recently
debated his talents as a soldier.

In this lengthy volume, Gary Gallagher provides a detailed and
balanced examination of the scholarship on Lee’s skills in the field.
His goal is to give the reader the “interpretive sweep” of the litera-
ture on Lee beginning with the General’s own perspectives on the
war, as recorded by several interviewers in 1868. Lee spoke proudly,
sometimes defensively, of his triumphs, blaming subordinates (Rich-
ard Ewell and J. E. B. Stuart) for the rare failures. He wistfully noted
that the outcome of events would have been dramatically different if
Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson had not been killed in May 1863.

After Lee’s death in 1870, staunch supporters gave him the vic-
tory he could not achieve in life. Lionized by loyal officers such as
Jubal Early and foreign observers such as British Field Marshall Vis-
count Wolseley, Lee’s reputation as a commander soared to new
heights. The rebel leader ascended from sectional saint to national
hero. Such hagiography reached its apogee in the Pulitzer Prize-
winning, multi-volume biography by Douglas Southall Freeman
published in 1934 and 1935. While an occasional naysayer ap-
peared, a succession of pro-Lee literature dominated the next
quarter century.

The historiographical battle erupted in the 1960s when emi-
nent scholars like T. Harry Williams, Connelly, and later Archer
Jones attacked Lee for his misplaced overemphasis on the war’s
eastern theater and for his misguided addiction to an offensive
strategy. Such attacks elicited prompt rebuffs by Albert Castel and
the editor himself who argued that everyone focused upon the East
(not just Lee) and that the general pursued a strategy attuned to
the Confederate citizenry.

The second half of Lee the Soldier emphasizes the great cam-
paigns of the Army of Northern Virginia. Cursory attention is paid
the Seven Days, Antietem, Chancellorsville, and the Wilderness,
but the text focuses heavily on the debate over Gettysburg. The
heated exchange between the beleaguered James Longstreet and
paladin Jubal Early opens the dialogue. Freeman encapsulates the
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pro-Lee argument again faulting lieutenants Stuart, Ewell, and
Longstreet. Freeman admits, however, that Lee allowed operations
to drift and was guilty of over-confidence.

Alan Nolan leads the critics in arguing that “the Gettysburg
campaign involved substantial and unacceptable risks for Lee’s
Army” (482). Nolan takes particular exception to the foolhardy of-
fensive strategy adopted by Lee and the accompanying needless
and irreplaceable casualties incurred. Gallagher agrees that Lee
should have adopted a defensive position after July 1, preferably
between the Yankee Army of the Potomac and Washington, D.C.
Such a move would have obliged the Union forces to attack Lee—
with the strong possibility of markedly different results.

Gary Gallagher has assembled a must-read anthology of pri-
mary and secondary material on Lee as soldier. Some scholars may
ponder the absence of early critic J. F. C. Fuller or question the ex-
tensive (150 pages) space devoted to Gettysburg. The volume, how-
ever, reflects the evolution of the debate over Lee’s undeniable
talents. While the marble may not be scarred, it appears to be blem-
ished.

University of South Florida JOHN M. BELOHLAVEK

Chancellorsville: The Battle and Its Aftermath. Edited by Gary W. Gal-
lagher. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996.
xvii, 263 pp. Introduction, bibliographic essay, list of contribu-
tors, index. $29.95 hardcover.)

Editor Gary W. Gallagher presents the third volume in the Mil-
itary Campaigns of the Civil War Series, previous works having
treated the battles of Fredericksburg and Gettysburg. As in those
earlier offerings, the essays included here focus upon specific as-
pects of the battle which best afford opportunities to present new
evidence, fresh interpretations, or suggestions for additional re-
search. This is the expressed purpose of the Series’ editor, and in
Chancellorsville that purpose is largely fulfilled.

Gallagher contributes one of the volume’s eight essays, an eval-
uation of Jubal A. Early’s holding action at the Rappahannock
River where he faced numerically superior troops under Union
commander John Sedgwick. Gallagher finds Early’s generalship at
Chancellorsville commendable: he was calm, judicious, and aggres-
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sive. In his post-war verbal conflict with fellow Confederate William
Barksdale over Chancellorsville, Gallagher finds that Early de-
fended himself well despite his propensity for sarcasm and hyper-
bole.

John H. Hennessy analyzes the metamorphosis of the Army of
the Potomac after Joseph Hooker’s appointment as commander in
January 1863. Demoralized by recent defeats; harboring a myriad
of grievances including inadequate food, shelter, sanitation, and
slow pay; and hostile toward Emancipation and African-American
regiments, the Army of the Potomac was, suggests Hennessy, “per-
haps the saddest, angriest, most grumbly army that ever marched
under America’s postrevolutionary flag.” Within three months
Hooker believed he had fashioned “the finest army on the planet.”
Hennessy finds Hooker’s reforms mostly sensible and effective—
better food, daily whiskey, liberal furloughs, and new corps
badges— but his organizational changes, especially those concern-
ing the reconfiguration of his artillery, the author regards as “a step
backward.” Concise, penetrating sketches of Hooker’s chief com-
manders add to this overview of the mighty force Lee would face at
Chancellorsville.

Carol Reardon evaluates Winfield Scott Hancock’s rearguard
action at Chancellorsville and finds it “as noteworthy as it is under-
appreciated.” She argues that Hancock’s command helped stop a
southern advance on May 1; bravely defended a critical turnpike
on May 2; and on that day and the next “served as an active, mobile
reserve, plugging holes, changing fronts, supporting and retrieving
artillery, and covering the army’s retirement.” Hancock’s men
could only have done more, Reardon maintains, “if someone other
than Joseph Hooker had commanded the Army of the Potomac.”

The court-martial of Emory F. Best, C. S. A., allows Keith S. Bo-
hannon to skillfully demonstrate the difficulty of drawing confi-
dent conclusions when the testimony of eyewitnesses differs.
Bohannon concurs with the court-martial verdict which acquitted
Best of most of the charges but convicted him of cowardly aban-
doning his men while under attack.

A. Wilson Greene argues that George Stoneman’s “multifac-
eted but little understood” raid, a ten-day excursion behind enemy
lines, must be neither summarily dismissed as a failure, nor praised
as a triumph, as some contemporaries and recent scholars have
done. Greene stresses the achievements of the raid, characterizing
it as a “dress rehearsal” for subsequent battlefield engagements
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that “established first parity and then superiority for the mounted
arm of the Army of the Potomac.”

James Marten uses diaries and children’s literature to suggest
ways in which the war made its impact on northern and southern
white children. He finds, not surprisingly, the effect on the latter
more profound. His work suggests areas of additional study of post-
war myths.

Using medical treatment at Chancellorsville as a vehicle, James
I. Robertson, Jr., gives a chilling, if largely familiar, overview of the
care of the wounded on both sides before and after the May 1863
battle. He uses statistics to suggest that progress was made during
the war, especially behind Union lines (the mortality rate from
gunshot wounds fell from 25.6 percent to 9.5 percent between
1861 and 1863). Yet Robertson describes wounded soldiers drown-
ing in “a huge puddle of water and blood” as they lay on the floor
near the operating table of a Union hospital area at Chancellors-
ville.

Robertson’s essay complements what is, for this reviewer, the
book’s most arresting contribution, Robert K. Krick’s exhaustively-
researched account of the events surrounding the death of
Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson. His thorough and imaginative analy-
sis of virtually every available contemporary source allows him to
account for the movements and motives of both Jackson and the
Confederate soldiers of the 18th North Carolina regiment who
fired upon him that fateful evening of May 2, 1863. Krick demon-
strates as well that Jackson’s wounds had completely stopped bleed-
ing before his soldiers began the unfortunate transportation of the
general to the rear, a journey during which he would suffer two se-
vere falls, one of which certainly tore his shoulder artery causing
massive loss of blood, weakening him so that pneumonia claimed
him eight days later. While conceding that the consequences for
the Confederacy of Jackson’s death are matters of hypothesis, Krick
seems to agree entirely with the Georgia soldier who wrote after the
general died that “all hopes of Peace and Independence had for-
ever vanished.”

Gordon College, Barnesville, Ga. HUTCH  JOHNSON
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Now the Wolf Has Come: The Creek Nation in the Civil War. By Christine

Schultz White and Benton R. White. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1996. xvi, 216 pp. Preface, prologue, epi-
logue, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)

The story of the Oklahoma Muscogee (Maskókî) peoples (or
Creeks, as they are erroneously called), in the American Civil War
is a complex one, composed of all the quintessential elements of
the Native American Holocaust, and with far too many of its details
still unknown. Certainly no Euroamerican history has ever done
justice to this profound Native American experience. Despite its ti-
tle, this short volume chronicles only November and December
1861, an intense period in which the much-respected civic leader,
Opothle Yahola, led followers on a devastating trek from Okla-
homa to the chimerical safety of Kansas. They were joined by Sem-
inoles, Muscogee slaves and freedmen. Together with fleeing
members of other tribes, over nine thousand refugees migrated to
Kansas. Almost a quarter of them died of hardships and in battles
along the way, and hundreds more would freeze to death or die of
starvation in the concentration camps of Fort Leavenworth. But
most of all, the authors remind us, they died of “treachery and ne-
glect” (150).

Much of the story ostensibly is written from the viewpoints of
Opothle Yahola and another Muscogee, Daniel McIntosh, and
their mutual animosity consumes a significant portion of the work.
McIntosh and Opothle Yahola, both well known to researchers of
Southeastern Native American history, had clashed as early as the
Creek War of 1813-14, when Opothle Yahola, and the powerful Big
Warrior of Tuckabatchee for whom he was official speaker, had
tried to use diplomacy and conciliation to maintain the status quo
for their people. The McIntosh family had aligned itself with An-
drew Jackson.

Later, in Oklahoma in 1861, the two followed opposing paths
once again. Daniel McIntosh chose to align himself and his follow-
ers with the Confederate forces while Opothle Yahola, again un-
able to keep his people out of the conflict, sought protection from
Union officials. James Scott, a Muscogee, was ten years old when
his family made the desperate march to Kansas. Angie Debo quotes
him in her work, The Road to Disappearance: “Opuithli Yahola’s heart
was sad at all the war talk. He visited the homes of his followers or
any of the Indians and gave them encouragement to face all these
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things, but above all things to stay out of the war. It was no affair of
the Indians.”

In this book, the two intense months of the trek to Kansas are
described in twenty chapters, each no more than ten pages long,
and two graphics. In four pages of chapter 1, the entire colonial
history of the Muscogee people passes, generically, before the read-
ers’ eyes. In chapter 20, readers travel to Washington with a Native
delegation for a tour of the town. The other chapters rely heavily
on descriptions of unnamed terrain and on largely undocumented
thoughts, motives, and words attributed to the various characters,
or interjected by the authors. The bulk of the larger story, covering
the rest of the Muscogee (and, tangentially, Seminole) involve-
ment in the American Civil War, is handled solely in the seven-and-
one-half-page epilogue. One of the book’s two graphics is a generic
image of a wolf, complementing the title quotation which was
taken from Opothle Yahola’s letter to President Abraham Lincoln
in 1861. The other graphic is a poor black-and-white reproduction
of the famous, brilliantly colored McKinney-Hall stone lithography
of Opothle Yahole. The cut line credits only the University of Okla-
homa for the image.

The dustjacket blurb indicates that the work “relies heavily on
Creek oral tradition” but the bibliography does not specify how
many oral history interviews were conducted by the authors, and
no individuals are cited, with or without their words. Only histori-
cal interviews, from archival collections, are cited. In only a single
endnote (chapter 1, note 2), do the authors acknowledge the oral
history treasures that they have been given; even then they merely
indicate, generically, that these are the partial sources of references
to Maskókî “beliefs and mythology.” In the text, however, the au-
thors do not indicate their sources, nor do they indicate what they
choose to classify as “beliefs” and what they judge to be “mythol-
ogy,” and how they differentiate between the two. Investigators of
Muscogee history will be pleased to note, however, some of the re-
search sources available in Oklahoma collections.

Seminole Tribe of Florida PATRICIA R. WICKMAN
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Twice the Work of Free Labor: The Political Economy of Convict Labor in
the New South. By Alex Lichtenstein. (London and New York: Ver-
so Press, 1996. xix, 264 pp. Acknowledgments, preface, tables,
figures, notes, index.)

The attempt by white political and industrial leaders to curtail
and control the power and autonomy of African Americans consti-
tutes a major theme in the South’s history after the Civil War. One
of the greatest examples of this fixation with racial suppression
could be found in the South’s brutal penal system where convicts
(most of whom were black) were first leased by states to private in-
dustrial entrepreneurs and then, by the turn of the century, were
forced to labor in chain gangs on the region’s expanding network
of public roads. The emergence, character, and career of this ra-
cially motivated penal system is the subject of Alex Lichtenstein’s
Twice the Work of Free Labor: The Political Economy of Convict Labor in
the South. While the title implies that the work is about the South,
Georgia emerges as the predominant focus. Nevertheless, argues
the author, the conclusions could generally be applied to the re-
gion.

Lichtenstein, a professor at Miami’s Florida International Uni-
versity and the author of several articles on southern penal slavery,
has written a profound, thought-provoking book which constitutes
the first major attempt by a historian to explore in depth the racial
nature of the New South’s prison system. Based on exhaustive re-
search including an impressive assortment of primary materials
and documents from countless archival collections, public records,
and contemporary newspapers, Twice the Work of Free Labor is a care-
fully documented and authoritative study which takes into account
the works of later scholars.

The author chronologically and skillfully weaves the story of
convict leasing and chain gangs into the larger themes of Southern
history— slavery, white supremacy, Reconstruction, post-war indus-
trialization, and Bourbon rule. Advancing a theory of continuity,
he claims that the South’s experience with slavery set the stage for
further exploitation of black labor after emancipation. Convict la-
bor was a “racial apparatus” (13) geared toward controlling blacks
which fit the patterns established by Jim Crow segregation laws,
crop-liens and sharecropping contracts, poll taxes, and Grandfa-
ther clauses during the post-war era. Lichtenstein sees the South’s
convict lease as a by-product of collusion between rural leaders
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who wanted to control black workers and industrialists who sought
a predictable, reliable, cheap form of labor that would not strike,
demand wages, or otherwise threaten authority. Thus, he con-
tends, “landlords and merchants devised methods to keep blacks
landless, impoverished and dependent” (12). This system of forced
labor “depended upon both the heritage of slavery and the allure
of industrial capitalism” (19).

Ironically, it was the Republican party which first advocated the
convict lease during Reconstruction to rebuild a South destroyed
by civil war. By the end of Republican rule, the “political economy
of Radical Reconstruction [had] forged the chains that [bound]
Georgia’s convicts for the rest of the century” (36). While the Re-
publican governments utilized convict labor to construct railroads,
the Bourbon Redeemers worked them in the South’s coal mines,
turpentine camps, sawmills, and brick factories. Southern leaders,
like Georgia’s governor Joe Brown, profited from the exploitation
of convicts. The convict lease was particularly suited to the ideas of
the Bourbons since “the racial ideology of Redemption and the in-
creasing number of black convicts reinforced one another” (59).

The Progressive impulse that engulfed the nation at the turn
of the century influenced the South’s penal policies, especially in
regard to the good roads movement. The corresponding southern
response to Progressivism was a prison reform movement which re-
placed convict leasing with chain gangs. The shift from the private
to the public control of convicts still bowed to the southern past
since the reform of the “[region’s] penal system left its basic func-
tion of racial [control] and labor discipline intact” (180).

Throughout each phase of the New South’s development prior
to the 1930s coerced black labor played a pivotal role in ushering
the region into the twentieth century. Through coerced black la-
bor, southern whites pledged themselves to modernization while
maintaining a commitment to racial domination. In short, convict
labor made a significant contribution to the South’s postbellum
economy.

Twice The Work of Free Labor is a monumental work which makes
a significant contribution to southern history. It is made even more
influential by its timely appearance as several states contemplate
the resurgence of roadside chain gangs. Readers will find the book
enlightening and well written. This highly recommended work
should be in the library of scholars and general readers alike who
are interested in southern, labor, and penal history. The topic is in-
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triguing and once engaged, the reader will be hard-pressed to put
the book down.

West Georgia College CLAY OUZTS

Technical Knowledge in American Culture: Science, Technology, and Medi-
cine Since the Early 1800s. Edited by Hamilton Cravens, Alan I. Mar-
cus, and David M. Katzman. (Tuscaloosa and London: The
University of Alabama Press, 1996. x, 256 pp. Acknowledgments,
introduction, afterword, notes, contributors, index. $24.95 paper.)

This is a book for serious students of cultural history and for
those interested in how culture affects the interpretation of scien-
tific data. It sets out the thesis that prevailing beliefs and attitudes
affect how scientists, technologists, and physicians interpret their
research data. In the editors’ words, “Our authors insist that tech-
nical knowledge, in one way or another, is always shaped and in-
formed by the larger culture and, within limits, by the society that
is produced by that larger culture.”

To make their point the editors have selected ten essays which
address various aspects of science, technology and medicine dur-
ing the period since the early 1800s. In cogent introductions to
each essay the editors set forth the intellectual climate of the times
so the reader can judge for himself how it affected the interpreta-
tion of the research data. Too often today’s sensationalist press in-
terprets historical events in light of present day thoughts and
attitudes thus causing the uncritical reader to arrive at erroneous
conclusions.

The selected essays themselves are of particular interest. One
essay, for example, examines the “disease” puerperal insanity,
which once accounted for at least ten percent of female admissions
to insane asylums. This disease was rampant during the latter half
of the 1800s yet without a change in diagnostic criteria or therapy
it disappeared around 1900. Another example of the intersection
of science and culture concerns the history of intelligence testing,
which has led to the present emphasis on preschool education,
and is in part responsible for the Head Start Program created by
Congress in 1965.

Miami, Fla. WILLIAM M. STRAIGHT, M.D.
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Civilization & Black Progress: Selected Writings of Alexander Crummell on
the South. Edited by J. R. Oldfield. (Charlottesville and London:
University Press of Virginia, 1995. x, 265 pp. Preface, acknowl-
edgments, introduction, illustrations, appendices, notes, index.
$38.50.)

J. R. Oldfield, the author of an earlier work on Alexander
Crummell, has produced yet another good book that focuses basi-
cally on eighteen selected writings of this prominent Episcopal
minister. In a helpful introductory essay, Oldfield sets the context
of the book with a brief biography of Crummell’s life from his birth
in 1819 to his death in 1898. The editor believes that Crummell can
be better understood through his writings that date from 1875 to
1898. Oldfield makes the once inaccessible selected writings of
Crummell on the plight of southern blacks available to the public
in this book.

Crummell was born in 1819 to Boston Crummell and Charity
Hicks, members of New York’s black middle class. He was the oldest
of five children. The Crummell children were educated at the Afri-
can Free School on Mulberry Street. Both white and black teachers
taught the youngsters, and the family later became members of the
St. Philip’s Church, New York’s leading black Episcopal Congrega-
tion. Crummell continued his education at Noyes Academy in New
Hampshire, but he was later driven out by an antiabolitionist mob.
He subsequently enrolled in the Oneida Institute in Whitesboro,
New York. It was at this school that he emerged in 1838 determined
to become an Episcopal minister. After being denied admission to
New York’s General Theological Seminary because of his race, he
sought admission to the Eastern Diocese, and later attended Yale
Theological Seminary.

Crummell was born during the age of Andrew Jackson, raised
as a free, middle-class black during the slavery and abolitionist pe-
riod, and became a seasoned theologian during the post-Recon-
struction era. It’s in the context of great political and social
changes that Crummell became an outspoken Episcopal minister
for African Americans. The writings of Crummell reflect various as-
pects of his personal and religious development over a twenty-
three-year period. This book includes many of his writings and
speeches on issues such as religion, race relations, gender, politics
and education. His main doctrine emphasized black self-help and
racial solidarity.
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In general, this book reflects Crummell’s ideas, attitudes, phi-

losophies, and overall leadership during the prominence of Fred-
erick Douglass and the emergence of Booker T. Washington,
Crummell’s writings subsequently had an indelible impact on the
philosophies and opinions of W. E. B. DuBois during the twentieth
century. Yet, there is a big gap in this book concerning Crummell’s
writings from 1889 to 1894. Though several of his writings on the
role of black women are included, it would have been interesting
to read more on his thoughts concerning, for example, the equal
rights of women within the Episcopal church. Did any of Crum-
mell’s writings reflect a liberal position on women assuming minis-
terial leadership within the church as his counterpart Henry
McNeal Turner had advocated during this same general period?
Are there any writings of Crummell that exist from 1889 to 1894
that might indicate any changes in his thoughts or attitudes on, for
example, the race issue in the South?

Oldfield should be complimented for his book’s organization
and clarity. The importance of this work is in making these selected
writings and speeches of Alexander Crummell available to the pub-
lic. This book adds to the emerging number of studies concerning
the life of this fascinating theologian. Therefore, it should be of
great interest to students of American, southern, and African
American history, and religious studies.

Florida A&M University LARRY E. RIVERS

Silk Stockings &Ballot Boxes: Women & Politics in New Orleans, 1920-
1963. By Pamela Tyler. (Athens and London: The University of
Georgia Press, 1996. xi, 323 pp. Acknowledgments, list of abbre-
viations, introduction, notes, index. $40.00 cloth.)

Through careful research and brilliant storytelling, Pamela
Tyler, an assistant professor of history at North Carolina State Uni-
versity, has crafted a work of women’s studies that intertwines the
history of two urban machines, politics in the Long era, personali-
ties in the well-bred and conservative upper-class opposition to
Huey Long, and the mechanics of a reform movement born in the
early 1930s that came of age in the 1940s. With New Orleans, “the
Odd, the Exotic,” as its backdrop, Tyler’s work offers a fresh new
window through which to view Long-era Louisiana. Combining a
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close understanding of local history and factionalism with her care-
ful study of the activities of women, Tyler’s first book offers insight
at several historiographic levels.

Taking 1920 as a watershed and carrying the story into the
1960s, Tyler examines the way upper-class women in New Orleans
created a public role for themselves at a time when the home was
still their only accepted sphere. For her primary sources, Tyler used
several manuscript collections, newspapers, memoirs and inter-
views. Her study found a unique generation of women, united by
their class, background and neighborhood, who also shared a com-
mon hatred of the Long machine. Led by several prominent soci-
ety matrons, and encouraged by their anti-Long men, these women
sparked a movement of good government reform. They did so in
the confines of their traditional roles, couching their activism in
terms of municipal housekeeping. When they “essayed forth” into
the public domain, however, the New Orleans socialites who made
up the Women’s Committee of Louisiana, the League of Women
Voters and the Independent Women’s Organization cleaned up
politics in the Crescent City.

First and foremost a study of politics, Silk Stockings takes the
reader into the bedrooms and boardrooms of the elite, even as
Tyler offers cogent analysis of the various factional alignments she
finds there. Describing a women’s reform movement, she presents
a different type of lens through which to view politics as usual in
New Orleans. Not only does Tyler characterize a pivotal generation
of women and their organized activity in the public sphere; she also
describes and analyzes the very political milieu these women set
out to change.

It makes for a very interesting read. In one chapter, Tyler de-
scribes reformer Martha Gilmore Robinson’s 1954 race for an at-
large seat on the New Orleans City Council. As the campaign un-
folded, irony piled upon irony and Robinson ended up seeking
support from the Old Regular political machine to defeat the op-
position slate put forth by Mayor deLesseps Morrison, a reform
candidate in 1946 who by 1954 had built a political machine of his
own. Noting that Robinson “placed principle above result” by
choosing to run against the popular mayor Morrison, Tyler also ex-
plains that Robinson did well to take Old Regular support in a hard
fought race. The ironies of this chapter capture the essence of the
book. By entering a man’s world in order to clean up politics,
women reformers shed some of their own gentility, cut some deals
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themselves and carved a role for women in the rough-and-tumble
reality of machine rule.

These women did not think as feminists, nor did they attack
the segregated status quo on race. They simply wanted to reform
government and oust the machine. Even Rosa Freeman Keller, a
white liberal who was active in promoting better conditions and
public facilities for African Americans, did not openly attack segre-
gation. A “racial diplomat,” she worked instead for a gradual
change in race relations. All of Tyler’s subjects, therefore, emerge
as a distinct type of activist, upper-class white moderates who ad-
hered to a very limited reform agenda. In one respect then, the
study suffers because it examines such a circumspect group of re-
formers, but that weakness also gives the study its strength. Because
Tyler presents a multi-faceted examination of a specific group, de-
tailing the politics, personalities and mores of the times, she takes
her work beyond the realm of women’s studies. The movement she
describes helped to elect in 1940 the first reform governor since
Huey Long and it brought voting machines, better registration
practices and a good government mayor to New Orleans by 1946.
Much more than a history of mere gentile reform, Silk Stockings is a
carefully crafted piece of local history, casting new light upon the
Long era, on politics in the twentieth-century South, on urban his-
tory and on women’s history.

New Orleans EDITH  AMBROSE

The Kingfish and the Constitution: Huey Long, the First Amendment, and
the Emergence of Modern Press Freedom in America. By Richard C.
Cortner. (Westport and London: Greenwood Press, 1996. xiv,
216 pp. Preface, bibliographical essay, index, about the author.
$55.00 hardcover.)

In this clearly written volume, political scientist Richard Cort-
ner explores the bitter relationship between Governor Huey Long
and the Louisiana press from his election in 1928 until his death in
1935. Beginning early in his administration, Long’s populist poli-
cies and dictatorial style infuriated nearly all of the state’s daily
newspapers, which lashed out at the governor in stinging editori-
als. Long’s attempt to retaliate by imposing a tax on newspaper ad-
vertising culminated in Grosjean v. American Press Company, a 1936
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landmark United States Supreme Court decision that expanded
the freedom of the press.

Cortner focuses much of the early part of the book on the
Kingfish and his opposition. Held in high esteem by most of the
state’s poor residents for promoting an ambitious social agenda,
Long was simultaneously scorned by the oil industry for imposing a
heavy tax on refining. Although a few of the urban daily newspa-
pers had initially supported Long’s election, his attack on the oil
companies and his extreme sensitivity to criticism soon made the
relationship between the press and the Kingfish one of mutual ha-
tred. Long responded first by establishing his own newspaper, the
Louisiana Progress, to “correct the lies published in the daily press of
the state during the preceding week” (35). The governor’s second
line of attack included two bills introduced in 1930. The first of
these would have imposed a 15 percent tax on the gross revenues
of Louisiana newspapers from advertising sales, while the second
would have allowed the court-ordered suppression of any publica-
tion that was “malicious, scandalous, or defamatory.” Neither bill
made it past a legislative committee, but Long continued his rise to
power and won election to the United States Senate in 1930. From
his new position, the Kingfish continued to run Louisiana, and in
1934 he renewed his attack on the press by advocating a 2 percent
tax on gross receipts from advertising sales by newspapers with
weekly circulations of twenty thousand or more. Such a measure al-
lowed Long to punish only the urban dailies that opposed him,
rather than the small weekly newspapers that often supported him.
This time, with the Kingfish himself pacing down the aisles of the
legislative chamber barking orders to his followers during the vote,
the measure passed.

Much of the latter portion of the book details the legal battle
waged by the state’s newspapers and their national media allies to
overturn the tax. The press challenged the law in the federal courts
in the form of a suit for an injunction to prohibit collection of the
tax. A special three-judge district court heard the case, formulated
as a request for an injunction against Alice Lee Grosjean, the state
supervisor of public accounts, and, interestingly, Long’s mistress.
Although counsel for the press argued that the Louisiana tax vio-
lated both the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment (in that it applied to some newspapers rather than all) and
the First Amendment freedom of press (which the U.S. Supreme
Court had recently made applicable to the states in Near v. Minne-
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sota), the district court invalidated the tax solely on equal protec-
tion grounds. Louisiana’s appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
offered the newspapers the opportunity to again make the claim
that the tax violated the freedom of the press. Before the Court,
they argued that because Long proposed the tax to silence his op-
position and because they depended on advertising revenue for
their economic survival, the tax was merely an attempt by the state
to control the press. The justices agreed. The Court held that re-
strictions or punishments against the press subsequent to publica-
tion in this instance violated the Constitution. By expanding the
notion of freedom of the press beyond merely prohibiting “prior
restraints,” the Grosjean case, in Cortner’s words, “marked the be-
ginning of the modern scope of protection afforded freedom of ex-
pression in U.S. constitutional law” (181).

Combining extensive research in Louisiana newspapers with
his noted expertise in American constitutional history, Cortner suc-
ceeds in telling a fascinating story and demonstrating its signifi-
cance. He does a particularly fine job of simplifying constitutional
and legal issues in such a way that scholars and non-specialists alike
will appreciate. By contextualizing an important but often over-
looked Supreme Court ruling, Cortner offers insights into both the
Louisiana political landscape and the history of press freedom in
America. The author also adds to our understanding of Huey
Long, who clearly emerges from this book as one of the great des-
pots of American history.

Rhodes College TIMOTHY  S. HUEBNER

The New Georgia Guide. Compiled by the Georgia Humanities Coun-
cil. Introduction by Thomas G. Dyer. (Athens and London: The
University of Georgia Press, 1996. xxxi, 780 pp. Foreword, ac-
knowledgments, introduction, sources of information, bibliog-
raphy, list of contributors, photographs, index. $19.95
paperback, $39.95 cloth.)

Here’s a book that forces the addition of “almost” to the axiom
that a book written by a committee is always bad. The New Georgia
Guide is excellent. It is aptly described as a “project” by the Georgia
Humanities Council. The book’s parts are fine and so is their sum.
The staff that put the book together and the University of Georgia
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Press that packaged it deserve congratulations. The reader learns
from the acknowledgments section that once the regions to be dis-
cussed were defined, “coordinators,” that is, scholars with special
knowledge of one of the nine regions discussed, went about the
work of making the way easier for the authors of the essays and
tours. Institutional support came from the staffs of state organiza-
tions and agencies, public officials, and people in the private sec-
tor. The general public lent its support as well.

The historian Thomas G. Dyer has written a cogent introduc-
tion describing how the book was written and points out that it up-
dates the legacy created by that influential product of the Federal
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration during the
Great Depression: Georgia: The WPA Guide to Its Towns and Country-
side. It was also published by the University of Georgia Press, re-
printed in part in 1954, and then reissued in full in 1990 due to the
work of the late history professor Phinizy Spalding. The major
force behind the present work was the journalist Colin Campbell, a
descendant of Henry W. Grady. Campbell enlisted the aid of Gov-
ernor Zell Miller and the Georgia Humanities Council, and from
there the complicated project materialized. It was directed by a dis-
tinguished editorial board of experts (all of whom love the state)
on Georgia’s past and present. Steve Gurr, vice president for aca-
demic affairs at Gainesville College was appointed project director.
In essence the book delivers what its title promises: A New Georgia
Guide. It describes a Georgia markedly different from the Georgia
depicted during the Great Depression. Rural Georgia endures
while urban Georgia has emerged and both receive ample atten-
tion.

Before the book swings into gear Steve Gurr and Jane Powers
Weldon supply a brief introduction to the tours by cautioning read-
ers to use the tours and to go beyond them to places that could not
be mentioned because of space limitations. Next, James C. Cobb
supplies an honest overview of Georgia from early times to the
present. Cobb’s contribution is rich in social history.

The sections begin with pieces on Northwest Georgia by Mary
Hood and Jane Powers Weldon. They are followed by: Northeast
Georgia by John C. Inscoe and Steve Gurr; Metropolitan Atlanta by
Timothy J. Crimmins and Dana F. White, Dana F. White in a sepa-
rate essay, and Betsy Braden and John Braden; East Central Geor-
gia by Philip Lee Williams and Jane Cassady; West Central Georgia
by William W. Winn and Fred C. Fussell; Central Georgia by Will-
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iam Hedgepeth, and Betsy Braden and John Braden; Southwest
Georgia by Lee W. Formwalt and Fred C. Fussell; Southeast Geor-
gia by Whit Gibbons and Delma E. Presley; and the Coast by James
Kilgo and Buddy Sullivan. All of the sections are given imaginative
titles.

The final sections include sources of information, counties
and county seats, a bibliography, information on the contributors,
and photo credits. There is a good index.

The overall quality of the articles is consistently high. While it
is impossible to discuss them, let the section of Northeast Georgia
serve as an example. John Inscoe, history professor at the Univer-
sity of Georgia and editor of the Georgia Historical Quarterly, is well
acquainted with mountain country and mountain people and uses
that knowledge to good advantage in his essay. He puts the region’s
history in perspective, dealing with place and time and, most im-
portant, people. The reader comes to appreciate how geographical
heritage affected every aspect of the lives of the folks who live in an
area of stunning beauty. The writing is accurate, crisp, and, while
“scholarly,” it is never pedantic.

The same can be said for the prose of Steve Gurr, who provides
three detailed driving tours of the region. Highway numbers, de-
scriptions of towns, places to go and see, and excellent examples of
uniqueness are present on every page. There is no end to the infor-
mation presented, and the tours will be followed, with personal de-
tours, by many grateful people.

No doubt visitors to Georgia for the Olympic games benefited
from the book, but so will thousands of others. The work achieves
the rare level of being a “reference” book that both informs and
entertains. It is a study that readers will return to again and again,
and is a model example of what can and should be done in other
southern states. The contributors— free lance writers and photog-
raphers, historical preservationists, historians, journalists, folklor-
ists, ecologists, novelists, poets, short story authors, English
professors, museum directors, and urban studies scholars— well de-
serve the praise that this book will bring them.

Florida State University WILLIAM WARREN ROGERS
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One Name But Several Faces: Variety in Popular Christian Denominations
in Southern History. By Samuel S. Hill. (Athens and London: The
University of Georgia Press, 1996. xiv, 128 pp. Foreword, pref-
ace, introduction, notes, index. $20.00 cloth.)

Samuel S. Hill is professor emeritus of religion at the University
of Florida. He is one of the pre-eminent authorities on religion in the
South. His most recent book, One Name But Several Faces: Variety in Pop-
ular Christian Denominations in Southern History represents a classic ex-
amination of three major Protestant groups in the South: The
Baptists, the “Christian” and the “of God” elements. This book is
based in part on a series of lectures Dr. Hill delivered in 1994 at Geor-
gia Southern University. In essence, this work largely expands those
presentations to illustrate the great variety of southern religious plu-
ralism that sprang from the aforementioned Protestant sources.

The story begins with perhaps the most diverse group of all—
the Baptists. Local autonomy has always been a key feature of Bap-
tist life and a major reason for its variances. Hill examines the roots
of Baptist variety springing from four distinct subtraditions: The
Charleston tradition (particular Baptist), Sandy Creek (separate
Baptist), Georgia (Connectionalism), and Tennessee (Landmark
Baptist). From these elements came a remarkable variety of theo-
logical and evangelical groups encouraged by the freedom that lo-
cal Baptist identity allowed.

Using creative insight, Hill traces the rich variety of southern
Baptist developments running the religious spectrum from anti-
mission Primitive Landmarkist to “modernism.” A “Heinz 57” vari-
ety of Baptist life evolved in an atmosphere of what Hill calls “a
freedom from something for something.” While Hill covers most
Baptist bases, it would have been interesting to have had some com-
ments on the place of the politically oriented followers of Pat Rob-
ertson and Jerry Falwell.

Next, Hill examines the “Christians,” beginning with James
O’Kelly in the late eighteenth century. The story of the roles of Bar-
ton W. Stone and Thomas and Alexander Campbell is well docu-
mented, especially the undenominationalism of the Restoration
Movement. Hill places more emphasis on the Stonite wing because
of its southern experiences. Hill believes the Stone-Campbell tradi-
tion contributed strongly to three areas of nineteenth-century
thought: the role of the nation in God’s plan, its views on slavery,
and the acceptance of Common Sense philosophy. The roles of
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Stone (South) and Alexander Campbell (North?) are closely scru-
tinized. Dr. Hill believes these giants of the Disciples of Christ and
Churches of Christ shaped the course of those respective church
bodies largely by sheer character. As Martin E. Marty might suggest,
these men led the way down “new paths for old pilgrims.”

The third group in the trinity of popular Protestant denomina-
tions discussed is the “of God” bodies which include among them
the Church of God, Church of God in Christ, Pentecostal-Holiness
Church and the Assemblies of God. Again, there is a freedom
theme here— in this case, largely a freedom from emotional re-
straints. This religious grouping, according to Dr. Hill, is spirit-
moved and is part of the perfectionist impulse. Dr. Hill distin-
guishes between holiness and Pentecostal which he explains are
“different kinds of experiences”: holiness deals more with daily liv-
ing, and thus is more long term; the Pentecostal experience is
more “of the moment” and fraught with emotion.

The “of God” bodies sprang from mostly Methodist elements
in the late-nineteenth-century South due to several factors. The iso-
lated, rural areas of the South (especially Appalachia) had a strong
revivalist, biblical heritage that was fertile ground for the Pentecos-
tal explosion that visited it around the turn of the century.

This is the best part of Hill’s work. The “of God” examination
is an outstanding condensation and concise interpretative inquiry
into the spiritually “empowered” who, as Edwin Scott Gaustad
would describe it, sought “other streams.”

In summary, the flow of history concerning these prominent
Protestant groups of the South makes for a dramatic story. Hill is in
the tradition of Sydney E. Ahlstrom and Martin E. Marty, and his
book is a small gem.

State University of West Georgia JAMES THOMAS GAY

The New Crusades, The New Holy Land: Conflict in the Southern Baptist
Convention, 1969-1991. By David T. Morgan. (Tuscaloosa: Uni-
versity of Alabama Press, 1996. xv, 246 pp. Preface, acknowledg-
ments, abbreviations, epilogue, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.95 paper.)

Southern Baptists seem to love a good fight. As David T. Mor-
gan sees it, they have been fighting for a long time. Indeed, Mor-
gan, Professor of History at the University of Montevallo,
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Montevallo, Alabama, suggests that they have been involved in the
so-called “battle for the Bible” for more than two decades. This fine
work documents what Baptists themselves have come to know as
“the Controversy,” a conflict which has divided and subdivided ele-
ments of America’s largest Protestant denomination. Numerous
books have surveyed issues surrounding the Controversy, and most
date its origins to 1979 when fundamentalists elected the first of a
series of convention presidents committed to turning the conven-
tion to the Right. Morgan insists that the momentum for what con-
vention moderates call the “takeover” and fundamentalists refer to
as a “course correction” actually began with fundamentalists’ fear
that the denominational mechanism, more concerned with unity
and bureaucratic order than with doctrinal orthodoxy, tolerated a
burgeoning liberalism in seminaries, denominational publishing
and overall leadership. Morgan points to the activities of funda-
mentalist activist M. O. Owens as evidence of the earliest efforts to
move the convention to purge liberals and assert the doctrine of
biblical inerrancy. Owens founded the Baptist Faith and Message
Fellowship in 1973, an organization named for the denomination’s
confession of faith. Supporters attempted to interpret that docu-
ment as teaching inerrancy— the idea that the Bible is without er-
ror in every matter it discusses— and as requiring inerrantist
affirmations of all convention-supported employees. Owens
brought the argument into both national and state Baptist conven-
tion contexts, and, while generally unsuccessful, sowed the seeds
for the efforts which, a decade later, would begin the process lead-
ing to complete fundamentalist control. Thus one of the great con-
tributions of Morgan’s book is its careful documentation of the
roots of the controversy and its original players.

After introducing that element of the conflict, Morgan goes on
to provide an excellent history of the so-called fundamentalist-
moderate battles to gain or retain control of convention machin-
ery. He provides information regarding the later leadership of
both factions and the efforts of both groups to “get out the vote” at
the annual convention meetings. Fundamentalists promoted the
doctrine of inerrancy and supported an agenda for using the ap-
pointive powers of the SBC president to gain control of trustee
boards of all the denominational agencies. Moderates affirmed the
doctrine of biblical authority but hesitated to use the term inerrant
to describe biblical materials. They also opposed what they saw as
the “takeover” effort. As Morgan shows, fundamentalists won, at
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least on the national level. Moderates lost, and many formed vari-
ous other parallel organizations such as the Alliance of Baptists and
The Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.

While little specific attention is given to situations in Florida,
many of the leaders in the controversy had ties to the state. Mem-
phis pastor and fundamentalist patriarch Adrian Rogers and Jack-
sonville pastor Jerry Vines were both elected president of the SBC
during the fundamentalist march to victory.

Morgan details the complexities of personalities, region and
political intrigue well. Final chapters note that the debate ex-
panded from the Bible to rightward social agendas rather quickly.
I wish he, or someone, would give more extensive attention to the
role of race in shaping the controversy from the 1960s. He con-
cludes by asserting that the divisions are too deep for reconcilia-
tion to occur, predicting actual or at least de facto schism. His work
is a valuable contribution to the continuing scholarly effort to doc-
ument this fascinating religious and cultural phenomenon.

Wake Forest University BILL J. LEONARD

Making Civil Rights Law: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court,
1936-1961. By Mark V. Tushnet. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1994; reprint, 1996. xii, 399 pp. Preface, notes, bibliogra-
phy, table of cases, index. $17.95.)

In Making Civil Rights Law, Mark Tushnet notes, quoting the
economist Jeremy Benthem, “law is not made by judge alone, but
by Judge and Company.” When Thurgood Marshall began practic-
ing in the 1930s civil rights law as we know it today barely existed.
The “separate but equal” doctrine guided court decisions and sep-
aration without equality defined American race relations. Tush-
net’s excellent study, new in paperback, traces the agonizing
process by which Marshall, the NAACP’s Legal Defense and Educa-
tion Fund (LDF), the Supreme Court, and evolving American legal
culture overturned “separate but equal” and created civil rights
law.

The book covers ground already trod upon by the Georgetown
University law professor and one-time law clerk to Justice Marshall,
but it also expands and synthesizes the literature analyzing the
NAACP’s role in the struggle for racial justice. After a brief bio-
graphic sketch, Tushnet focuses on Marshall’s career in the 1940s
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and 1950s recounting the arduous and often dangerous work of
preparing civil rights litigation. With clarity and vigor, the author
explains the theories that lay behind the LDF legal strategy “The
NAACP’s litigation during the 1940s,” Tushnet insists, “centered on
restructuring the law so that courts could rely on the social and
economic consequences of discrimination as a basis for invalidat-
ing state laws.” Use of the expert testimony of sociologists, psychol-
ogists, and historians became an integral tactic for the LDF,
particularly in the school desegregation cases. In other cases, the
LDF had to redefine state action. The state-action doctrine held
that private discrimination, such as a merchant refusing service to
blacks at a lunch counter, was not covered under the Fourteenth
Amendment. The LDF lawyers had to convince jurists that enforce-
ment of private discrimination constituted state action. Tushnet
demonstrates that they succeeded in both elements in the rela-
tively little-known restrictive covenant cases of the 1940s marking
the way for hard-fought success in Brown v. Board of Education.

The LDF did not forge civil rights law on its own. A sympathetic
Supreme Court was equally important in its role as lawmaker. Tush-
net’s intimate knowledge of the high court enables him to map out
gracefully the positions— including biases and conceits— of the jus-
tices. This is particularly true for his discussion of Brown. Tushnet
notes that because the court wanted to reverse Plessy it “ignored the
facts” and accepted the LDF’s interpretation of the motives of Con-
gress in passing the Civil Rights Act of 1866. Tushnet, unfortunately,
was similarly convinced. He overstates the success of the legisla-
tion’s supporters in persuading other congressmen and the public
that “the Constitution must incorporate egalitarian premises.“1

In a short review, it is impossible to make detailed comments
on all that this book offers. Tushnet’s analyses of southern resis-
tance to Brown and the attacks on the LDF are subtle and convinc-
ing. Floridians may find these sections of the book particularly
interesting. Tushnet’s treatment of the Virgil Hawkins case, involv-
ing the attempted integration of the University of Florida law
school, adeptly illustrates “passive resistance to Brown.” Tushnet’s
retelling of the Florida legislature’s investigation of links between
the NAACP and the Communists is equally enlightening. Indeed,

1. See Earl M. Maltz, Civil Rights, the Constitution, and Congress, 1863-1869,
(Lawrence, Kans., 1990), for a convincing and detailed study on the “original
intent” of the Reconstruction amendments.
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both sections expose the fact that Florida’s experiences in the civil
rights era have been woefully neglected.

Making Civil Rights Law raises interesting debates on constitu-
tional jurisprudence, on strategies and tactics of civil rights groups,
and on the importance of the NAACP in the civil rights struggle.
Intensely researched, thoroughly documented, and elegantly writ-
ten, the book offers much for legal scholars and historians, ama-
teur or professional, to admire.

Washington, D. C. STEPHEN GRANT MEYER

The Making of Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement. Edit-
ed by Brian Ward and Tony Badger. (New York: New York Uni-
versity Press, 1996. xiii, 241 pp. Acknowledgments, notes on the
contributors, list of abbreviations, introduction, index. $55.00
cloth, $17.95 paper.)

The Making of Martin Luther King is a collection of twelve well-
researched essays which were originally presented at an October
1993 conference held at the University of Newcastle upon the
Ryne. The conference commemorated the twenty-fifth anniversary
of Dr. King’s assassination. The book is organized into four logical
divisions, each containing three chapters.

The first part, examining the roots of the civil rights movement
in the American South, is impressive. Using primary materials
Adam Fairclough, John Kirk, and John White review civil rights ac-
tivities in Louisiana, Arkansas, and Alabama, and provide valuable
information about black activism, suffrage victories, and the suc-
cessful use of economic pressure in these southern states during the
1940s. They emphasize the contributions of Alvin Jones, Theodore
J. Jemison, J. Leo Hardy (Louisiana), W. H. Flowers (Arkansas), and
E. D. Nixon (Alabama), all of whom have been omitted from most
accounts of the movements (or slighted in the case of Nixon).

The second part contains contributions by Badger, Walter A.
Jackson, and Clayborne Carson, and addresses the responses of lib-
eral whites to black students’ involvement in the direct action
phase of the modern civil rights movement, The writers argue that
this mass movement pressured white liberal supporters to reassess
their belief in gradualism in favor of the urgent demand by blacks
for “freedom now.” This section further assesses the conditions that
spawned the Southern Manifesto, grassroot movements among
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blacks, and federal government intervention on behalf of black
civil rights.

Robert Cook, Keith D. Miller, Emily M. Lewis, and Richard H.
King contribute to the third part of the book which examines how
civil rights supporters viewed the symbolic importance of historic
events and personalities, and how the movement itself was de-
picted in literary accounts. They focus upon the changing national
image of Abraham Lincoln, Marian Anderson’s 1939 appearance
at the Lincoln Monument, the symbolic importance of King’s “I
Have a Dream” speech, and successfully show that the American
people are much more receptive to positive representations of the
civil rights movement.

Contributors to the last section compare the United States civil
rights movement with similar movements in England and South
Africa. Tariq Madood and Mike Sewell examine ethnic minorities,
stereotyping in England, and the English response to King’s non-
violent campaign. Sewell concludes that the English viewed the
civil rights movement in the United States from a global
perspective, sympathized with Dr. King’s non-violent philosophy,
and opposed extremism. They also feared that the United States’s
present might be England’s future, and were convinced that some
racial problems were unavoidable. In the last chapter George
Fredrickson compares and contrasts the South African Defiance
Campaign and the United States Civil Disobedience Movement.

The Making of Martin Luther King is a work from which scholars
and students of the civil rights movement will benefit. The book
successfully highlights heroic actions of an earlier generation of
blacks in the fight against injustices, and, in the words of the edi-
tors, “offer[s] important new insights into the origins, develop-
ment, representations and international ramifications of the civil
rights movement” (2). However, the editors have not convincingly
illustrated their second objective, which was to show that too much
attention has been showered on Dr. King’s role in the modern civil
rights movement at the expense of local leaders and organizations.
Few would disagree that “these earlier [pre-King] years were just as
critical; [and that] they should not be lightly passed over” (26). Yet,
it is equally difficult to excuse the dynamic personality of Dr. King
and his impact in transforming local activism into a widespread
movement.

Tennessee Technological University WALI RASHASH KHARIF
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The Tampa Bay History Center is proud to announce the pub-
lication of Children on the Tampa Bay Frontier by Canter Brown, Jr.,
Historian in Residence. The book is part of the Reference Library
Series. The forty-seven-page softcover book draws from a wide
range of primary sources and contains interesting chapters on ed-
ucation, poverty, and slavery. Children on the Tampa Bay Frontier may
be purchased from the Tampa Bay History Center for $4.95 per
copy, plus postage and handling. Sales to school districts are at
$3.00 per copy. Contact the Center at (813) 228-0097 for more in-
formation.

Originally published over forty years ago, George Worthington
Adams’ Doctors in Blue is now available for the first time in paper-
back. An important work on the medical history of the Union army,
Doctors in Blue provides detailed and often grizzly information on
the mobilization of the military medical staff, wartime surgical
techniques, infections, diseases, and field hospitals. The book also
includes a useful appendix which provides mortality tables. The au-
thor grimly reminds us that “Some 300,000 Union soldiers lost
their lives. Confederate attacks account for only a third of these
deaths; disease, for the rest” (3). Doctors in Blue is available from the
Louisiana State University Press for $12.95. To order call (504) 388-
6666.

“The American Civil War,” historian Virginia Scharff writes,
“was an unusually literary war,” and for years, historians have bene-
fitted from the diaries and recollections of survivors of this trage-
dies (xiii). Although indispensable for understanding the war,
these documents are not without their limitations, for the majority
were written by Northern men concerned primarily with military
matters. Richmond During the War: Four Years of Personal Observations,
by Sallie Brock Putnam, tells the distaff side of the conflict. Origi-
nally published in 1867 and now available in paperback as part of
the University of Nebraska Press’ Bison Books reprint series, Put-
nam’s book is a richly evocative account of life in Richmond during
these critical years. Putnam details the upheaval experienced by
genteel families in the capitol of the Confederacy; in particular, she
reveals how the war affected Southern white women and disrupted
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the “separate spheres” convention. This book can be obtained
from the University of Nebraska Press for $16.95.

Also available from the Bison Books series is the paperback re-
print of Sylvanus Cadwallader’s Three Years With Grant, edited by
Benjamin P. Thomas. Cadwallader first met Grant in late 1862 and
he remained with the general as a war correspondent on special as-
signment for the Chicago Times and later for the New York Herald.
During his tenure with the general, Brooks D. Simpson writes in
the book’s introduction, “Cadwallader became something more
than a reporter. He informed Grant of enemy movements during
the battle of Champion’s Hill; once he actually took Confederates
prisoner” (vi-vii). Full of insights and interesting vignettes on the
dominant personalities of the time, including President Abraham
Lincoln and General Philip H. Sheridan, this book also is recom-
mended for those interested in the relationship between the mili-
tary and the press during the Civil War. This book can be
purchased for $15.00.

Photographer Jim Janosky calls Lake Okeechobee “the liquid
heart of South Florida,” and the 115 photographs featured in
Okeechobee: A Modern Frontier richly illustrate his point. As historian
Susan Duncan states in the introduction, “Janosky has captured the
toughness, sensitivity, and diversity of life around the lake” [x]. The
book includes a twenty-page history of the region followed by pho-
tographs ranging widely in subject matter, from pleasure boaters
and fish camps to cowboys and rodeo clowns. After perusing the
photographs one finds convincing the author’s declaration that
“there is something good for the soul about being close to . . . the
waters of Lake Okeechobee” [xii]. This book is available from the
University of Florida Press for $24.95.



HISTORY NEWS

The 1997 Annual Meeting of the Florida Historical Society and
the Florida Historical Confederation is scheduled for May 29-31 at
the Radisson Riverwalk Hotel in Jacksonville. The theme of the
meeting is “Bridging Time: Life Along the St. Johns.” The Jackson-
ville Historical Society is the prime sponsor of the 1997 event.
Friends of Florida history are invited to attend.

The National Town Meeting of the Main Street Program is
scheduled for April 27-30 in Portland, OR. For more information,
call the Florida Trust for Historic Preservation at (904) 224-8128.

The Boca Grande Historical Society has “First Florida State
Flag” license plates for sale. The plate, suitable for mounting on
the front bumper of a Florida automobile, has a reproduction of
the first flag of Florida emblazoned with the words, “Let Us Alone.”
Tags are $15.00 each ($10.00 of that amount is tax deductible) and
can be purchased from: The Boca Grande Historical Society, Box
553, Boca Grande, FL 33921.

The Florida Association of Museum’s Fall Expo is slated for
September 23-26, 1997, in Sarasota. For more information call
(904) 222-6028.

Personnel Moves

The Maitland Historical Society has hired Reatha Thomas as its
new director. Ms. Thomas will be responsible for the operation of
the Waterhouse Residence Museum, the Carpentry Shop, and the
Telephone Museum in Maitland. Ms. Thomas is a sixth generation
Floridian and a native of St. Augustine.

Deborah Scott is now the Museum Director for the Polk
County Historical Society. Deborah was formerly with the Citrus
County Historical Society. Friends can reach her at (941) 534-4385.
Kathy Turner Thompson is the new Director of the Citrus County
Office of Historical Resource. Ms. Turner, who is attending Saint
Leo College, replaces Deborah Scott.

The Delray Beach Historical Society will exhibit “History of
Theater in Delray Beach,” a special salute to the Delray Beach Play-
house in the Cornell Archives Room at Old School Square. The ex-
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hibit will run from February 6 to May 6. For more information call
Dottie Patterson at (561) 274-9578.

“Society Happenings and Events of Interest: 100 Years of the
Palm Beach Daily News,” an exhibit at the Flagler Museum in Palm
Beach, features historic photographs and “front page” stories from
the Palm Beach Daily News. Dates: January 17-August 3. For more
information, call (561) 655-2833.

New Library

The Florida Historical Library Foundation, Incorporated has
been formed to operate the Florida Historical Library at 435
Brevard Avenue, Cocoa. The Library, which will incorporate the
collections of the Florida Historical Society, is housed in a 1939
WPA-constructed former post office building.

Dr. Robert A. Taylor of Fort Pierce has agreed to serve as the
Interim Director of Collections.

Preservation and renovation grants have been applied for. It is
anticipated that the renovations will take two years to complete.
The Library needs microfilm readers, filing cabinets, and map
cases. Individuals or corporations wishing to donate these items
should call Nick Wynne at (407) 259-0694.

Individuals wishing to contribute to the creation of this new re-
search facility can become a “Founding Fellow” for a $100 contri-
bution or a “Research Fellow” for a $20.00 contribution. Both
categories of contributors will receive a beautiful parchment certif-
icate. The names of “Founding Fellows” will be permanently in-
scribed on a plaque in the building lobby. Send contributions to:
The Florida Historical Library Foundation, 1320 Highland Ave-
nue, Melbourne, FL 32935.

Golden Quill Awards

April 15, 1997, is the deadline for submissions to the Society’s
annual Golden Quill Awards. Two awards for electronic journalism
(news stories, radio spots, videos, Public Service Announcements)
will be made. Two additional awards for print journalism (mono-
graphs, newsletters, newspaper articles/columns, children’s sto-
ries, etc.) will also be made. No entry fee is charged. Five copies of
all submissions should be sent to Dr. Nick Wynne, Florida Histori-
cal Society, 1320 Highland Avenue, Melbourne, FL 32935.
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Volunteer Awards

507

The Florida Historical Confederation has set April 15 as the
deadline for submission of nominations for “Local Volunteer”
awards. Contact Nick Wynne at (407) 259-0694 for more informa-
tion about the Confederation awards program.

Call for Manuscripts

The Florida Historical Quarterly is planning a special issue for
Spring 1998 to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the
founding of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA). Papers on any aspect of the space industry, par-
ticularly its effect on Florida, are welcome. Manuscripts
should follow guidelines as printed in the Quarterly and
should be submitted for consideration by October 1, 1997.

Please send all manuscripts and inquiries to:

Florida Historical Quarterly
Department of History

University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32815-1350
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